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chapter 1

introduction

the primary association of the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints is a most significant organi-

zation in the teaching and training of latter day saint

children it has been given the responsibility of con-

ducting weekdayweek religiousday training for children ages four

to twelve years of age companion to that assignment is
the responsibility of directing leisure time and recrea-

tional activities for the children of the church unlike

other church auxiliary organizations the primary associa-

tion is charged with assisting parents in the preparation

of the older primary boys for ordination into the aaronic

priesthood

hundreds of thousands of children have had their

lives touched by the primary associations over the ninety

seven years of its history thousands of devoted women

have rendered many hours of selfless service in providing

life touching experiences for the children the results

ducting

1

char ed
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are seen in the church in the home in the community and

in the life of each individual child

STATEMENTSTATEMFNTstatement OF THE PROBLEM

it was the purpose of this study to trace the

historical development and major contributions of the

primary association from its inception in 1878 to 1928

areas of consideration are 1 conditions that led to

the birth of the primary movement 2 its growth and

development during the primarysPri firstmarys fifty years 3

some of the major problems faced and how they were solved

4 some of the prominent people involved in the movement

and 5 the basic contributions

justification OF THE STUDY

A review of materials on the primary association

organization revealed that there has not been a complete

treatise on the subject since it is a major auxiliary

organization of the church it is most worthy of consid-

eration As the church becomes a more worldwideworld organi-

zation each of its auxiliary organizations assumes a

greater importance and significance A study of the

pru

eration wide
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primary association will make available resource material

about the organization and its contributions to the church

membership

delimitationsLIMITATIONSDE OF THE PROBLEM

the scope of the study has largely been confined

to the period of 1878 to 1928 some background material

will be considered before 1878 and there will be some

extension beyond the year 1928 in an attempt to preserve

continuity the study will be confined to the general

movement and growth of the primary movement mention of

stake and local organizations will only be incidental
some areas of the general growth will not receive deep

consideration as they could produce complete theses by

themselves

this study is not intended to be a comparison

between other auxiliary organizations of the church also

the contributions to the churchchurchschurche religious education

program will be limited

definitions OF TERMS

primary association an auxiliary organization

within the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

C
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primaryprimar A weekdayweek religiousday educational and

activity meeting held for children on a weekly basis

usually in the late afternoon

primary general boardboardsboarde A group of women assigned

to supervise the various levels of primary leadership on

a localized basis

primary general president A woman assigned to

preside and direct general board members in their

responsibilities the term is used interchangeably with

the title superintendent

church sometimes called the LDS church mormonmormo

church or the kingdom of god it is the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints

first presidencyPre thesidenEy presiding body of the

churchmurch consisting of a president and two counselors they

direct all of the affairs of the church they may be

referred to in this thesis as the brethren

general authorities the body of men who regulate

the affairs of the church under the direction of the first
presidency on a general level

pr Y

n

affairs
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farmington A small communitymunitycoucon north of salt lake

city where the primary movement had its beginning

advisors men holding priesthood authority from

among the highest ranks of church leadership assigned to

give direction to church auxiliary programsprogram

the childrens friend it was the official maga-

zine of the primary from 1902 to 1970 it is also

referred to as the primary magazine or the magazine

primary childrens hospital A childrens
hospital established and maintained principally by the

primary association it also has been known as the

childrens hospital and the childrens convalescent

hospital

METHOD OF PROCEDURE

A careful perusal was made of the primary general

board meeting minutes the young womens mutual improve-

ment association general board minutes the young mens

improvement association general board minutes and the

minutes of the first primary association meetings for the

firstirstarst year these minutes are all to be found in the

church historians office in salt lake city

primary 0 1.1

hospitalitai

carepuifuleul

f
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personal interviews were held with president

lavern watts parmley general president of the primary

association from 1951 to 1974 and with mrs margaret

steed hess of farmingtonfanningtoncanningtonFann mrsington hess is the daughter in

law of bishop john W hess who was bishop of the farming-

ton ward when the primary was organized she was also

historian for the helen mar miller camp of the daughter

of the utah pioneers

material located in the davis county library in

farmingtonFann utahington was reviewed sources available at the

brigham young university were researched these sources

included copies of the childrens friend the improvement

era the millennial star the juvenile instructor copies

of masters theses materials found in the special collec-

tion library and the available primary handbooks and

lesson books president parmley allowed use of the pri-

mary general board library and its contents the

materials were screened and analyzed as to their worth

for the compiling of this thesis

the reader will findind an account of the origin of

the primary association in chapter 2 chapters 3 and 4

cover the growth and development of the primary program

some of the primarysPri majormarys problems are given in

6

f
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in chapter 5 the lifelifilfe of the primaryprimarys founder aurelia
spencer rogers is presented in chapter 6 chapter 7

gives a brief account of the lives of louie B felt and

may anderson who were the first two general presidents of

the primary association A brief survey is then given of

the three succeeding general presidents to 1970 chapter

8 presents some of the important contributions of the

primary association A summary of the entire text is
found in the last chapter

e

f

Primarys f
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chapter 2

THE FIRST PRIMARY association

A fire seemed to burn within me and I1 had a de-
sire at one time to go to the young mens mutual
improvement association meeting and talk to them but
I1 did not yield to the impulse thinking too much
perhaps of what people might say the query then
arose in my mind could there not be an organization
for little boys wherein they could be taught every-
thing good and how to behave

the fire which burned within aurelia spencer

rogers gave birth to the primary association of the

church of jesus christ of latter day saints the existing

conditions made the time ripe for its inception like

other worthwhile movements the primary association came

into being to fill existing needs

the need for a childrens organization had its
roots in the conditions of the times the basic problem

was a lack of wholesome fiure4iureglure tolmetdlme activities for the
r

young children while the men and older boys were work

ing inthe fields the women and older girls were busy

aurelia S rogers liflifeliylly sketches salt lake
city george Q cannon and sons company 1898 p 207

8

mey

1

laurelia e
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making a comfortable home children were often left to

find their own amusement some parents overlooked the

charge concerning the religious and moral training of
92children A state of religious lethargy had settled on

many latter day saints

conditions 1850 TO 1878

the last half of the 1800s saw the saints face

some very difficult problems they were faced with secur-

ing the basic necessities the early flooding of imm-

igrants into the salt lake valley strained every available

resource crop failures and pests added to their prob-

lems the isolated nature of the area made commerce very

difficult until a faster mode of travel came with the

railroad anti mormon persecution continued to increase

the gold rush of 1849 brought some advantages to
Q

the saints in utah among other things it pointed out

0
doctrine and covenants salt lake city the

church ofoi jesus christ of latter day saints 1964
6825306825

leonard

30

J arrington the harvest of 49
great basin kingdom lincoln university of nebraska
press 1968 ppap 667666 chapters76 6 7 8 and 9 give
excellent treatment of the outside forces which influ-
enced the mormon way of life

3

2doctrjine ahe

if
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the favorable location of the salt lake valley imm-

igrants used the area as a resting place others came to

stay such as the military with its usual camp followers

there were disadvantages with the advantages from

the influx of outsiders the conduct and moral standards

of some left much to be desired their poor examples and

coarse ways coupled with a growing laxity among many

saints caused great concern among church leaders

the move across the plains with its accompanying

hardships and pioneer lifelifilfe led many saints to become

careless in their religious piety some teenagers and

children picked up undesirable habits the deep concern

of church leaders over the growing apathy led to the
A

reformation movement of 1857 1858

general authorities traveled from community to

community exhorting church members to faithfully observe

the teachings and practices of the kingdom they were

counseled to guard against the use of profane and vulgar

language the vices of gambling contending against one

another breaking the sabbath day and the word of wisdom

gustive 0 larson the mormon reformationreformati 11 the
utah historical quarterly XXVI no 1 january 1958
ppap 456345 63

10

e

4

4gustive on
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and other unholy acts the brethren counseled exhorted

commanded rebuked and encouraged the saints

the small community of farmington was among the

first to receive visits from the general authorities it
was on the main route of travel from salt lake city to the

northern reaches of the church as well as a link to the

farmington is located sixteen miles north of
salt lake city in davis county its first mormon settlers
came in the summer and fall of 1848 it was known as
north cottonwood until 1852 when the name was changed to
farmington the main reasons for settling in the north
cottonwood area included 1 to act as an overflow for
saints coming into the salt lake valley 2 the availa-
bility of good farmland and water 3 the need for
skilled artisiansarti insians a young and growing community 4
opportunities for employment and 5 encouragement of
family and friends already living in the area or planningplann
on

y lnainaino
moving there

when the davis stake was organized in 1877 farm-
ington served as its headquarters by 1878 when the
rogers family moved in there were 1200 settlers mostly
latter day saints

As general authorities traveled north to visit
church members they often used farmington as a resting or
stopoverstop placeover because of its convenient location thus
the saints of farmington saw many of the brethren includ-
ing brigham young

farmington area was subject to strong winds the
story is told that brigham youncyoungyounsyouna had his carriage over-
turned by the strong winds it was said that he rebuked
the winds and they were much more calm for several years
after glen knowlton leonard A history of farmington
utah to 1898 unpublished masters thesis university of
utah 1966 ppap 273027 3630 40 george quincy knowlton

A history of farmington utah unpublished papers co-
mpiled and edited by jannetta K robinson on file in the
davis county library at farmington utah 1956 ppap 9139 13

5

5farmington

c31

3

vn

un 1 varsity
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oregon and california trail As travelers came through

the children were exposed to some habits not in keeping

with church standards

the creation of the davis stake triggered an

effort in farmingtonFann toington improve the general spiritual

accicudeaCcianciancl 11cudeitudeetude brigham6brigham6 youngwhoyoung waswho in attendance at the

orcanizationorganizationorganization of the davis stake admonished the bishops

of the area we expect to see a radical change a

reformation in the midst of this people

H T S counsel was taken seriously by john W

hess bishop of the frminoton ward he chanaudchangedchanaed priesth-

ood meetingrree toting a new time boys twelve years and older

who had not received the aaronic priesthood were ordained

rebaptismsrebapfcismsbaptismsRe were encouraged and there were attempts to

revirevl alize1 the faltering united order system bishop hess

andrew jenson encyclopedic history of the church of jesus
caristchriscclrist of latter day saints salt lake city deseret news
printing company 1941 ppap 760761760 farmingtonFann761 firstington
ward primary historical record of 1878 ppap 343

glen

4

leonard knowlton history of farmington
utah to 1898

hood

unpublished masters thesis university
of utah 1966 ppap 596059

brigham

60

young address delivered at farmingtonFann
utah

ington
june I1 1877 journal of discourses reporter

george F gibbs XIX london england 1884 424342 43

at t

7

his

0 cac7

J

7brigham

gien

11311.3
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counseled his members to give more heed to the sabbath
0

day and spend more time in building up the kingdom

he then turned his attention to the young people

ward leaders were concerned about the excessive leisure

time the children had it was fostering a general attit-

ude of unruliness and rebellion swearing and profane

language was on the increase and there was a growing

tendency toward breaking the word of wisdom bishop hess

felt it was time for a more strict discipline for our

boys 119

Q

knowlton loccitloccie bishop john W hess one of
the original settlers of farmington was born august 24
1824 in pennsylvania he joined the church in its early
days and endured the missouri persecutions he was a me-
mber of the nauvoo legion and served as a body guard to
joseph smith brother hess was set apart as the third
bishop of the farmington ward serving from 1855 to 1882
he was called as first counselor in the davis stake presi-
dency in 1882 and in march 1894 he was installed as
stake president of the stake where he served until 1900
at that time he was ordained patriarch to the davis stake

brother hess was considered one of the most suc-
cessful farmers of the area at one time he had more
sons in utah who worked as farmers than any other man
he was the husband of seven wives and the father of
sixty three children

Q
statement by margaret steed hess personal

interview july 12 1971 mrs hess was historian for
the helen mar miller camp of the daughters of the utah
pioneers and daughter in law to john W hess who was
bishop of the farmington ward when the primary was
organized she has a collection of historical papers on
the first primary hereafter referred to as hess papers

13

8

9

8knowlton loc cit

farmers

9statement
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As bishop hess pondered the situation something

told him tl1 want you to gather the mothers together and

hold a meeting 11 the meeting was called and most of the

mothers attended including aurelia spencer rogers

bishop hess explained his grave concern over the young

people of the ward particularly those under the age of

fourteen the older ones had the MIA program to help meet

their leisure time needs but the young children had

nothing he charged the mothers with the responsibility

of looking after their young daughters he told the

sisters of his desire to have a meeting with the fathers

of the ward and charge them concerning their young sons

A CHILDRENS organization BIRTH OF AN IDEA

though bishop hess had expressed a desire to meet

with the fathers of the ward several months passed and

the meeting did not materialize aurelia rogers had been

deeply concerned about the little boys of her community

for some time she was distressed by some of the things

taking place among the children she later recorded her

feelings

ibid

I

C

10ibid
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I1 had reflected seriously upon the necessity of
more strict discipline for our little boys

many of them were allowed to be out late at night
and certainly some of the larger ones well deserved
the undesirable name of hoodlum it may seem strange
that in a community calling themselves latter day
saints children should be allowed to indulge in any-
thing approaching rowdyism but it must be remembered
the age in which we live is one that tends to care-
lessness in the extreme not only in regard to reli-
gion but also morality il11

sister rogers considered it a sacred duty for

parents to look after the spiritualsp welfareirirual of their chil-

dren the question of what could be done to help the

children of her community became an obsession with herhar

she recalled A fire seemed to burn within me the

query then arose in myroy mind could there not be an organi-

zation for little boys wherein they could be taught every
i n

thingthinathinkthino good and how to behave 1

in march 5 1878 5 eliza pv snow and ejnmelin0ezme Bline

wellsalls visited farmingtonfarminccarminc inton behalf of the relief society

orgapiorgac0 ration7 during their visit sister rogers revealed

her feelings about the lack of formal activities for the

childrenchiichilchel ofdlendiendlan larraingtonfarmingtonlarra sheington was distressed about the

future as she said what will our little girls do for

good husbands if this state of things continues could

rogersrugers sketches op cit

sa

bec me

ed

112

W lls
r

S ne

the-aation

itts

atlonorgani
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there not be an organization for little boys and have
1 0

them trained to be better menamen1meni

the visitors were impressed with the plea and

the idea was discussed further sister snow assured

aurelia rogers that her idea would be put before president

john taylor

president taylor gave sanction to the idea he

directed sister snow to write bishop john W hess and

explain the matter to him shortly after receiving the

letter bishop hess called upon sister rogers to discuss

the matter with her he then called her to preside over

the new organization she accepted the call reluctantly

because of her feeling of incompetency

the dream had become a reality the idea had

taken root by early summer of 1878 the plans were

being laid for the new organization in her initial
thinking aurelia rogers had considered only the welfare

of the boys As she considered the organization she

realized the need of the girls her thinking was that

the meeting would not be complete without them for as

singing was necessary it needed the voices of little

bid p 208203

men13

131bid
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girls as well as boys to make it sound as well as it
should A letter from sister snow settled the matter

and the girls were included in the program sister snow

was a constant source of help and encouragement she

suggested the name of the new organization be the primary

association of the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints 15

the primary association the childrens own
organization 11 the childrens friend IXL april 1940
166 hereafter referred to as CF

elizaellzaeilza R snow one of the truly great women of
the church was appointed by president brigham young to
supervise the relief society organizations located in the
territory As the YWMIA and the primary movements were
organized they were also placed under her supervision
sister snow heldheid this unique position from 1866 until
1880 when central boards over each group were organized

eliza R snow was acting within the office of her
calling when she visited farmington in the spring of
1878 As aurelia rogerspogers discussed the possibility of a
childrens organization with her the idea struck sister
snow as having great merit she reported the matter to
president john taylor and after approval was granted she
was assigned to assist in the establishment of the new
organization

sister snow was one of the great moving forces
behind the early years of primary organizational work
she helped in many ways some of them included helpinghelhei
to

pinopina
set the age for primary children naming the organi-

zation preparation and printing of a song book and a
lesson guide book of questions and answers on the scrip-
tures frequent visits and constant encouragement As
she traveled from stake to stake after the first asso-
ciation was organized sister snow organized primary
units in each area

14the

15eliza

he id
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the new organization received the support of the

general authorities joseph F smith a member of the

council of twelve apostles expressed the thought that

such an organization might better expend the money that

was being spent for missionary efforts throughout the

world with better results he suggested that it was use-

less to convert people to the gospel and then not care

for them properly after they came into the church

aurelia rogers felteltfeiteit that the lord was pleased with

the planned movement she stated that she had a spiritual

manifestation wherein she seemed to be carried away in

the spirit irl111lri during a period of three days she experi-

enced great happiness during which time nothing seemed to

disturb or discourage her

THE FIRST PRIMARY association

the farmington ward primary association was organ-

ized at a special meeting held august 11 1878 aurelia
S rogers was sustained as president with louisa haight

and helen M miller as counselors rhoda richards as

rogers sketches op cit p 211

bid p 212

efforts

aftecter 16

f

spiritual

1117

16

171bid
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arzgrzpunoun wichwithwlch children and parents of the 224 children

listed on the ward records 215 were enrolled in the first
primary

the first gnral meeting wasws heldbeldhe-id onan sunday

augus

enralacieral

agtonngton

19

secretary and sara richards as assistant secretary at a

later date clara H leonard was called as treasurer

bishop hess counseled those in attendance that they were

witnessing a historic event he reminded his listeners

of their grave responsibility in behalf of their children

in response to a request from bishop hess presi-

dent rogers spoke of her concern for young boys who would

someday hold the priesthood she cautioned parents that

satan had more power over children when they ran loose

batbvtbrtbru the new organization was the means to overcome his

evilevievl designs1 she counseled parents to be about their

duty of properly training their children or they would
l1 Q

rise up and rebuke themtherathena 18

sister rogers and her aids visited every latter
day saint family in farmingtonmingtonfarFer and reviewed the new pro-

gram

2 1878 in the smallszalism farmingtonfaallailali chapel the

I1 0
minutes of the farmington ward primary associa-

tion 187818881878 august1888 11 1878 p 3 MSSITSSless in the church
hiscorianshistoriansHisco officerians salt lake city hereafter referred to
as farmington primary minutes

ecieral meet i llatiailg

au us 27

18

ecieral
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gathering of the children 115 boys and 100 girls took

place under the direction of president rogers the anxi-

ety of the primary leaders was expressed in the following

words

it would be impossible for one who had never
experienced anything of the kind to imagine our
feelings as we stood before the audience of the
children who had come there to receive instructions
from us we were very weak indeed but felt to lean
upon the lord in all humility

the boys and girls were arranged in rows with the

youngest children on the front benches an older child

was placed at the end of each row to act as a monitor

sister rogers explained to the young people that the new

organization was to make them better men and women she

encouraged the children to be very honest and develop good

manners punctuality was set down as a great quality that

each boy and girl should learn
21brother mads christensen was introduced as an

aid to the primary and was asked to speak he encouraged

19lavern W parmleyPan fromnley a little rock church to
the world the improvement era LIX december 1956 806

rogers sketches op cit p 215

21wadsmads christensen was called to assist the
primary presidency his skill as a carpenter was used
in making cupboards benches bookcases and other

giris19

20

20rogers

2lmads

20
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the young people to become more obedient to their parents

church leaders and teachers he promised them that if
they would listen to the lord and obey the instructions

taught in their primary classes they would help to build

the kingdom

the first primary association meeting of the

church was concluded with the announcement that the next

meeting would be held saturday september 7thath and every

saturday afternoon thereafter the meeting became his-

tory as the children left the chapel the 215 boys and

girls had met together as one class which was the prac-

tice for severalsev yearsercal it is understandable that the

boys and girls did notnolnohnonot understandundeL thei significancestizsti ofza the

historic event As the program unfolded the children

began to grasp and understand the reasons for the primary

meetinsmeetingsmeetin theyTs becamerieycley greater participants in it
president rogers and her aids worked hard to for-

mulate a program that met the needs of the children

furniture needed by the sisters brother christensen was
a worthy example of the priesthood he was a convert from
denmark who gave of his means to assist others to join the
saints in utah his funds were expended helping others to
the extent he was forced to travel to salt lake by hand-
cart his professional skill soon helped him to become a
man of means which he freely spent in building up the
kingdom hess papers op cit p 10
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prcjprcy ectsacts aprilpriliary workersigor noticedkers that

the boys and girls were not singingsinc theying called upon

joseph E robinson to teach a few classes in music it
was not long until the boys and girls were singingsiningsin ining

programs for their parents

sister rogers was a great advocate of the princi-

ples taught by the prophet joseph smith he taughttau cor-

rect

ht

principles and expected the people to properly govern

themselves the saniesamesanle approach was used with the primary

children thus they werewera taught the worthy qualities of

honesty obedience puricyparitypurity punctuality good mannersiaannersanners

social graces and manners faith and trust in godcodood loveyove

md the virtues of work the signs of the time were

22

there were no outlines manuals or general board to

instruct theinthem in their duties their lesson materials

were drawn from their emperiencesorperiencesexperiences the standard works of

the church and the juvenile instructor magazine occa-

sional offeringsof camef frombringserings eliza R snow who was a

frequent visitor to the new primary

A basic motivationmotimotl forvaLionvallon the primary movement was

to meet the leisure time needs of the children through

wholesome activities A program of arts and crafts

instruction in music fairs and bazaars and gardening

projects was developed the primary

1

craf ts

bo sy

ia

manherslnersl
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liberally taught as a motivation to prepare the children

to be ready if christ was to appear in their day chal-

lenges were frequently made to encourage better living

the returning of lost articles to their owners caused

the primary to become known as the lost and found depart
22ment of farmington

the memory was trained by recitations scripture

memorization and question and answer sessions confi-

dence in public speaking was encouraged by teaching the

children to pray before the class givinggag3 shortvi talksng

testimony bearing scripture reading and story telling
one of the avenues used to teach cooperation

and the values of work was a gardening project in the

spring of 1879 a town lot was rented and prepared for

planting under the supervision of mads christensen the

plot was divided into twelve sections with two of the

older children placed over each section they supervised

the weeding and caring of their assigned section when

the crop of beans and popcorn was harvested tithing was

paid the popcorn was used at primary and ward socialssociasociats

farmington ward primary minutes op cit
ppap 121312 13

22farmington

ls

22
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and 300 to 400 pounds of beans were turned over to the

davis stake to be used as needed

sister rogers fondness for music led to the

formation of a primary chorus and martial band the chil-

dren displayed their singing talents at special primary

meetings and in ward and community functions in 1882

a band was organized with flutes four drums piccolospiccoloapic

and

colos

a triangle it provided the first opportunity for

many to work in a band the group learned fast and in a

few weeks they could play several tunes the band

delighted the residents by marching through the streets

of farmington serenadingsere asnading they went it became so

popular invitations were extended to play in many commu-

nity social gatherings

primary fairs began in 1880 and the farmington

group adopted the idea they presented boys and girls

opportunities to develop creative abilities and skills

9

CF XVII september 1918 358
0

23

24

J

23aurelia
J

24oadenogdenorden standard examiner october 2 1946

23aureliaaurella spencer rogers after forty years
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many different types of articles and displays added to
oc

the enjoyment of primary activities

QUARTER AND ANNUAL MEETINGS

quarterly meetings were held every three months

wherein parents were invited to attend and observe their

children in action the first meeting was held on october

15 1878 special visitors included eliza R snow and

some of her assistants
A report was given covering the first thirteen

weeks of activity 215 young people had enrolled with an

average weekly attendance of seventy each child had been

requested to donate five cents for the purchase of needed

materials A total of 3.25325 had been collected and 4.15415

25the first primary fair was held in the east
bountiful primary under mrs ann dustin in may 1880 the
idea was so impressive that it was not long until many
associations were following her pattern the children
made a variety of articles and displays they included
tables chairs rakes ladders bee hives hay rakes
knitted articles fancy needle work drawings paintings
penmanship samplesruplessa ornamental wall plaques toys silk-
worms jewelry baby clothes and baby shoes straw braid-
ing mouse traps blocks for quilting quilts and a host
of vegetables and fruit displays both dried and fresh
as well as canned early primary associations and activ-
ities XXVI december 1927 563 rogers life
sketches op cit ppap 224225224 422225

25

1

CF
291 4225

325 415
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memordemor oemsgems and

scriptural memorizations and the youngest group of chil-

dren sang songs

eliza R snow was asked to speak she encouraged

the children to make punctuality a part of their daily

lives sister snow broughtbrouaht the word of wisdom to the

childrens attention by asking all who did not use

tobacco to raise their right hand and those who do

26
0

had been spent leaving a deficit of ninety cents

president rogers made some remarks and the children were

then asked to participate the older boys and girls

entered into a question andaridarld answer session a younger

group rendered short readings verses memory

not to raise their hands as it would be worse to lie
27than use tobacco she related an incident in the life

of the prophet joseph smith wherein he had to be guarded

from enemies seeking his life the prophet overheard the

children praying in turn one after another that he might

be spared he said to the brethren you may go to bed I1

9 fairningtonfainningtonfarfaxFainn wardington primary minutes october 15
1878 p 15

ibidbid p 16

deficiticat 26

y

C

26 primary

271bid271
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am safe for the night showing the faith and confidence
00

he had in the prayers of children n

sister snow continued by counseling the children

to always attend their church meetings and never take

things that did not belong to them she illustrated her

plea for honesty by telling them a story of a young man

who began stealing by taking eggs belonging to someone

else and having his mother cook them for his breakfast

he stole larger things until he was caught by the law

As he was going to prison he turned to his mother and

said you can thank yourself for this when I1 stole
29eggs and apples you didnt tell me it was wrong

the quarterlquarterlyquartell meetinsmeetingsmeetin weres times of challenges

and commitments at one meeting the word of wisdom was

discussed sister rogers challengedchallechaliechaile toasedaged see how many

could go until the next quarterly meeting without breaking

the word of wisdom when the report was made forty three

boys and girls responded favorably at the following

quarterly meeting another sixty five names were added to

the honor roll many of the children never broke the

ibid ibid

28

y 0

281bid 291bid
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word of wisdom after making the pledge to their primary

leaders 30

annual meetings allowed the young people oppo-

rtunities to display new talents and artistic creations

developed since the previous yearly meeting original

poetry stories and songs were presented woodwork

leatherworkleather andwork like crafts were pleasing to the parents

A special project was displayed at the first annual meet-

ing A large rag rug was made the younger children

collectedollectedcollected the rags the older girls sewed them together

and the boys donated fiveivelve cents each for the weaving and

wrap the project was so well received that it was con-

tributed to the salt lake temple building fund 31

the first primary association of the church set

the pattern for other groups to follow the charter me-

mbers appeared to be proud of their affiliations with the

primary movement in august 1940 the twelve survivors

of the first primary group met and reminisced about their

of rogers sketches op cit p 219
01 journal history of the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints february 1 1941 p 5 located in
church historians office hereafter cited as journal
history

after

f

c

f
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32pioneer primary days the last survivor of the original

group was bishop amasa clark he was interviewed by a

local newspaper wherein he gave some historical highlights

of the first primary and its founder aurelia spencer

rogers 33

brother amasa clark has passed away that which

remains of the first primary is the legacy of a great

movement some pages in church history and the shrine

where it all began the historic farmington chapel stands

as a monument to the humble beginning of a vital church

wide movement

PRIMARYPRIMRY birthplace HONORED

the birthplace of the primary association has been

honored in several ways among those honors have been

scores of visitors magazines and newspaper articles the

installation of a plaqueplapia andcrue a large muralmurai painting

depicting the first primary meeting

members of the first primary C XL aug-
ust 1941 p 359 they were romina chaffin robinson
rose walker chaffin lenoa rogers stewart lucy rogers
avery emmeline hess bourne lucy robinson coombs frances
tubbs hess alfred franklin stevenson lucy lamb steed
amasa L clark david C hess and minnie christensen
hughes

H wilson cliff locloo100 cit

3 S

32 CE
V cha finrin

33h
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A bronze plaque presented

on may 1 1935 several camps of the utah daug-

hters of pioneers presented a bronze plaque to the offi-
ce

cialsbials of the farmington ward in his comments governor

henry H blood told of some of his early primary experi-

ences and expressed himself as

seldom having so pleasant a duty to per-
form it pleased him that it allowed his mind to
turn back the wheels of time and also bear witness
to the greatness of aurelia spencer rogers and the
modest simplicity that endeared her to every one

marion B kerr a member of the general board of

the primary spoke on the purpose behind the primary

movement

it was founded on the principles of correct
behavior in every situation from the beginning
lit has been interested in activity for children

eseretDeseret news salt lake city may 4 193519305
among the dignitaries were governor henry H blood
superintendent may anderson and marion B kerr of the
general board of the primary members of aurelia spencers
family several charter members of the primary associa-
tion and representatives from eleven camps of the davis
county daughters of the utah pioneers headed by cornelia
S lund

theme plaque located on the south west outer wall
of the meeting house was unveiled by elisha rogers
cleo barnes melvin barnes and max mortensen great
grandchildren of sister aurelia rogers

ibid

34

35
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31

by placing this marker davis county is putting
her approval on the good workmanship on cooperation
and on the foresight of aurelia S rogers
they honor her as the first ward president and the
first stake president of davis county primaries they
honor the movement of self activity in children the
great socialsocia and physical activity for the future of
the races marchingarchingin forward on the feet of little
children 0

mural painting gift

in commemoration of the sixty third anniversary of

the birth of the primary movement a special presentation

was made to the church membership of farmington on

sunday august 24 1941 a beautiful mural painting

depicting the first primary association meeting was

37unveiled it was a gift from the primary children and

workers of the church and was presented as a fitting

ibid

37the primary mural CF XL october 1941
456 deseret news 3 august 16 1941 the muraimuralmuzal was
twentyfivetwenty feetfive long and eight feet high and was
painted by lynn fausett assisted by gordon cope brother
fausett studied od photos of the characters noting their
styles manner of dress and sizes the painting was
considered as a credit to chethe primaryprimar founders

trie mural painting was unveiledveiledurluri by aninann and fisher
squiressouires great exeateat grandchildren of aurelia rogers
overoger 400 people witnessed the unveilingreilingurnura including
president heber J grant presiding bishop sylvester Q

cannon general primary superintendent may green hinckley
and most of her general board and stake and ward dign-
itaries from the canningtonfanningtonfarafarmFann areaingtonngtonagton

countY

1
1
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roarog S

memorial to the great work of sister aurelia rogers and

those who assisted her in formulating the first primary

association of the church

the presentation was made by sister may green

hinckley who praised the primary movement and the great-

ness of sister rogers

we are here to pay honor to the memory of that
great woman sister aurelia S rogers to put in an
appropriate and enduring form something that will
show our gratitude and appreciation to her and at
the same time something that will add reverence to
the place where that firstirstarst meeting was held

we are grateful above all else to our heavenly
father whose inspiration rested uponileonlleon sister rogers
and led her to take the initiative in establishing
this organization

the mural was unveiled by ann and fisher squires

great great grandchildren of sister rogers it was dedi-

cated by elder charles A callis he expressed apprecia-

tion for the inspired women of the first primary associa-

tion and hoped those who viewed the painting would be

inspired to render service to children

the primary mural op cit p 456
QQ

hess papers op cit

32
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SUMMARYSUNARY

many church members were moving along a path of

spiritual apathy brought on by several factors 1 the

move west 2 the hardness of pioneer life 3 the

influx and influence of gentiles and 4 the continual

harrassmentharras ofsment federal officials church leaders tried

to counteract the spiritual apathy by the reformation of

1857581857 general58 authorities visited LDS communities and

called the church membership to repentance but some

adverse conditions continued to exist

the farmington ward was among the first to

receive visits from the church leaders bishop john W

hess accepted the challenges of the brethren he took

several steps to bring the people of farmington to an

awareness of their religious duties A meeting was held

with the mothers wherein bishop hess stressed their

responsibilities to their daughters and heilellelae intended to

meet with the fathers concerning their sons

bishop hessi concern was echoed by aurelia
spencer rogers she was deeply troubled over the unwise

use of leisure time among the boys and girls of

amon

hess
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farmington As eliza R snow visited with sister rogers

the idea of a childrens organization was offered by

aurelia the idea gained the approval of the general

authorities as it had the potential to help solve exist-

ing problems with the children

on august 11 1878 bishop hess organized the

first primary association of the church with aurelia S

rogers as president the first meeting was held augustau

23

C uscust

1878

0

with 215 boys and girls in attendance the

first primary was characterized by one class five

officers no formalormalormai lesson giansplansglans or handbooks and an

emphasis on wholesome projects and activities
quarterly and annual meetings were held so that

parents could see their children in action and the boys

addandaridarld girls could display their religious knowledge sing-

ing and speaking abilities and display articles made

for display primary fairs bazaars and rtainmentsentertainments

encouraged the children to develop latent talents
ullethevile first primary passed into history but it

has been remembered by the written word a special plaque

presentation and a beautiful mural painting on a wall of

the historic farmington ward chapel where it all beannbeganbecan

nearly ninety seven years ago

2
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chapter 3

GROWTHGROWH AND development OF THE
PRIMARY PROGRAM

the first fifty years of the primary association

witnessed a growth and development that placed it side by

side with the other auxiliary organizations of the church

it was second only to the sunday school in the nibernumber of

participants by 1928 from its small humble beginning

the movement grew in numbers program and quality

the program changed from a local individualized

organization to a church wide unified movement it
reached into every stake and many missions by its fifti-
eth birthday

areas discussed injnJ thisn chapter include the nume-

rical growth major assignments purposes and objectives

special projects and activities and levels of admi-

nistration also reviewed are the basic types of

primary programs growth of priesthood support assigned

fields of activity aridandarld the rise of annual conventions

35
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the chapter concludes with a brief look at the statisti-
cal growth from 1900 to 1928 and a review of the chil-

dren jubilee celebration commemorating the fiftieth
birthday anniversary of the primary auxiliary organiza-

tion

NUMERICAL GROWTH 1878 TO 1900

primary associations grew rapidly in numbers

during the first decade of its existence almost at the

same time that farmington held their introductory meeting

plans for other associations were being made eliza R

snow visited wards and stakes from ogden to brigham city

holding relief society conferences and organizing primary

groups A description of the procedure stated that

during august 1878 the first two day relief
society conference of the church was held in ogden
utah at the first meeting on thursday august 15
sister eliza R snow talked on the movement to
organize the primary association she called a
meeting of all children and parents interested in
this meeting to be present on friday august 16
at 800 oclock in the morning the next morning
at the appointed time about 300 children gathered
with their mothers at the suggestion of sister
snow they arose and voted to become members of
the primary association which sister snow organized

drens

0
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the same method of procedure was used in
brigham city willard spanish fork and other
primaries outside of salt lake city

by june 1880 the primary units were so numer-

ous a central board was organized to supervise the

growing program also the first stake primary board was
92established at the same time primary associations

reached from the cedar city area on the south to the
0

bear lake region on the north within three years

marionbarionbarlon B kerr consistent and rapid growth of
the primary work the childrens friend XXVII january
1928 29 early primary organizations and activities
the childrenchildrens friend XXVI december 1927 562 here-
after referred to as CF

amy brown lyman fiftieth birthdays of the
general boards of relief societysocietv young ladies mutual
improvement association and primary association the
relief society magazine XVII 9 1930 46566465 lillie66
T freeze some primary association history CF XII
july 1913 395 louie B felt president of the

salt lake lith ward primary was selected as general
president of the primary association and ellen spencer
clawson aurelia rogers older sister was called as the
president of the salt lake stake primaries

kerr loc cit consistent and rapid growth
loc cit the first primary group in salt lake city was
formed in the salt lake lith ward with louie B felt as
its president it was formed on september 14 1878 the
salt lake 16th 17th and 18th ward primaries were
organized on september 21 1878

other primary groups established in 1878
included spanish fork october 17 goshen october 24
springvilleSpring octoberville 1878 and santaquinSan novembertaquin 14

in 1879 eliza R snow visited juab sanpeteSan
wasatch

pete
summit and bear lake stakes wherein she

organized primary units journal history of the church

1

3
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though the first decade was a period of growth

and adjustment some wards were slow to respond to the
movement president louie B felt the new general

president of the primary association made the following

observation

As a matter of course owing to a lack of under-
standing and its attendant lack of appreciation
the work had not received from all quarters the
support and encouragement due so worthy a cause
many through failure to investigate the object
sought have looked upon the primary organization
as the most insignificant instead of the most
important being the foundation upon which our
future society in the kingdom of god is built
still the work despite all difficulties has
slowly but steadily advanced growing in interest
and magnitude until there is an association in
every town and hamlet in zion

the second decade brought a continued growth of

primary associations featured by groups being organized

in stakes removed from the church headquarters units
continued to be organized in stakes already having some

groups of primary that period also saw the first pri-
maries formed in mission fields of the church by 1900

a total of 32978 boys and girls were enrolled in

of jesus christ of latter day saints june 3 1879 p 1
located in the church historians office hereafter this
collection will be referred to as journal history the
primary in heber CJB VIIL december 1927 562

louieloule B felt primary growth progress and
history juvenile instructor XXV 20 1890 685

4

19001
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primary work which represented twelve percent of the

total church membership

PRIMARY PROGRAM 187819001878

when

1900

the first primary associations were organ-

ized very little was known about the science of human

behavior or pedagogy the primary workers of that time

developed a program built upon the individual initiative
of each association the lessons were drawn mainly from

the scriptures and the teacherteachers personal experiences and

were taught by stories music recitations and question

and answer sessions president may anderson gave the
following description of early primaries

let me take you back for a minute or two to
1878 most of our meetingmievie placeseting were one room
churches when our primaries began to be organized
there were probably just the executive officers
about five sisters who were chosen to take care of
the one group which included children from the
youngest to the oldest there was no separation
there was no general supervision there were no
union meetings no conventions no lessons
were assigned for the groups now what did

kerr op cit p 30 journal history
october 8 1893 p 5 andrew jenson church chronology
salt lake city deseret news press 1914 p 135 the

primary group in mexico was near cas grandes chihuahua
with hannah H romney as president marion G romney
appraising the fourth generation jcjf L october

1951 ppap 429430429 may430 anderson primary work of
yesterday and today CF XXXII february 1933 62
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chapter five discusses the grading of primaries

andersonandersen primary work of yesterday and today

7mayamay

40

those women do when they had so little compared with
what we have well they had one thing that
is faithaithfalthalth and courage they had to make their own
program and they had no background for it
there were many prayers many testimonies readings
memorization of the bible and the book of mormon
much music both vocal and instrumental
early officers had to overcome many other diffi-
culties they had to be janitors if they
needed heat they must chop wood and carry coal if
there was coal to be had

early primary workers were limited in their
program offerings about all they could do was to bring

the children together encourage them to speak little
pieces sing songs to bear testimonies thus helping

them to counteract the evil influences of the streets
some grading of boys and girls dividing into

classes had taken place prior to 1900 the placing of

children into groups did not become universal until after
1900 because of the lack of uniform lessons with the

rise of the childrens friend magazine systematized

lesson materials were made available and grading took

place rapidly

loc citcito p 62
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the desire to keep the children occupied in
wholesome and worthwhile pursuits led to an emphasis on

activities and projects the goal was to place the boys

and girls in a wholesome and healthy environment the
proper use of leisure time was one of the mainspringsmain

of

springs

the primary program

LEISURE TIME activities 187819001878

the

1900

major question asked by early primary lead-
ers was what are the best means to help children become

better men and women to make their lives brighter and

nobler and more fit for work in the future special

activities and projects were intended to answer that
question wise workers recognized that activities out

of the classroom were as necessary as those within the

classroom

the farmington group utilized special leisure
time activities from the beginning of their program

the quarterly and annual meetings of many primaries

became the showplace of the talents and skills acquired
many ideas that were found to be successful in one group

spread to other primary units special projects and

activities included gardening rug making singing and

band groups fairs bazaars and a variety of handicraft

anderson the primary association loc cit

9

time

ganderson
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work children were encouraged and taught how to use

their hands and time they developed talents and in
the process healthy attitudes were fostered

family projects were encouraged in an attempt to

bring parents and children closer together the success

of the primary program rested on parental support and

the primary existed as a support to the family very

often primary fairs and bazaars became family affairs
and their success was largely due to the interest of the

entire family

eliza R snow was impressed with the fairs she

wrote indicating her pleasure I1 think good will result
from the childrens fairs not only in developing the

inventive power of children but in occupying their minds

usefully and prevent themthen from running into folly
however fairs and bazaars brought a danger that primary

workers taught against As items were displayed the

children were cautioned to make sure they were properly

exhibited any primary boy or girl who was helped in
the making of their displayed items received the caution
to so state on the display that approach taught the

children honesty along with the other lessons learned
some of those lessons taught included economy of time

the economy of materials as old and discarded materials

aurelia S rogers life sketches salt lake
city george Q cannon and sons co 1898 p 227

f ly
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were used cooperation with familyamily members and primary

members and honesty through payment of tithing on any

returns received from projects
fairs bazaars and entertainments helped to

draw attention to the primary program and to the church

as the following report indicated
very few persons are aware of the movement look-

ing to the education and training of little folks now
being followed up by the friends of the growing youth
among the mormon people it is gratifying to the
friends of the rising generation to know that the
movement is a pronounced success A herald
reporter accepted an invitation to be present at
the meeting held yesterday and was highly
pleased on entering to see a large assembly of
juveniles of both sexes as well as a large number
of visitors and parents of the children in one
corner of the room was a miniature fair displaying
the samples of needlework water color painting
walnut bracelets map drawing knitted wool work
worked mottoes wool flowers and the oldest
exhibition not being more than eleven years of age
all of the objects were good and above mediocrity

about 110 children were present and the best
of order and attention prevailed many of the
children possessed fine voices for singing
among the visitors were miss eliza R snow and
other ladies deeply interested in the movement

entertainment and recreational activities
included song and dance festivals parties excursions

hikes and nature walks dramas and plays and sport

activities the summer time periods were especially

filled with primary activities as there was more leisure
time available

saltaltait lake herald april 19 1881 ppap 343 4
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PURPOSES objectives AND GOALS

the primary organization was charged to assist

the parents in the training of their young children

that assignment was divided into four basic responsibili-

ties 1 weekdayweek religiousday training 2 conservation

and wise use of leisure time 3 promotion of health and

happiness and 4 assist in training boys to receive the

priesthood most statements of assignments purposes and

objectives found their basis in one of those four fields

of responsibility

it should be noted that an adjustment in the age

span of primary supervision took place for many years

the primary association was charged with the jurisdiction

of boys and girls four to fourteen years of age changes

in policy placed the twelve to fourteen year old children

under the supervision of the MIA programs

the purpose of the primary association is to

assist in the religious and moral train-
ing of the children to implant in their souls a
faith in the living god to teach them that the
humblest child can kneel before his throne and
be heard

eleanor R jeremy the primary association
CF XIII september 1914 488
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primary workers were instructed that religious

training in the primary association is the first and most

important of the assignments made and must be given
1 0

careful consideration 1 all other facets and assign-

ments were of secondary importance as was pointed out by

marion B kerr member of the primary general board

there has been no other object in the primary
work than to teach the principles of the gospel
busy work social and story work and all other
kinds of activity in the association are merely
tools used for the building of character out of
the little lives that come under the care of the
primary organization

president anthony W ivins of the churchschurche first presi-

dency defined a major role of the primary association

in these words

the primary associations are expected to deal
with the requirements of the children of tender years
here the development of faith through moral
lessons which the partly developed minds of children
can understand should be the dominant feature

whatever
comes to us however great the development may be
there must continue to be that one outstanding
idea of faith in god let come what may this
thing must neernever be forgotten it must continue to

religious instructionsinstruction1instruction CF XXIX september
1930 443

journal history june 11 1916 p 3
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be the outstanding purpose of these auxiliary organ-
izations and other things must be subsidiary to it 3

it was expected that as boys and girls passed

through primary they would be grounded in the aithfaithfalthalth and

habits of proper living with a desire to know and live

the truth regardless of the changes in pedagogy chil-

dren were to be taught truths which never change those

truths are the same fundamental truths taught today

emphasis was placed upon the first principles and ordin-

ances of the gospel the basic virtues of the christian

lifeilfe fundamental truths of the restoration the impor-

tance of a sound and healthy body the necessity of

service to others and the wide range of spiritual

instruction
A few quotes from primary and church leaders will

indicate areas considered important in the spiritual

training of the children president aurelia rogers

stated
now we must not forget the aim of our primary

meetings which was to assist the parents in training
their children that they might be better helps in
the home and try to make it happy improve their

15 journal history december 15 1923 p 6
novemberNov 27enber 1930 p 5 what your primary association
should do for boys and girls of your ward 11 CF

15
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15journal
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manners and in everything that is good they were
also to be taught the gospel of our church 10

elder john A widstoe said

after all the sum and substance the beginning
and the end of all this work is to make mormon boys
and girls of our children teach them the gospel
somehow develop within them a testimony of the truth
make them love god and the things of god and we can
do that as was said this morning in our mutual
improvement conference it is possible to study a
lesson to play a game to perform the ordinary duties
of lifelifilfe ande in all these things to live the gospel
to practice its precepts to grow in its godliness i

president david 0 mckay explained to primary teachers

you are not concerned about arithmetic geography
history very important it is true but not so impo-
rtant as spirituality obedience to parents obedi-
ence to law responsiveness to calls of service
kindly deeds and cheerful acts qualities that will
make for true manhood and womanhood qualities thalthat
will teach boys and girls to grow up to be honorable
citizens in the kingdom of god that is your aimalm 1018

elder charles A callis taught

we cannot do a greater work in our primary and
in our other organizations than to teach the funda-
mentals of the gospel we believe in god the eternal
father and in his son jesus christ and in the holy
ghost if we teach these principles the love of god

aurelia S rogers after forty years CF
XVIII september 1919 357

17 john A widstoewj addressdsloedaloe by john A widstoe
CF XXI june 1922 310

david 0 mckay thou therefore which teachestTea
another

chest
teachestTea thouchest not thyself CF XXXIV

january 1935 31310
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the resurrection eternal judgment and the eternity
of marriage covenant god will be pleased with us
and some day if we are faithful to this work our
divine task we are going to see it perfected in
heaven and thousands shall rise up and call us
blessed for the noble work we did on the earth

elder harold B lee challengedchallenas6s0ed

if the teachers in our primary organization are
to fill their high place in the church they must do
all that they do with an eye single to that gloryaglory1glory
which is the destiny of the child who is true to his
heritage every child must be taught that he is
an offspring of divine parentage and that it is the
business of every child to learn to act like a son
or daughter of god so that in time of need he might
pray and be entitled to receive favors due a faith-
ful child

every child must be taught that his body is a
temple of god and shoso defilethdef aileth temple of god
him will god destroy

every child must learn that faith sufficient to
perfection can only be developed by sacrifice and
except he learns to sacrifice of his appetites and
fleshy desires in obedience to the laws of the
gospel he cannot be sanctified and made holy before
the lord

every child must be taught to be reverent towards
the symbols of sacred things and respectful of author-
ity in the home in the church and in the community

every child must be properly schooled in the use
of his hands and head and made to understand that all
passions are god given aridandaddarld serve a godly purpose if
kept under control

every child must be taught to use profitably his
leisure time and that play is not an end in itself

every child must be given sufficient experience
to learn that unselfish service brings joy and that

charles A callis teach the fundamentals of
the gospel 11 CF XL august 1941 383
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the work one does for which he is not daidpaiddald is that
which produces the greatest happiness

president may anderson stated

the primarysprixnarysPri greatmarys purpose is to bring into the
childs life the desire for a well body a
healthy mind a hopeful outlook a happy disposition
and a firm faith in the greatest material promise of
the gospel a renewed and better world

one of the most important responsibilities

assigned by the brethren was the preparation of boys for

ordination into the priesthood it did not become a

major responsibility of the primary associations until

the 1930s for some time the brethren had considered

asking the primarysPri helpmarys bishop david A smith stated

for many years the presiding bishopric have been
in hopes that something could be done to help prepare
our boys for the responsibility of priesthood work
we were rather timid about suggestingsuosua itgesting be given to
the primary association finally bishop cannon
sylvester Q was appointed as an advisor of your

board and whether his influence in that position or
some other influence was responsible for the act of
your general board I1 do not know I1 know that we
are happy to have the suggestion come from your
organization that a department could be arranged
through which the boy could at least be directeddizedire

9020

cLed

harold B lee for every child his spiritual
and cultural heritage 11 CF XXXXII august 1943 373

nay anderson isabelle ross and edith H

thomas letter of the general primary presidency the
latter day saints millennial star XCIII november
1930 818
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in his effort to prepare for the priesthood
work

SPECIAL PROJECTS AND activities
190019281900

prior

1928

to 1900 most activities and projects were

on a local basis or between neighboring primaries

after 1900 many special activities and projects became

joint efforts of stake primaries or church wide efforts
some projects required the aid of all primaries such as

many world war I1 activities church encouragement of

dress and dance reforms emphasis on communityco beautifi-

cation

unity

projects and campaignscampal againstns the use of liquor

and tobacco usually special projects and activities
were determined by the circumstances of the times

regardless of the activity the basic goals of wise and

constructive use of leisure time development of skills
and talents physical well being and spiritual develop-

ment were never forgotten

fairs and entertainments

primary fairs retained their popularity but the

newly installed general board gave instructions and guide

david A smith steps to the priesthood 11 CF
XXIX august 1930 392
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lines to govern future events they counseled 1 use

care and judgment in selection of models and materials

2 the real value of fairs was in the development of the

childrenchild bothrenY physically and spiritually 3 strive for

the moral values to be derived through the pleasure of

doing for others 4 all articles and produce was to be

home made and home grown 5 expenses were to be kept

as light as possible with an emphasis on economy of

labor time and material 6 look for new and novel

ideas 7 encourage plenty of help especially family

members 83 work on projects was not to interfere with

regular primary classes 9 use discarded materials in

articles and 10 creative and talented children were

23to be paired wichwithwlch those of less talent

entertainment guidelines suggested that every

family with primary children be represented in some way

and shy children be used in group numbers workers were

cautioned not to give the best parts to the same children

every time great care was to be used in selecting

materials suitable to the age group the quality of

talent available and in keeping with church standards

primary fairs CF23primary 11 C F I1 2
23
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the presentation of entertainments posed some

difficult problems for early primary workers there were

no platforms or staging materials platforms were made

from tables taken from the homes of primary workers

curtains were held up opened and closed by children

they would wind the curtain about themselves to open it
r i

and unwind themselves to close the curtain

dress reform project

general board minutes of 1916 revealed a problem

of growing concern on the part of the first presidency of

the church they enlisted the help of the general boards

of the relief society YWMIA and primary to help combat

the trend in improper dress and dancing

the matter was carried into stake and local board

meetings where the workers weresere encouraged to dress them-

selves properly the call to the 34000 women of the

church could be a far reaching influence against immodest

25dress and an immoral trend in amusement 1 the call to

may anderson primary work of yesterday and
today 1 CF XXXII february 1933 62

25minutes of the general board of the primary
association of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints october 6 1916 p 257 october 27 1916 p
260 hereafter referred to as general board minutes
journal history june 6 1916 p 7
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set the proper example was to be the main teaching method

in the movement as the following illustrated
realizing that example is one of the most potent

forces for good or evil and being in most perfect
accord with the desires expressed by the church to
have all latter day saint women modestly attired
we therefore resolve that all women members of the
general board teach both by example and precept of
proper modesty of dress that those who have received
endowments shall dress on all occasions in complete
conformity to instructions received in the temple
and all who have not received endowments shall keep
the body modestly clothed always avoiding extremes

the primary association worked diligently with

the other womens organizations of the church the ma-

tter applied more to older girls of primary but teaching

it to all ages helped children become more aware of

church standards and what was expected of them

world war I1 projects

world war I1 presented several opportunities for

service projects the largest project was making arti-
cles for the use of soldiers A special display was set

up at october general conference 1917 it showed many

articles that primary leaders were encouraged to provide

throughthrouah their primary groups some of the items

ibid november 10 1916 p 362 communic-
ation on dress CF XVI march 1917 136137136
dress

137
and dancing 11 C XVI october 1917 531532531it 532
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displayed were hot water and ice bag covers wash clathscloths

shoulder wraps bed socks table napkins tray covers

pillows and pillow cases handkerchiefs crutch pads

sheets bandages quilts afghans and knitted articles

of clothing

primary workers were kept aware of the results

of their combined efforts through the childrens friend

the number of articles shipped rose from 16000 articles

in february 1918 to over 100000 articles by the time
27the project was halted

at the april 1917 general conference the

brethren issued the following announcement

with a view of stimulating the production of
foodstuffs which may be badly needed in these war
times the trustee in offers to any ward
quorum of the priesthood or any ward relief society
young mens or young ladiesladies1ladles mutual improvement asso-
ciation sunday school primary association or
religion class for the best yield from one acre of
potatoes 1000.00100000 for second best 500.0050000 third
best 250.0025000 and for the best yield from five
acres of spring heatwheatvy 1000.00100000 for second best
500.0050000 third best 250.0025000

9 7 encouraging reports about our work CF
XVII february 1918 63 number of articles made for
soldiers CF xvii march 1918 105 report of
soldiers supplies CF XVII april 1918 188
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those organizations which desire to contest for
the above named will notify the presiding bishopric
on or before may 15th 1917 28

primary leaders quickly encourage their primary

groups throughout the church to enter the contest it
gave another opportunity to demonstrate loyalty and

patriotism and support of priesthood leaders the food-

stuffs raised assisted in feeding the hungry people of

war torn countries

other projects included the sale and purchase of

liberty bonds primary boys and girls gathered fruit
bits and nut shells used to produce carbon in gas masks

the children raised 4230.20423020 as a donation to utahs
assessment of 300000 for food and clothing used in

29postwarpost rehabilitationwar

miscellaneous projects

boys and girls of the primaries involved them-

selves in various community projects A typical one

involved the primaries of the salt lake area salt lake

get busy win it 11 CF XVI june
1917 197

general board minutes august 30 1918 p 59
january 14 1921 p 35 may 24 1921 p 64 february
18 1921 p 46
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city officials found it necessary to cut expenses so they

proposed decreasing street lighting in residential areas

the primary leaders with the support of many parents and

children opposed the proposal their feeling was that
more and better street lighting produced a safety factor
for children and cut down delinquency

many of the salt lake primary groups submitted

petitions showing their disfavor and recommending that
additional street lighting be put up in residential areas

they further suggested if a reduction was needed it should

be done in the business districts and not residential
30areas the effortsr helped change the decision

As the church approached the centennialcencon birthdaytennial
of the revealing of the word of wisdom plans were laid
to commemorate the event by various projects church

members and auxiliary organizations took an active and

vigorous part in the battiebattlebaltie over the repeal of the eight-
eenth amendment however those projects took place in
the second fifty year period of the primary history and

are not discussed here

under the encouragement of clara W beebe a

member of the general presidency the project of baptisms

for the dead by primary children was started 1921 by

the time of the death of sister beebe 1927 the

journal history february 20 1918 p 2
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children had performed 1523311521331 baptisms and donated
31884.9088490 towards temple work

LEVELS OF PRIMARY administration

the primary association follows the same pattern
of organization as the other auxiliary organizations of

the church there are three distinct levels of admini-
stration 1 the general or church wide level 2 the

stake or mission district level and 3 the ward or

branch level

the general level
the general primary association includes all pri-

maries in the church the central organization is
governed by a female general president selected by the

first presidency of the church the president is assisted

by two counselorscounselor and several women who form the general

board of the primary association the number of beneralgeneralaeneral
board members has varied from five 1880 to sixty

1971 32

general board minutes novembnovembernoveme 23 1921 p
107 clara woodruffwoodruf beebe CF XXIV november 1925
424 427

marion B kerr officers responsible for the
work of the general board of the primary association dur-
ing fifty years CF XXVII january 1928 34
officers department CF

primary script XVI 3 1971 15
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the responsibilities of the general primary offi-
cers are to supervise all stake and mission units make

suggestions reports and evaluations of the primary work

to the brethren the primary general president through

her board and means available instructs stake leaders of

policies and programs assigned by the general authorities

the board is charged with the implementation of the pri-

mary program of the church they coordinate and corre-

late programs and activities of the childrenchildrens in a week

day setting with the other auxiliaries of the church

the primary general board is advised by assigned

members of the general authorities the advisors meet

with the general primary leaders on a frequent basis they

have done so since the first appointments in 1909

the stake level

the stake board is headed by a president

selected by the stake president the president selects

two counselors a secretary and as many board members as

are necessary to accomplish the assigned responsibilities

the stake presidency usually assigns one or more high

council advisors to give priesthood leadership and coun-

sel
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the stake primary president is responsible 1

to oversee all associations in her stake and see they are

properly organized 2 to see that stake board members

and ward officers are properly trained 3 to carry out

the instructions and programs set down by the general

board 4 to attend general conferences and such meet-

ings as called by the general board 5 to arrange and

preside over all board meetings on a stake level 6

to visit each primary unit as is necessary to keep aware

of problems progress and personnel 7 to see that all
reports are correctly understood and filled out and 8

represent the primaries of her stake in any stake meet-

ings called by the stake presidency

the first stake board was organized on june 19

1880 when ellen spencer clawson was called as president

of the salt lake stake primary board additional stake

primaries were organized as the need arose

the ward level

the local priesthood authority bishop or branch

president selects a worthy woman as the ward primary

Q Q

instructions to primary officers organiza-
tion 11 CF XII september 1913 512513512 513
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president she selects two counselors a secretary and

sufficient aids to teach the various groups and properly

care for the primary program the ward presidents duties

are much like those of the stake primary president

the ward board is the grassrootsgrass levelroots of pri-

mary and is on the level on which the children are

taught the consideration of board members on this

level requires great wisdom if the job is to be done as

desired

TYPES OF PROGRAMS

wockingworkingworkinoworkins on the theme that every child was impo-

rtant and not one child should be lost primary leaders

developed programs that reached the one as well as the

group the outcome has been the establishment of

neighborhood and home primary programspro togramsgrans compliment the

regular primary

in preparation for the primary jubilee celebration

of 1928 the primary general presidency requested a sur-

vey of all children who were not attending primary the

outcome produced the motivation to initiate the new

programs the goal was to see every child of latter day

saint parents actively involved in primary work ward
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and stake leaders were told that all boys and girls

are to be considered as belonging to the primary

association whether or not they attend the regular
0

primary meetings of the association tl

regular primaryprim

the regular primary meets on a weekly basis under

the direction of a ward primary board the meetings are

usually one hour in length the program of todays

primary meeting came about by a process of chanechange the

simple meeting of all children gathering in one room and

being taught by the four or five officers changed to

boys and girls being divided into several groups with

a teacher for each grade

the neighborhood primary

A few families in a remote area away from the

body of the church were organized in a neighborhood group

one of the mothers was assigned to preside and was known

as the primary mother assistants were called as needed

A survey was made of potential members possible meeting

sites and a mother 5 or woman capable of conducting

Q
may anderson remarks at annual conventionconvenlconvell
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1929 CF XXVIII july 1929 330
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primary activities it was recommenclrecommendedrecommence that the presid-

ing sister have at least one assistant to act as secre
octary cautions were given to the neighborhood primar-

ies to keep the program simple because 1 of the age

span of the participating children 2 possibility of

non members being in the group 3 the expense of handi-

work materials and 4 cost involved in leisure time

activities
neighborhood primary workers were encouraged to

have access to the childrens friend it provided excel-

lent guidance in lesson materials lesson preparation

and activities the greatest qualification necessary

for a successful neighborhood primary is the spirit of

the lord

A handbook for the
officers and teachers of the primary association of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city the general board of the primary association
1934 p 178 hereafter referred to as primary handbook
1934

ibid p 180

d
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if andandiandl aiiailaria desire in their hearts to be of real

benefit to children entrusted to their care 10

the organization of this type of primary grew

out of the following missionary incident in evalandenglandenaland

neighborhood primaries

36
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one primary worker a missionary was playing
one day with a group of children seven in number
out of doors the children of the neighborhood
flocked around eagerly awaiting an invitation to
join the group not being members of the church
they were given a written message to take home to
their parents it contained a statement of the pur-
pose of the organization and an invitation to come
with the children to participate in the activities
next time many did so when the missionary left
the field there were more than forty children
belonging to the organization and it was officered
by the mothers who had been converted 7

it was reported that there were more than 500

neighborhood primaries in the stakes and missions of the
OQ

church in 1944 A unique feature of the neighborhood

primary program was that it soon developed into a regular

primary program

the home primary

the heart of this program was the home it
allowed children in remote areas to have the primary

influence they were unable to join either a neighbor-

hood primary or a regular primary group

A mother presided over the primary children

under the direction of local primary leaders the ward

or branch was charged with keeping a close record of the

ibid
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home primaries and their activities the ward was

charged to see that some recognition was the home primary

participants there was the possibility of having one

or more of the home primary units in a ward or branch

priesthood SUPPORT

the principle of priesthood leadership and direc-

tion was illustrated in the primary movement froinfrom its
inception eliza R snow carried aurelia rogersroger idea to

the general authorities they reviewed the matter and

gave direction to bishop john W hess to consider the

formation of a childrens oranizationorganization in his ward

bishop hess had shown an extreme interest in the problems

facing the children of his ward and he called aurelia
rogers to assist in forming the first association the

farmington ward bishopric formally organized their ward

primary organization and they visited the class occa-

sionally to view its progress

As eliza R snow and her aids formed primaries

in various parts of the intermountain area they did so

under the direction cooperation and blessing of the

first presidency when the first general presidency of

sionally
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the primary was organized president john taylor was in

attendance

however some stake and local authorities were

slow to give sufficient support the general authorities

took occasions to give counsel

elder franklin D richards an early apostle

counseled it seems hard to get it into the heads of

some of the parents as well as some of the bishops to

realize the importance of teaching and instructing these
QQyoungsters

the first presidency bolstered the primary program

and its importance by assigning two of the general autho-
rities to be priesthood advisers to the primary general

board in 1909 president felt expressed her great satis-

faction in the following words

we feel that with their help and the assistance
that these brethren will give us we cannot go far
astray and we place ourselves in their hands for
them to correct for themthen to advise and counsel if
they see we are not doing just what we ought to do 10

39franklinfrankiln D richards address delivered at
ogden january 18 1885 journal of discourses reporter
john irvine XXVI liverpool england 1886 100101100

louie

101

B felt address of welcome 11 CF
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the first two advisors were elders hyrum M

smith and george F richards they were followed by

elder david 0 mckay elder anthony W ivins and

presiding bishop sylvester Q cannon since 1928 several

others have served and the number has varied from two to

four at the same time there appears to have been two

main reasons for the appointment of priesthood advisors

1 the growing importance of the primary work and 2

to emphasize to stake presidenciespresiden andcies ward bishopricsbishoprickbish

the

oprics

importance that the brethren placed upon the chil-

dren organization

the general board of the primary reciprocated the

fine support of the priesthood by counseling stake and

ward leaders to remember that the brethren were in charge

all efforts to build the primary program were to receive

the approval of the respective priesthood leadership

IXLX
april 1940 173 naomi shumway the mission of the

primary ensign V april 1975 66 general autho-
rities who served as advisors to the primary since 1928
include harold B lee marion G romney alonzo A
hinckley charles A callis william J critchlow howard
W hunter robert L simpson and gordon B hinckley

felt loc cit
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Is your stake enjoying the comfort and support
of the high council unless you have the privilege
and honor of having a part of your working force
members of the high council you are not completely
fitted out for the best results the general board
would be unable to estimate the value of the help
it receives from its advisors they are a source of
inspiration and help

each stake board will do well to keep in touch
with its advisorsadvisor for through them you keep the
authoritiesauthoritieauthorities of the stake informed of your progress
and through them you also know how the authorities
desire you to proceed with this backing of the
priesthood you will be able to go about your
duties with more assurance and more definiteness
every bishop will know more about your plans will
be better informed and able to give you needed
assistance after your affairs have been discussed
in meetings of the priesthood

we suggest that you send the childrens friend
to your high council advisors as a compliment from
your board so that they may at their leisure
consider the working plans of the associations

some stakes had been slow to support the primary program

but president felt encouraged primary leaders to meet

with their priesthood leaders and try to win their needed

support

ANNUAL conferences AND conventions

the general board felt the need for direct con-

tact with all stake presidents together that desire

high councilmen as advisors CF
XVII december 1918 473
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was achieved by holding annual conventions the first
annual meeting was held on october 5 1889 president

felt and her board were so satisfied with the results it
was announced there would be a continuation of the con-

vention each year

the annual conventions were usually held in

connection with the october conference of the church

usually it was only the stake primary presidents who

attended the conventions featured special speakers from

the fields of education recreation and child guidance

general authorities were often present to instruct the

sisters
by 1902 the general board felt that a meeting for

all primary workers should be held their feeling was to

expand the annual meeting to include both stake and ward

leaders the first primary general conference was held

may 29 1902

in 1903 the general presidency approached MIA

leaders for permission to join with them in their annual

conferences the mutual leaders deferred the matter for

study in march 1904 president felt renewed the
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request with a scheme11scheme for merging the primary organiza-

tions into the mutual improvement associations

in answer to their request the MIA leaders sub-

mitted a six point conclusion expressing their disapproval

of some points of the primarysPri requestmarys while accepting

other parts however the primary was invited to join in

the annual june 1904 MIA conference 45

FIELDS OF ACTIVITY AS ASSIGNED IN 1913

in 1913 the correlation committee of the church

set the fields of activity for the primary as practical

religion developed through the fields of ethics econom-

ics sociology and athletics the goal was to assist

the children of the church gain a greater testimony and

knowledge of the restored gospel

practical religionreli&ion

the goal of practical religion was to inculcate

into the lives of boys and girls of the primary the

marba C josephson history of the YWMIAMIIAwila salt
lake city the young womens mutual improvement associa-
tion of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1955 p 2022020

ibid451bid
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principles of the gospel resulted in ideal gospel living

opportunities were provided to aid each child in living

out experiences in religious living in a practical way

character training and teachings that brought the chil-

dren to a faithaithfalthalth in god were essential

A practical religion is a liveablelikeablelive religionable it
considers all phases of life the primary was to provide

spiritual experiences that helped train each child in

making right choices social interaction and play helped

to give balance to the complete life

ethics

ethics or the study of proper conduct and moral

judgment was to provide a means for discerning right

from wrong primaries were under a solemn obligation to

teach primary children of the two opposing forces of

good and evil it involved helping the children to

understand that as there is a god so also there is a

personage known as satan

latter day saint children were to be taught a

love for right they were to be encouraged in developing

habits of proper conduct in all relationships the

objective of primary leaders was to teach ethics by

f
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actual experiences under the direction of faithful

workers

economics

primary leaders were noted for their frugality

and economy primary children were taught how to con-

serve and use their time and means wisely they were

encouraged to use their energies in worthwhile pursuits

and to use old and discarded materials in making articles

for fairsairs and bazaars work was a cardinal principle in

the fieldleid of economics

As children developed skills and talents they

were encouraged to use them for the benefit of others

service and sharing were considered as equals to the

principle of work many groups and institutions were the

recipients of gifts from primary boys and girls the

deseret hospital the primary childrenchildrens hospital the

salt lake temple building fund ward projects and many

similar endeavors

sociology

the importance of providing social activities
for the children is as old as primary early general

board minutes reveal when sister rogers took groups of

primary C

f

f

gifts
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taintairmentmenc to learn how to feel at ease in each others
presence

athletics play

this field was interpreted as play by primary

leaders it was to be both recreative and creative and

was aimedalmed at developing a greater health and happiness

among the children play was considered as motor

poetry the most universal of all mans activities the

expression of the inner hidden and natural part of

man 48

ibid
ann nebeker value of play

72

children from the streets and taught them to recognize

their relationship to each other the program of

sociology began for the primary association 11 since

that time the group has been the basis of a multitude of

experiences designed to teach social etiquette and social

relations

the charge to the primary has been to teach boys

and girls the proper concept of social relations within

the guidelines of gospel standards children were

brought together in fairs bazaars parties and enter-

tainment

CF XIII
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the objectives in the field of athletics were to

produce a recognition and respect for authority a

development of leadership and cooperation the teaching

of the qualities of fairness sportsmanship and loyalty

and a development of reason imagination and clear per-

ception also the physical benefits were important

consideration play aided in the building of healthier

bodies A philosophy leading to more effective play

activities was that flabby muscles and flabby morals are

often closely associated

NUMERICAL GROWTH 190019291900

As

1929

the church moved into the twentieth century

it had thirty five stakes twenty one missions and just

under 275000 members twelve percent of the total
membership was enrolled in primary

at the close of 1928 reports showed 1099 ward

primary associations with an additional 144 neighborhood

AQ
ibid p 545

romney op cit joseph fielding smith essen-
tials in church history salt lake city deseret book
company 1971 ppap 601604601 619622619604 emerson622 R west
profiles of the prophets salt lake city deseret book
company 1972 ppap 167 91
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primaries those primary groups gave training to 95177

children under the direction of 13419 primary workers

there were organized stake boards in every one

of the 100 plus stakes the primary program was in

nearly every mission of the church by the time of the

fiftieth anniversary celebration

the primary has continued to grow and at the

april 1975 annual conference it was announced that there

were 468790 boys and girls enrolled in the primary pro-

gram throughout the world az3z add to that number those

young people ages twelve to fourteen it is possible to

see the great growth when compared to the 215 children at

the first primary and the small number that existed at

the end of the first year of primary work

A JUBILEE celebration

in june 1928 the church commemorated the fifti-
eth anniversary of the birth of the primary association

report of primary association for the year
1928 yl11 CF XXVIII june 1929 282

statistical report 1974 ensign V may
1975 18
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A jubilee celebration was held in connection with the

annual june primary conference featured were general

conference sessions a banquet honoring the general

authorities a mammoth parade a spectacular pageant

and a special devotional service in the salt lake

tabernacle

the opening event was a general session in the

tabernacle of the afternoon of saturday june 8thath sev-

eral speakers reviewed the primarysPri growthmarys and work

president may anderson honored early primary leader and

members and marion B kerr a general board member

traced the history of the primary movement during its
first fifty years

elder david 0 mckay advisor to the primary

said

if there were ten thousand children in the first
year and one hundred thousand now fifty years from
now should show one million children enrolled in the
primary associatassociationassociate and I1 think that is not
impossible 3

the highlights of saturday june 9thath were the

large parade and the pageant at the university of utah

david 0 mckay every step Is an end and
every step Is a beginning lt CF XXVII july 1928
267

ay

lon
53
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stadium ten thousand children participated in the

parade with floats from the ninety nine stakes of the

church each float depicted some phase of primary work

ideal or native scene the parade was regarded as one

of the finest and most colorful seen in salt lake city

and perhaps rivaled only by the MIA jubilee parade of

three years prior

the pageant featured thousands of children in

gala costumes participating in original dances many

songs and dialogues some of the dances were the birth

of the primary dance at the fair dance the rag rug

dance the popcornpop ballcorn dance and the barley dance

six hundred boys and girls enacted an early primary fair
from all stakes of the church 33

the sunday morning devotional service held in

the tabernacle on temple square was filled to capacity

the tabernacle had been colorfully adorned with thousands

of home made flowerslowers of all colors symbolizing the

journal history june 9 1928 p 3 pageant
of childrens primary activities CF XXVII july
1928 p 226 at the time of the jubilee celebration
there were ninety nine stakes two more were added before
the years end

ibid june 10 1928 p 4
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springtime of life the emphasis of the services was on

building spirituality A touching part of the service

was the ushering in of several children from the primary

childrens hospital some in wheel chairs and others in

wheel beds

several tableaus depicted ideals the primary was

striving to instill into the boys and girls the program

was interspersed with several songs which aroused the

following comment from evan stephens noted church song-

writer

As to the music permit me to say in
my judgment it has never been equaled in jubilee at
that great building tabernacle the tone quality
from the throng of primary trainers was mellow full
and sweet far excelling in texture that which we
hear from regular chorus

the primary childrens jubilee celebration was

a fitting climax to fifty years of growth and service

rendered by the primary associations to the boys and

girls of the church As the fiftieth year drew to a

close stakes and wards commemorated that milestone birth-
day anniversary in programs of their own choosing they

followed the counsel of their beneralgeneralaeneral leaders and sought

evan stephens letters of congratulation 1

CF XXVII july 1928 269
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out children not involved in primary and made special

efforts to take primary to them through the neighborhood

and home primary program

SUMMARY

the first decade of the primarysPri historymarys was a

period of growth and adjustment the initial pattern of

organization was the forming of groups under the direc-

tion of eliza R snow as she traveled throughout the

stakes of the territory on church business however in

1880 growth was sufficient that a central board was

organized with louie B felt as the general president

the organizing of primary groups was then supervised by

president felt and her associates there were over

17000 children enrolled in primary work at the end of

1888 the main thrust was from cache valley on the north

to sevier county on the south

the next four decades saw the movement reach

every stake of the church and many missions whereas the

first several years were years of growth in numbers the

succeeding years was a time of stabilization and refine-

ment of the program early primaries were individualis-

tic and isolated in manvganv of their efforts with the

0 IE
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organization of the general board a growth in unity and

standardization filtered throughout the program

A major emphasis of early primary work was on

projects and activities to keep the children involved in

worthwhile pursuits and using their leisure time wisely

fairs bazaars and entertainments encouraged the boys

and girls to develop skills and latent talents

the main purpose of the primary was to assist
parents in the training of their children all other

assignments given to the organization were pointed to

that end four basic areas helped to achieve the goal

of assisting parents they were 1 weekdayweek religiousday

training for all children ages four to fourteen years

2 wise use of leisure time 3 promotion of good

health habits that led to a greater happiness and

4 assist in the proper training of boys for the aaronic

priesthood the field of religious training was consid-

ered the most vital it was to be felt in all of the

activities of the primary program

projects and activities went through a period of

refinement with specific guidelines set down to make them

more effective they often became primary wide functions

as was demonstrated by several projects connected with
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world war I1 church wide programs and projects received

backing from the primaries and local community movements

were encouraged for the values inherent to the children

three basic types of primary administration

existed 1 the general level 2 the stake level and

3 the local level the grassroots level of the ward

or branch was encouraged to seek out all children regard-

less of their situations and invite them to become in-

volved in primary work to facilitate that goal three

types of primaries came into being 1 the regular

weekly primary maetinameetingmeetina held usually in a ward meeting-

house 2 the neighborhood primary which allowed children

of remote areas to gather in a central place or home for

primary work and activities and 3 the home primary

wherein a mother usually would teach her children the

primary lessons and have especially planned activities
with them

the principle of priesthood support was fostered

from the beginning of the primary movement bishops and

stake presidents were encouraged to have primary programs

in their wards and give direction and counsel as it was

needed the first presidency showed their firm support

by assigning two general authorities as advisors to the

for

2.2
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general board of the primary it was then suggested that

stake presidents assign as many high councilmen as advis-

ors as the program demanded

stake and local officers were brought together in

annual meetings initially only the stake primary presi-

dents were invited but beginning in 1902 all primary

workers were invited in 1904 and for several years

after the primary annual meetings were held in conjunc-

tion with the MIA annual june conferences

the fields of activities for the primary were

defined as practical religion taught through ethics

economic sociology and athletics each field was

designed to help develop the total child through spiri-

tual training development of good habits of conduct

wholesome use of leisure time social interaction with

other children and play activities
the close of the first fifty years of primary

history witnessed an impressive jubilee celebration in

connection with the june 1928 primary conference

special sessions of the conference reviewed the history

goals growth andardaraid accomplishmentsd of the primary associa-

tion it was noted that there were nearly 100000 chil-

dren enrolled in primaries throughout the church those

5
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children were taught by over 13000 dedicated women the

dream of aurelia spencer rogers and her workerscoworkersco filledilledbilled

the world wherever church members were to be found the

program of today was built upon the foundation of the

first fifty years the numerical growth was not as great

as the past forty seven years but the numbers involved

represented about the same percentage of church enroll-

ment as today

f
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chapter 4

GRADING COURSES OF STUDY AND

CIASSCLASS CHANGES

prior to 1900 very few changes took place in the

structure of primary classes all students were taught

together in one group and lesson materials were self

initiated by local primary leaders subject matter was

on the first principles and basic teachings of the

restored gospel resource material was usually limited

to the scriptures a few simple recitation books and

the teachers own background

the dividing of children into classes and the

structure of weekly classes are areas discussed in this

chapter A survey of course material is given and the

introduction of the seagull girlseirls and trail builder boys

is discussed

GRADING 187819281878

initially

1928

there was only one class for all primary

children it posed a diffficult problem of keeping all of

the children interested and involved because of the wide

83
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sion of children 2 take into account the number of

children involved 3 keep in mind the welfare feelings
3

and happiness of each child when lesson outlines began

to appear in the primary magazine in 1902 many of the

objections were resolved

the three grade groupings allowed the children to

be divided approximately at three and one half year inter-

vals grade one was the youngest group grade two the

middle group and grade three was for the oldest boys and

girls though the age span was not ideal it did allow

for better class involvement the interest of the chil-

dren was more easily maintained however a disadvan-

tage was that children had to remain in the same class

for three and one half years

another step was taken in grading in 1909 it
had been announced the previous year that the change would

be made to fiveivelve grades

A division into three grades necessitates a child
remaining in one grade for three and one half years
and keeps together children who are quite apart in
development and interests for instance in the
first grade we find children of four and seven re-
ceiving the same instructions there is a great dif-
ference in children who are going to school and those

3ibid31bidbibid
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who are still under the influence of the home only
good work has been accomplished with the three
grades but now because of improved circumstances
better facilities and increasing numbers of chil-
dren and workers a change seems to be necessary

the division gave two years to each ofoleolfoif the five grades

with a teacher over each grade the narrowed age span

was considered an improvement and a success

an adjustment was made in the fifth grade when

the twelve and thirteen year old boys were transferred

into the MIA program the older girls were left in the

fifth grade and the program was revised to meet the

change in 1922 a new program was introduced for the

twelve and thirteen year old girls known as the seagull

girls that left the fifth grade disorganized A new

fifth grade group was formed by splitting the fourth

grade ten and eleven year olds and making all eleven

year old boys and girls the new fifth grade thus in

1922 there were six grades first grade ages four and

five second grade ages six and seven third grade ages

eight and nine fourth grade age ten fifth grade

may anderson our work for 1909 CF VII
december 1908 505

nioma ramsey morris remarks june primary
conference CF IX september 1910 52
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age eleven seagull girls ages twelve and
6thirteen

COURSES OF STUDY

uniform lesson outlines and suggestions began

with the publication of the childrenchildrens friend in 1902

the period from 1878 to 1902 leftlef the task of lesson

planning on a local level the organization of the

general primary association in 1880 was accompanied

by the organization of the first stake board addi-

tional stake organizations soon followed

stake board led their local primary units the

best they could but uniform materials were still needed

primary workers living close together often worked plans

out between themselves until direction was given by the

central board

the childrens friend began printing lesson

material for three grades of children in its first vol-

ume 1902 grade one materials were on the life of

christ grade two lesson materials were on the old testa

new fifth grade 11 CF XXI december 1922
5265260
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ment and grade three had lesson materials on church

history

for several years lesson materials for the three

grades revolved around the old testament the life of

christ and his apostles church history and the book

of mormon however some objections were raised con-

cerning the use of the book of mormon it was felt from

some quarters that it was too difficult the question

received the following counsel

it is thought by many that the book of mormon
is too difficult to be used in the primary grade
this may be so if the book is put in the hands of
the children but in it there are so many beautiful
stories that the lessons can be made very
interesting to the class and at the proper time
impress upon their minds the principles to be
taught

in 1915 a program was announced by the brethren

wherein the primary was assigned to teach church history

in each of their grades the lesson titles for each
0

months lessons were announced in june 1914

7brief introduction to course materials CF

XIV june 1915 252253252 from253
july to the following september the lessons for each
month were leaving nauvoo the mormon battalion
winter quarters preparations for the journey the
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lessons on church history were taught for a five

year period 191519201915 and1920 the yearly lesson themes were

assigned to repeat themselves beginning in 1920 the

reasons for the use of church history as a basis of

primary lessons were explained

if we should ask ourselves the question why
have we so thoroughly enjoyed our primary lessons on
church history 1

thecneune past
perhaps we have enjoyed them because they have

been so varied they have covered almost every
phase of life dealing with children and young folks
and their activities as well as those of older
people they have been full of action given a
wonderful opportunity for dramatization hundreds
of children have had real joy playing that they were
pioneers they have been pleased to don the simple
pioneer costume they have worked steadfastly per-
forming pioneer activities making pioneer articles
playing pioneer games in facttheyfact havethey learned to
love and to honor utahs early settlers and the
great principles for which they stand not only
that but by repeated application they have already
made many of these principles a part of their daily
lives

we love the lessons of our church history because
the principles involved in them have touched our very

pioneer band making the path old mormon trail indians
and buffalo fort bridger in the canyons the promised
land

1.1 perhaps we would say that we
enjoyed them because they came to us first hand from
the mouths of persons who helped to make them
there is something so charming and so impressive
about stories which are told by those who have been
the heroes and the heroines the light in their
eyes the expression of their faces and bodies and
the wealth of soul power cause us to forget the
present and live with
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heart strings they are principles which come to us
all in the great struggle for life and prosperity
the heroes and heroines of mormonismmormonism11 have met and
overcome their many obstacles with such earnestness
and such faith in god that it has caused us to have
a desire to cultivate the same qualities 9

from 1915 to 1924 the primary lessons taken from

church history emphasized the period from the exodus to

early pioneer life in the west A change took place in

1925 with the emphasis placed on the restoration under

the prophet joseph smith and growth of the church the

u were arranged in the following order the first
four months treated joseph smiths desire for guidance

his prayer and visions the formation of the church and

missionary work the second four months considered the

persecutions and struggles of the prophet joseph and

missionary work to the indians the last period covered

the saints in missouri and nauvoo foreign missionary

work and the martyrdom

each week of the month gave opportunity to

hear pioneer stories learn principles that guided the

pioneers in their search for truth play pioneer games

and socialize in ways the pioneers had done

why use church history u CFguhyowhy XVIII december
1919 458

19242

9why
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PRIMARY HOURS

to give balance to the spiritual and physical

development of lessons it was decided to divide each

primary month into four hours they were the lesson

hour the busy hour the story hour and the social hour

each hour was designed to fuse together to form a unified

plan to develop the total child each issue of the chil-

drens friend offered hints and instructions for each of

the four fields

the lesson hour

the spiritual side of the child was considered

the most important phase the lesson hour was designed

to provide the principles and ideals that governed the

other three hours it was in the lesson hour that the

standards principles and ideals were taught that were

expected to be enlarged upon in the other phases the

official assignment to develop the spirituality of the

boys and girls was the aim of the lesson hour

great characters and events of the bible book of

mormon and church history were discussed in the hope they

would come alive for the children As they came alive

to each child they could serve as a mode and example of
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inspiration and motivation the object was to have

lessons present patterns and examples to imitate

the story hour

the story hour was devoted to reading and telli-

ng stories as a means to attract attention to good

things story telling is as old as man and skillfully

used story telling gave the children images of right and

wrong children are hero worshippersshipperswor by nature it was

the design of primary leaders to capitalize on that fact

to produce a wholesome learning experience for each

primary child

teachers were cautioned to select their stories

wisely have them well prepared and make sure they

related to each child the varying differences within

each child made the proper selection of stories difficult

but necessary

not only were teachers expected to become good

story tellers but the children were taught in the art
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also they were encouraged to bring stories from their
own family history they not only learned a skill
but they also learned more of their family background

thus a greater appreciation for their heritage was

engendered

the busy hour

the busy hour was a time when children were

encouraged to use their natural talents or develop

into areas of their own interest handicrafts were

encouraged as a means to develop the mind the eyes and

hands

that hour allowed children the opportunity to

relax and rest the brain it provided excellent oppo-

rtunities for the expanding of excess energy the busy

hour offered opportunities to work on projects that could

involve other family members projects that could be

worked on during their leisure time the primary fairs

and bazaars with their invitation for display articles
were greatly responsible for the development of the

busy hour

among the guidelines laid down was the caution to

teach the children that busy hour work was not to be done

tunities
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on the sabbath however plans could be discussed on

that day the teachers and children were expected to

display the ideals and standards learned during the les-

son and story hours

the social hour

the social hour is especially important in
teaching the children lessons in manners and
deportment and the teachers should never consider
this hour as a time for pleasure only the chil-
dren must know that they are being disciplined
but the discipline must be there or the hour
will be a failure

games dances parties and other social events

gave opportunities to teach and observe good manners and

acts of courtesy the children were trained in the

techniques of getting along with other children the

social hour was particularly important in giving teach-

ers the chance to see the children at play children

at play taught the teacher another side of the childs
character

As with the busy hour so in the social hour was

the caution given to honor the sabbath day teachers

were instructed to be conscious of each individual child

primary association work for the year 1914 u

CF XIII december 1913 681

for
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and to see that all children had the opportunity to play

and be part of the group it was during the social hour

that children could learn they were wanted and needed

possibly more than during the other lesson periods

the values of play to good physical and mental

health of the child was a point of stress to the primary

leader workers were instructed that 11 at the age

of from 6 to 10 the time for reading and study should

be much less than for play from 10 to 14 it should be

equally divided

THE SEAGULLSFAGULLAGULLSF GIRLS

one of the major class programs introduced into

the classwork of the first fifty years of primary was

the birth of the seagull girls program the older

primary girls were dissatisfied when the boys of twelve

and thirteen years of aoeageaae were allowed to enter the MIA

program the girls tried several times to gain permis-

sion to enter the YWMIA program but permission was

denied until 1934

ann nebeker physical exercise in the primary
association CF IX october 1910 560

ll11
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the general board revised and adjusted the pro-

gram for the girls in an attempt to meet their needs

in 1921 may anderson suggested a program for the girls

that would give them greater recognition and more

autonomy it was tried on a trial basis and so favorably

accepted that it was adopted as a permanent part of the

primary program

the new program given the name of the seagull

girls was formally announced in january 1922

all girls twelve years old or more are to be
promoted into a group to be called seagull girls 11

this group is to make special preparations for
leadership and upon reaching tiietite age of fourteen
years be recommendedrecor tomended the ylliaYUIIAyelia with full credit
for all work accomplished in their groups

the fourteenth anniversary should be made a
special event and should be observed as near the
date as is convenient the program to be developed
by the group iz12

purpose

teachers and leaders of latter day saint girls
were charged with teaching them their responsibilities to

become homemakers and mothers the primary program was

charged to assist parents in the instruction of the young

seagull girls department CF XXI
january 1922 11

ma e

ia

12viseagull
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girls from four to fourteen years of age two basic

goals of the program were to develop girls in the areas

of service and independence and to prepare them for

beehive work in the YWMIA A further aim was to

interest and instruct and provide oppo-
rtunities to express some of the natural impulses
and needs which are characteristic of girls at this
stage of development

the seagull girls program

the seagull program was designed to give more

responsibility to the girls they elected their own

officers planned their own activities and conducted

their own classes in keeping with the goal to provide

opportunities to express their talents and fill their
needs greater freedom was allowed the seagull girls than

had been allowed any other group previously

the two age groups met together as the new pro-

gram began to unfold however as the groups grew in

number it was found feasible to divide the girls into

two groups along age lines dividing into groups

allowed more individual involvement and participation

the seagull girls CF XXIV january
1925 31

4

13

pro am

13the
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class leadership positions offered the best opportunity

for involvement

the girls elected their own leaders consisting

of a class leader an assistant and a secretary they

served for a one month period and in the finalinalfinaiinai meeting

of the month a leadership change took place the class

leader dropped out the assistant became the class leader

the secetarysecretarysece becametary the assistant and a new secretary

was elected such a system usually allowed every girl
to have a leadership position

A key to the success of the seagull program was

the advisor she was expected to be a model latter day

saint who had the ability to relate with each girl her

functions were to advise the girls in their selection of

activities keep the ward primary presidency aware of

each girsgirls progress and seek opportunities to counsel

with each individual girl all plans and activities were

cleared through the advisor but she did not interfere

with the girls as long as they followed the guidelines

set up to control the program

seagull girls were expected to be enrolled in

primary and attend regularly they were to attend the

general opening exercises before their class activities

of fered

f
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on special occasions they were excused all activities
were restricted to daytime hours

the classwork was centered around leadership

training first year junior seagulls seagull girls

were taught how to preside in meetings take accurate

minutes give lessons tell stories and direct play and

work activities the second year girls senior seagulls

added to their first years training by learning simple

methods of teaching techniques of the use of a chalk

boardhoard or play activity and other simplesimpie methods helped

the girls gain confidence in a teaching role occasion-

ally the senior seagull girls were given permission to

lead the younger children in some of their primary

activities
the girls of seagull groups were encouraged to

give opening and closing prayers in primary conduct a

lesson as outlined in the childrens friend present a

story before the group conduct games and dances make

and keep a scrapbook and engage in some other types of

constructive work

each month suggestions and patterns for the mak-

ing of useful articles appeared in the childrenchildrens friend

the articles when completed were displayed inip primary
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fairs or bazaars after display they were either taken

home for use in the home or sold at bazaarsbazaar or given to

such institutions as the primary childrenchildrens hospital the

objectives of the special projects of handiwork were to

teach the girls how to use their hands by learning new

skills learn the value of using leisure time wisely

learn how to decorate their homes to be more attractive

to bring the family closer together and learn to render

service to others by giving of their time and talents to

make useful articles for others

fields of seagull work

seagull girls were expected to meet requirements

in different fields of activity those fields included

spirituality knowledge home service health and

handicraft

the field of spirituality was to teach seagull

girls an awareness of god and their relationship to him

they were taught to pray both in public and in private

and they were encouraged to attend their church meetings

and observe the sabbath day properly an acquaintance

with the standard works of the church was expected on the

part of each girl

after
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within the fieldleid of knowledge the girls were

encouraged to make good use of leisure time by reading

good books they were taught to take pride in learning

about nature and the common things about them the

cultural aspects of music art and drama were provided

for in their activities
the home service field attempted to awaken pride

in the home and their role as future homemakers latter
day saints have been well known as homebuilders over their

history the older primary girls were taught to be proud

of the role they were taught ways to make the home more

beautiful and attractive through unselfish efforts

the health field was a carryover from the very

first primary association the seagull girls were taught

the sacredness of the body and their responsibility to

keep the body strong and healthy through proper eating

habits and proper exercise health was considered as a

great gift properly maintained it would lead to greater

accomplishment and happiness

the handicraft field was an expression of good

and useful labor work and its values were the basis

of the handicraft field seagull girls were taught that

f

C
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joy and satisfaction of accomplishment can come from

proper use of the hands in creating articles of useful-

ness

emblem colors pin
and uniform

the emblem of the seagull was chosen for the new

girls program because it signified service service was

one of the intended goals of the program the emblem is

pictured as a seagull with spread wings in flight

silver was the standard color for all seagull

groups one other harmonizing color was selected usu-

ally on a stake basis the silver color and the selected

stake color became the basis upon which the seagull uni-

form was constructed the uniform was a simple headband

made of crepe paper in colors representing the six fields

of seagull work

A pin was especially designed for the seagull

girls originally only the girls who met certain basic

requirements could wear it but in 1925 a change was

made any girl twelve years old or older who was will-

ing to do her best in keeping the rules of the primary

association and the seagull group could wear the
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pin advisors wore the pin because they were expected

to meet the same requirements as the girls general

board members were made honorary seagulls and thus

entitled to wear the pin

graduation

initially graduation from the seagull class to

the beehive group took place annually As pressure con-

tinued to grow to allow the twelve to fourteen old girls

into the MIA program the policy was changed girls were

allowed to go into MIA as soon as they turned the proper

age with the counsel they finish their seagull work

the graduating of girls into beehive work as soon

as they turned fourteen created problems of continuity

of the program the MIA workers indicated their dis-

pleasure in having girls entering their work at irregular

intervals they said graduation exercises cannot be

held every time a fourteenth birthday arrives it does

not work well to have girls entering the YWMIA at

irregular intervals

ibid
may anderson promotions CF XXII may

1923 258

14

wor rsxXIIlsi ers
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conclusion

the seagull girls program was considered benefi-

cial to many girls it did aid in the primarysPri attemptsmarys

to keep the older girls interested and active in their

primary work when the twelve and thirteen year old

girls were finally transferred to the jurisdiction of the

YWMIA in 1934 the primary leaders made the necessary

adjustments the seagull group became the eleven year

old girls in the new home builder program

THE TRAIL BUILDERS PROGRAM

when the church officially adopted the inter-

national boy scout movement in 1913 the program was

opened to all boys ages twelve to eighteen years of age

the first presidency transferred all boys ages twelve

and thirteen to the YMMIA those boys had formed the

group known as the fifth grade boys their transfer into

the YMMIA lefleft a void in the primary program the ten

and eleven year old boys were made part of the new fifth
grade boys group

chapter 7 discusses the solving of the age
problem of older primary boys and girls

1

16
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in 1924 the general board announced a new pro-

gram for those boys of ten and eleven years the program

called the trail builders began in january 1925

A brief history of
trail building

it was found that boys of ten and eleven begin

to become independent they liked to trail out after

their own interests the new boys program was designed

to better meet the needs of those boys the reasons for

the new program included 1 a desire to better prepare

boys for entrance into the mutual program and scouting

2 a means to increase the boys appreciation for a

worthy home life 3 a way to strengthen the desire to

gladly serve others 4 opportunities for better devel-

opment in worthy qualities of citizenship 5 estab-

lishing a greater appreciation for strong healthy bodies

through good daily health habits 6 providing activi-

ties suited to the natural interests and abilities of

boys of that age and 7 assisting boys in preparation

for receiving the aaronic priesthood

17what trail building Is trail builder lesson
book for blazers salt lake city the general board of
the primary association of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 1945 p 3 hereafter cited as blazer
manual

17
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M faux and others trail building
celebrates its silver anniversary
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the program as originally set forth stated

several guidelines some points were 1 all activi-

ties were to be near home and during daylight hours

2 it was not scouting but was to build into it 3

an emphasis was placed on indian folklore and nature
l1 ft

and 4 it was to be directed by women

all boys ten and eleven years of age met together

in one group during the early phase of the program As

the program was not complete in every detail additions

and deletions took place to refine the program

changes in 1925 included 1 a new trail
builders handbook 2 deletion of much of the emphasis

on indian folklore 3 the introduction of the four

trails of trail building 4 the introduction of the

treasure chest 5 a trail builders hymn was written
6 the trail builders guide later known as the trail

19builders code was revised by december 1925

interest in heroic trail blazers of the past was

ibid

CF IL september
1950 387
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aroused and they became the subjects of study by the

trail builders

the program continued to grow throughout 1926

the boys advanced through three phases of trail building

work blazers trekkersekkersTr and guides A green felt bandiobandlobanalo

upon which earned badges were fastened was introduced

the trail builders handbook became the trail
builders log in 1927 within a few months there were

two logs log I1 was for the ten year old boys and log II11

was for the eleven year old boys

president felt and her associates were extremely

pleased with the progress of the program their pleasure

was echoed in these words

in view of the newness of the work our successes
have been beyond our expectations in the past our
program has been built step by step but now we are
able to see our whole program at a glance

trail building was a program of adventure for the

boys each summer some special outing was held those

outings and summer activities became highlights in the

trail builders life 21

ibid ibid

n w20

201bid 21
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the trail building program was still in its
infancy at the close of 1928 most of the major changes

took place after that time A major change occurred in

1929 when boys nine years of age entered the program

the three age groups of boys were divided into three

groups with specific names for each and a greater

emphasis began on priesthood preparation for the older

boys A plan of graduation was introduced in 1932 and

adjusted in 1949 further changes occurred that brought

the nine to twelve year old boys of today in a program

9922that not only emphasizes priesthood but boy scout work

the trail builders
program to 1929

boys of ten and eleven years of age were the

trail builders of the primaryprl programnacynary until august 1929

those boys were affected by concrete material the

activities and teachings were planned around things that

the boys could see hear and do ideas and items which

appealed to the nature disposition and imagination was

inculcated into the program the name of trail builder

was appealing to the boys and tangiblestangi likebles the emblem

ibid221bid

arl
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handbook bandiobandlobanaiobanalo badges trail builder hymn salute red

letter days and the four trails gave the boys a program

of their own

the name

trail builder was chosen as the name because of

boys natural desire to seek out adventure that desire

was channeled into the four trails of spirituality

health service and knowledge the name suggested

action and something to do the urge for action led boys

to become part of the gang satisfying social needs to

build trails effectively required knowledge and maturity

purpose of trail
building work

the original purpose was to bring the older

primary boys to a group which gave them identity as a

group and as individuals the program offeredofferejoffere opportun-

ities and training in character building through religious

instructions it offered situations and leisure time

experiences wherein correct and useful habits could be

nurtured and demonstrated it tried to kindle an inter-

est and love in the wonders of nature and help the boys

red
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find their place in the world in which they lived boys

of trail builder age were considered old enough to learn

and understand the fundamental principles of the gospel

elder marion G romney stated a long standing philosophy

of the church when he said

it is a mistake to assume that a child is too
young to be taught the fundamental truths and rules
of conduct of the gospel

trail builders are not too young to be taught
to fast and to pray to pay fast offerings and
tithing they have a splendid program in which they
are trained in order and reverence for the house of
the lord one of the requirements for graduation
has been to memorize the articles of faith these
things when taught and learned in the proper spirit
lead to a knowledge and testimony of the gospel
which is a priceless possession every boy must
obtain if he is to fulfill the full measure
of his creation this the primary through the
trail building program is helping to give to our
boys

the four trails SHSK

the trail of spirituality was designed to develop

faithaithfaichfalchaichalch in god in the church and its leaders in parents

and in the boy himself experiences were programmed to

teach reverence love for beautiful things and places

the importance of obedience to authority and values of

marion G romney whatilwhat trail building Is
doing for our boys CF XXXXII september 1943
404405404 405
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daily prayer the boys were taught an acquaintance with

the scriptures and their importance in finding success in

daily lifelifilfe the goals of the spiritual trail were priesth-

ood preparation a testimony of the restored church and

a lifelifilfe of peace brought through service to others

the trail of health emphasized the sacredness of

the physical body the word of wisdom was stressed and

proper physical exercises were taught physical health

was stressed as the means to produce better service to

god and his children play activities were an important

phase of the trail of health

the trail of service sought to teach trail build-

ers the joy that comes from helping and serving others

good turns encouraged service and assigned service

projects helped the boys render acts of consideration to

others A key to the success of the trail of service was

to encourage the boys to serve without thoughts of reward

in return

the trail of knowledge encouraged boys to study

and observe nature A study of nature had the possibili-

ties of teaching the boys much about life to be happy

and contented boys were taught to become aware of the

f
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the trail builder emblem

the pine tree was selected as the trail builders
emblem because it suggested the ideals of trail building

it stood for growth strength and service it protects

the weak it guides those who are lost and it increases
0

112

world around them the thirst for knowledge was treated

as a lifelongliflifeilfeelonge

more beautifully with the growing years the

growth of the pine tree is straight strong always grow-

ing and enduring trail builder boys were expected to

have those same qualities

the handbook log

every boy was expected to have the small pocket

size book it contained all of the instructions and

materials each boy needed to do his trail building work

there were suggestions for games stunts and things to

do the salute hymn code badge tests and space for

recording special events and activities were featured in

it

what Is trail building CF XL september
1941 405

124

24what24
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the trail builder
guide code

the trail builder guide or code was a standard

each boy was expected to live As it was repeated it
was accompanied by the trail builder sign the code car-

ried an attitude of determination and respect to god

country parents and others trail builders were

encouraged to hold the code sacred and use it only in

class work and on special occasions the trail builders
guide stated ill strive to do my best to reverence

my heavenly father in word and deed be loyal to my

country honor my father and mother do a good turn

daily 25

trail builder uniform

boys were allowed to wear the uniform consisting

of the cap and bandiobandlobanaiobanalo after they passed their first
required test the cap was brown and green with a pine

tree emblem on the front the bandiobandlobanalo was a green band

made of felt upon the bandiobandlobanalo were placed the badges

earned in trail building work and other acceptable

decorations

faux op cit p 38725faux

lii
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tests and badges

there was an initial test which the boys were

expected to pass before wearing the uniform after pass-

ing the initial test boys began work on assigned activi-

ties the assigned activities were service deeds and

chores which were chosen by the boy and his parents for

which credits were awarded when completed each badge

was earned on the reception of a given number of credits

and after a badge test
badge tests were a series of questions on the

particular badge being earned the boy was expected to

answer a given number of questions upon the successful

completion the badge was awarded and the boy moved to

the next badge requirements A special award called the

pine tree credit was awarded for bringing a new boy

9 f
into the primary program

the treasure chest

each boy made a personal chest for the storing

of his primary materials when the chest was completed

trail builders CF XXV january 1926
p 40

after

26
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handcraft

luresturesluces

ideas were developed to match the age

and temperament of the particular ages involved the

younger boys were not as skilled as the older boys

encouragement was given to construct and develop quality

as physical maturity and development allowed the

approach primary workers took was to accept things as

they came from the boys then with loving encouragement

115

to the boysboylsboyts satisfaction and the leaders approval a

pine tree emblem was placed on it
the use of the treasure chest taught the boys

how to become more neat and orderly it encouraged

privacy of personal belongings and it added to the

boys image of himself as an individual with personal

rights and privileges

activities and handcraft

boys of trail builder age are especially active

they enjoy running jumping hiking marching and games

with a group the activities were expected to be well

planned and held within the guidelines of being held

durinoduring daylight hours and close to home the activity
program of trail building was considered one of its most

important

too
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guide the boy to his best possible contribution the

objectives were to keep the boy constructively busy

develop latent skills and abilities and build confidence

SUMMARY

initially all primary children were taught as

one class there were no divisions into different levels

or grades until the 1890 it was done then without

official direction but with the blessings of the primary

general board As soon as the primary magazine began

publication lessons for three grades were published

it made possible uniform lesson materials and class

guidelines and in the process the developing of the

three gradations of boys and girls took place

the three grades were expanded to five in 1908

that allowed for children of only two ages to be in the

same class there was very little done with the grading

of the younger children until after 1928 however two

groups of the older children received a great deal of

attention during the 191019281910 period1928 of time

the girls of twelve to fourteen were introduced

to the seagull program in an effort to keep their inter-

est in primary and away from the YWMIA program the

1890s
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program began in 1922 and eventually evolved into the

girls home builder program after 1928 the trail
builder program was introduced in 1924 it was felt
that boys of ten and eleven should be better prepared

for MIA work and ordination into the priesthood also

boys of that age desire to be in gangs and are blooming

into a feeling of independence the trail builder pro-

gram was designed to meet the many needs of the boys of

trail builder age
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SOME MAJOR PROBLEMS

the primary association faced many problems some

of which lasted over a lengthy period of time in the

process of solving some of those difficulties new programs

came into being while it is not possible to consider

all of the major problems in this study attention has

been given to some of the more troublesome areas

two areas of concern that primary leaders faced

were the enrollment and regular attendance of all latter
day saint children other problem areas presented include

an adequate program of financing the conflict between

the religion class program and the primary adjournment

of primaries during the summer months and the persistent

age problem that revolved around the boys and girls twelve

to fourteen years of age

enlistment AND attendance PROBLEMS

the dream goal of every organization is 100 per-

cent enrollment and 100 percent attendance realism

118
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dictates that such goals are seldom if ever achieved

one of the primarysPri objectivesmarys has been to involve as

many children as possible in their program however the

problems of enrollment and attendance were among the most

persistent problems facing early primary workers

aurelia rogers wanted to give every latter day

saint child in farmington an opportunity to attend pri-

mary she divided her ward into districts and visited
every home with the aid of her officers the officers

gathered a list of 224 names and all but nine of them

enrolled in the first primary however the average

attendance for the first thirteen weeks was only seventy
2

children that report was echoed by an early report

published in the childrens friend which indicated the

attendance problem during 1903 there were 17647 boys

enrolled with an average attendance of 6935 there were

aurelia S rogers life sketches salt lake city
george Q cannon and sons company 1898 p 272 here-
after cited as sketches

2
minutes of the farmington ward primary associa-

tion 187818881878 october1888 15 1878 p 15 MSS in the
church historians office hereafter referred to as
farmington ward primary minutes

1

durin bo s0 y

2minutes primar0 y
3 5 1878318782
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george F richards address to the june
conference 1909

5georgecgeorge

120
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28361 girls with an average attendance of 13647132647133647 the3

report gave no indication of the number not enrolled

the problemproblems of enrollment and attendance were

a matter of concern to president felt and her board

they requested ward workers to make a determined effort

to find out the names of those children not attending

primary the board suggested the same approach that
4sister rogers had used elder george F richards

advisor to the general board of the primary stated his

concern over some 15000 latter day saint children not

involved in primary work

the challenge expressed by elder richards sparked

the general board to suggest a plan to ward leaders

each ward was divided into districts and an officer was

assigned to visit the families in their district at

least once each year lists were made of all primary

age children and older primary children were assigned

0 report of the annual conference of the primary
officers of the primary associations the childrens
friend 111IIIililii july 1904 211 hereafter cited as CF

recruitment CF

CF VIII july 1909 303

5
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4recruitment 11
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to visit the families in their district at least once

each year lists were made of all primary age children

and older primary children were assigned to act as mis-

sionaries the primary missionaries worked with the

unenrolled and infrequent attenders the goal that the

general board hoped to achieve was 100 percent enrollment

and 75 percent average attendance

A review of annual primary reports indicates

neither goal was reached A challenge was issued in

april 1916 for an enrollment of 80 percent and an aver-

age attendance of 60 percent by the end of the year

neither goal was reached 7

many primary workers felt that the key to enroll-

ment and attendance rested with the parents local work-

ers were encouraged to visit the homes of both groups

they were to explain the primary program with its ben-
efits to the parents also the workers were instructed

to invite parents to attend special primary programs and

6specialespecial instructions to primary officers CF
VIII november 1909 456457456

francis
457

K thomassen what we should do this
year CF XV april 1916 202 annual report of
primary association december 31 1917 CF XVII
july 1918 269 enrollment was 69 percent and

attendance was 49 percent

6

7

1 0109.109
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19172 11
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events usually when parental support was gained

attendance and enrollment increased

other programs and methods were used to adve-

rtise and build up a good primary image teachers were

counseled to prepare their lessons with greater care and

diligence and attend the meetings provided for spiritual

preparation and motivation visits were made to children

in remote areas of the wards the advent of neighborhood

and home primaries greatly aided those children far

removed from meetinghouse facilities
through the efforts to increase enrollment and

attendance new programs were inaugurated several of

those programs proved to be of lasting benefit to the

primary program the neighborhood and home primaries

have been mentioned the primary teacher training pro-

gram and inserviceservicein meetings helped to improve the

quality of teaching classes were changed to be more

attractive to the boys and girls primary workers made

the effort but it was up to the children to accept the

offerings in their behalf
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A PROBLEM OF FINANCES

the financing of the primary program was one of

its first problems aurelia S rogers requested that

each child donate five cents to pay for needed materials

the first quarterly meeting held in october 1878 showed
0

a deficit of ninety cents on another occasion their

first rugmakingrugru projectmaking required each boy to pay five
Q

cents for the wrap and the weaving of the carpet pri-

mary workers often paid for materials from out of their
own pockets but president rogers felt that one of the

purposes of primary was to teach children to freely give

of their means to help build up the church

As primary associations grew in number their
meeting place needs were usually provided by the local

ecclesiastical leaders the primary workers still faced

the problem of supplying their own finances for instruc-

tional and activities needs As the general board came

into being it faced the same problem

0
farmington ward primary minutes op cit

october 15 1878 p 15

9
sketches op cit p 220
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financing the general board
nickle fund

the establishment of the central primary board

in 1880 required funds to operate efficiently the

basic needs were travel expenses correspondence materi-

als and funds for periodic meetings with stake leaders

from 1880 to 1890 representatives of the primary general

presidency usually paid their own expenses or some member

of their family assisted them president louis B felts
husband joseph paid much of her official travel expenses

and assisted in purchasing necessary teaching materials

at the first annual meeting between the stake

primary presidents and the general board president felt
requested that each stake send one dollar annually to help

finance the needs of the board however the annual

assessment to the stakes was not adequate there were

statements of concern that the primary general board

members were visiting stakes near salt lake city but not

prominent men and women of the church louie
B felt 11 CF XIII october 1914 414

minutes of the annual stake officers and
general board meeting of the primary association of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints october 5
1889 p 103 hereafter cited as stake officers and
general board minutes
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going in outlying areas it was recognized that suffi-

cient funds to meet their expenses was a major problem

discussion led to the suggestion that a yearly entertain-

ment be held on stake or ward levels to raise money

by 1900 finances were still not sufficient to

meet existing needs at another general board and stake

officers meeting mrs lillie T freeze suggested that a

nickle fund be adopted mrs mary morris desired to

start such a fund and she contributed the first nickle

by the time the meeting was over seventy cents had been

collected

the practice of visitinovisiting nearby stakes more fre-

quently than outlying areas continued if the distance

was too great the local unit was expected to pay part

or all of the visitors travel expenses as the following

points out

the far away stakes did not get as much consid-
eration for the good reason that nobody living in
canada or mexico could raise enough money in their
small groups to pay for a representative of the
general board of the primary association to visit
them and so they had to do without us

ibid october 7 1894 p 13

may anderson primary work of yesterday and
today CF XXII february 1923 626362 63
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president joseph F smith was presented with

the fact that the primary officers were not visiting

distant stakes he called for an explanation and the

financial matter was presented to him president smith

recommended that a general fund be set up to meet their

financial needs

in 1902 announcement was made of the primary

nickle fund the purposes set forth for its need

included travel expenses to all stakes setting up of a

central office and correspondence expenses each pri-

mary child and worker was asked to donate a nickle each

year the children were encouraged to earn the money

rather than ask their parents for it the general board

usually set a target date for the money to be remitted

to their office they suggested that each stake set up

their nickle day at a time which was most convenient to

their locality and circumstances the total amount sent

to the general board office was to represent the total
enrollment of members and workers if a unit fell short

of their assessment they were encouraged to have some

type of entertainment to raise the balance the local

14

14

1
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officers were reminded that the program was voluntary

and force was not to be involved in any way the balance

needed was to be raised in some manner that was within

church guidelines the plan and the approach was sanc-

tioned by the first presidency of the church

A basic philosophy behind the nickle fund

besides the needed revenue it produced was the good that

it did the children president john winder remarked I111

think it is a very nice thing it begins to teach little
children that there is something due from them and it
will encourage them there was an advantage to the

ward and stake units if more money was raised than

needed to fulfill their obligation to the general board

the balance was retained in the local units
some question arose as to what legitimate

expenses were to be paid out of the nickle fund the

general board finance committee recommended that the

traveling expenses of board members who were visiting on

official business be paid if they were invited to visit

the nickle fund CF

CF

force

15

ended

15
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stake functions in the nature of banquets private

gatherings or like functions the expenses were to be

paid by the individual any general board member who

felt the recommendation was unfair was at liberty to

withdraw and new members were expected to adhere to the

guidelines before joining the board

the dimedine fund

in 1917 the expenses incurred by the general

board were greater thantharl its income from local units

the suggestion to raise the assessed amount to ten cents

per child and worker was approved by the first presidency

the following announcement was made to stake and ward

workers

last year our expenses exceeded our income and
this too with the strictness economy on our part
we have discussed ways and means of making up this
deficit and after careful consideration have decided
that it is absolutely necessary if we continue
visiting the stakes of the church to increase our
annual fund from 5 to 10 cents

we realize that all expenses are high that
innumerable demands are being made upon our

minutes of the general board of the primary
association of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints december 15 1905 646564 located65 in church
historians office hereafter cited as general board
minutes
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incomes yet we feel that the auxiliary organiza-
tions of our church havebave never been so necessary
as now have never been so efficient as at the
present time and we are confident that our
officers as well as the mothers and fathersathers of
our boys and girls will be willing to support us in
this small financialin matterancial the ideal plan for
raising this fund is for every child and officer to
either earn the money individually or make some small
sacrifice to save it the second best plan we think
is for the association to collectively raise the
required amount this may be done successfully by
means of primary entertairmentsentertainments which by their
excellence have in the past become so popular
throughout the church

A followupfollow letterup to the childrenchildrens friend

article was sent to each stake primary president asking

full cooperation in achieving the goal of 100 percent

payment by each associationassoc3 stakeatlon leaders were coun-

seled to encourage boys and girls to earn the money them-

selves and not ask it of their parents officers were

instructed not to nag on the subject before the children
1 Q

as it spoils the spirit of the primary but if the

money was not paid by a set time they were to have some

type of entertainment to raise the money

1 0
loulelouie B felt may anderson and clara W

beebe our annual fund CF XVI september 1917
347

i q
louieloule B felt may anderson and clara W

beebe copy of letter sent to each board CF XVII
october 1918 388389388 389
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some objections were raised over the primary

annual fund and its manner of collection suggestions

had been given as early as 1936 that the fund become

part of the annual ward budget those opposed to the

move felt that the ward budgets were being overloaded

the matter was decided by 1939 as the following announce-

ment appeared

for the past several years the general fund has
been collected at the primary homecominghome oncoming or
near august lith the general fund this year
is included in the ward budget

sometime before november 30th each ward
primary superintendent should present the bishop
with a statement of the total amount to be collected

ten cents for each officer and child enrolled in
the association it is expected that the bishop
will in each instance write a check covering the
amount

it is expected taatthat every effort be made by the
primary association to assist the bishop in the
collection of the ward budget the boys and
girls should be encouraged to earn or save the ten
cents 20

the financing of primary organizations at the

present time is worked through the ward budgets

most organizations of the past were able to set them-

selves on a firm financial footing the goal of teach-

ing children thrift and savings can be accomplished in

other ways

the general fund 11 CF XXXVIII october
1939 418

t kuatulat
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PROBLEM RELIGION CLASS CONFLICT

in october 1890 the church instituted the

religion class program the incentive for the action was

to counteract the tendencies that grow out of a godless
f ieducation the classes were usually held each after-

noon after the close of the school day under the direc-

tion of a selected individual in each ward

almost from the beginning of the religion class

program there was conflict as the same children were

recruited by both groups the problem was discussed at
a joint stake officers and general board meeting

in answer to a question in regard to adjourning
primary meetings and let the children go to the
religion class in the winter president felt stated
that it would not do to lose the children in our
primary meetings

A sister from juab stake reported that religion
classes were for the purpose of getting the children
who did not attend the primary and through their
influence attendance in primary was increased
sister rogers corrected those remarks but thought
they should not conflict with primary sister
clayton stated the original purpose for organizing
the religion class was to gather boys and girls
between the ages of twelve and fourteen who would
not attend primary 22

01
A gary anderson A historical survey of the

full time institutes of religion of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 192619661926 unpublished1966
masters thesis brigham young university 1968 p 22

22s take officers and general board minutes
op cit april 6 1901 ppap 525352 53

1121

21a
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A conflict arose between the two organizations

over personnel it was learned that in some stakes the

same officers were serving in both programs in an

attempt to resolve that conflict and others lillie T

freeze and josephine west of the general board were

assigned to discuss the matter with the first presidency

president george Q cannon reiterated the reasons behind

the religion classes he suggested that the problems be

worked out with those in charge of the religion class
23program

there were several conflicts that arose over the

next several years the brethren counseled both groups

to try to find solutions and move forward in each area

however other forces came in to help solve the conflict

the church system of academics came to an end and to

give the older high school students weekdayweek religiousday

training the seminary program came into being eve-
ntually junior seminaries were organized for junior high

school students the grade school students were left in

the religion class program

general board minutes february 25 1900
p 16 march 19 1900 p 19
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in 1929 the first presidency announced that the

primary association would take over weekdayweek religiousday

education for all children up to twelve years of age

they were also given the assignment to provide weekdayweek

leisure

day

time activities for all girls twelve to fourteen

years of age

PROBLEM SUMMER adjournment

A goal of the primary was to keep boys and girls

busily involved in worthwhile activities all year many

primaries planned their programs to have special work

projects and activities during the summer months As

the primary program involved various associations

contributed ideas for activities the summer months

gave the children more free time than any other period

of the year primary workers were encouraged to give

special emphasis to activities in order to keep the boys

and girls duly occupied in worthwhile pursuits there

were walks and hikes picnics fun excursions handicraft

and work projects bazaars and fairs and entertainments

heber24heber J grant antone W ivins and charles
W nibley church events 11 the improvement era XXXII
9 1929 791

24

im ovementmovement
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however attendance at primary durinoduring the suersummer became

a problem for several reasons some parents wanted their

children home to work on the farm or around the yard

some parents felteltfeiteit it a bother to get their children to

primary and vacations took some children away for part

of the summersimnersilner the teachers reported that attendance

became poor during hot weather those children who did
25come had a difficult time giving proper attention

president felt and her board members decided that
n r

each stake could decide the best course to follow the

practice to adjourn primary during the months of july and

august became an established procedure it did give

primary workers a chance to rest however president

felt and her associates warned that it was a mistake to

justify vacations on the basis that schools did not oper-

ate year round they conceded that summersimaner vacations

had become an institution but they pointed out

the majority stay at home there is the
problemprob somebodyleinlern is always left behind half of
the primary associations never go away at all what
of them

general board minutes july 30 1902 p 79

ibid september 19 1902 p 28
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the public school closes early in the summer
the primary association is entirely different

it cannot be compared with the daily regular
routine work of school life

once break these children of the primary asso-
ciation habit and you have lost them perhaps for-
ever

the summer is the time of all times for work
all the children can come now for the weather is7propitious and there is more time to do things

A main concern of president felt was that children needed

spiritual guidance at all times and missed opportunities

to help them were difficult to be made up she was sup-

ported in her stand for summersumersuler primary by many including

her counselor clara woodruff beebe sister beebe

expressed the feeling that summer primary was a valuable

tool in combattingcom evilbatting influences and temptations her

claim was that juvenile delinquency was higher in the

summer than any other time she said

if we accomplish a great deal in nine months
work then the increase to twelve months a year
would be considerable if we accomplish but little
in nine months then is it not all the more impo-
rtant that we increase our efficiency to the utmost

VIII june 1909
260

00
clara W beebe summer adjournment 11 CF

IX july 1910 385
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A vital key to the success of a summersuluner primary

program rested with parents as far as many primary

general board members were concerned one member ex-

pressed it in these words

I1 believe that we need better support from the
parents of the children the fault is not with the
workers themselves nor so much with the children

it is the parents in many cases who feeleel
that they cannot give their children this one hour
a week which is so necessary for them that is
the trouble

theremerewere were some primary leaders that worked hard

to formulate a summer program acceptable to the children

the childrenchildrens friend assisted by suggesting ideas for

activities and approaches to solve stimmersummerslimmer attendance and

adjournment problems the general board offered encour-

agement to ward and stake leaders they suggested

advertising their good times and successful events to

seek the counsel of local priesthood leaders and fight

against discouragement they challenged save energy
on

save time but above all save the children 1

aq9q emma ramsey morris remarks june convention
1910 CF IX september 1910 5025020

primary30 in the summer CF XXVI april
1927 168
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the brethren gave the primary the assignment

in 1929 to direct leisure time activities the year round

to meet that assignment the general board divided the

year into four quarters through the pages of the

primary magazine suggestions for special activities and

lessons were given workers were counseled that children

were to receive recreational and leisure time activities
31in connection with some phase of regular primary work

A PROBLEM OF AGE

the age of young people assigned to the primary

association was set from four to fourteen years of age

the twelve and thirteen year old boys and girls became

the source of great agitation they felt they ought to

be permitted to attend the mutual improvement association

some tried to enroll in MIA one source stated

in regard to our older children many report
great difficulty in keeping them especially the
boys in primary up to the age of fourteen in
the YLMIA they are not allowed to enroll the girls
until they have reached this age in the
YMMIA the entrance age has been definitely stated

31 all year round program for children under
twelve and fourteen years of age CF XXVIII
january 1928 27
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that no boy under fourteen be enrolled as a
9member of the organization

the reason the primary general board fought to

keep jurisdiction over the early teenage children was to

keep them off the streets and under the watchful eyes of

their parents at nights the primary was supported in

their stand by some of the general authorities the

following sentiments expressed by elder stephen L rich-

ards were echoed by other church leaders

I1 repeat it because I1 regard it as worth the
repetition the more children can be kept in the
company of their parents the more children will be
enjoyed the more parents will come to understand
them and administer to their wants wisely in this
respect I1 am glad to lend my voice in support of
the principle which I1 understand to be adopted by
this association in an endeavor to retain their
girls in the primary association until they have
reached the prescribed age for entrance into the
mutual improvement associations in my thinking
it is wise to keep girls at their homes in the
hours of the evening when they might otherwise be
engaged in social functions until they have
reached what seems to be a very useful age of
fourteen good results undoubtedly follow such
training and girls will be persuaded that they
ought not to be out at nights and they ought not
to be at social functions until they have reached
at least the stage of maturity that gives them

questions and answers CF
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a degree of wisdom and circumspection to
their own safety

primary leaders felt that the MIA could have

cooperated better

it is sometimes thought that if the mutual
improvement associations would insist upon the
observance of these rules part at least of our
difficulty would be overcome

however circumstances arose that culminated in the trans-

fer of the twelve and thirteen year old youth to the MIA

the decision to do so did not come easy it was fraught

with anxiety frustration and some feelings between

personnel of the two auxiliary organizations

THE BOYSboys1boysa AGE PROBLEM IS RESOLVED

there were several factors that led to the

restless attitude of the boys almost from the beginning

they felt they were too old for primary they resented

their association with the younger children there were

logical reasons for their feelings one reason was the

fact that boys of twelve were allowed to hold the aaronic

priesthood A second factor was the churchechurchs adoption

stephen L richards an LDS ideal of home
CF XXVI october 1927 459

anderson questions and answers
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of the boy scout program which involved boys of twelve

to eighteenghteen years of age A possible third reason was

the feelingeeling of independence and bigness that boys of

twelve and thirteen seem to want

early primary workers recognizedrecognizedrecogn3 thezed dissatis-

faction of the older boys they tried to make them feel

helpful and important by calling them to be monitors

teachers aids and assist in various areas of super-

vision

the association of the older primary boys with

their fellowellow aaronic priesthood members appears to have

been a constant source of agitation the first presi-

dency recognized the problem and they observed that the

twelve and thirteen year old boys would naturally be

weaned away from the primary after being ordained to the

priesthood 3 however they encouraged primary workers

to do their best to hold the boys interested in primary

work

or
minutes of the general board of the young

mens mutual improvement association of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints november 5 1913
p 182 located in church historians office hereafter
cited as YMMIA minutes
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the adoption of the boy scout program paved the

way for the final decision to transfer the boys to the

jurisdiction of the YMMIA president felt her board

primary workers and some parents opposed the move if it
resulted in allowing night time activities in an attempt

to regulate the problem until a final decision was made

by the first presidency the YMMIA general superintend-

ency sent a list of recommendations to president louie

B felt the recommendations included 1 the age

limits for official entrance into the YMMIA remain at age

fourteen 2 boys between twelve and fourteen years of

age would do their scout work before 700 pm and not

go to the MIA meeting 3 no boy under twelve years of

age be enrolled as a participant in the boy scout pro-

gram 36

some of the YMMIA general board members did not

entirely agree with the recommendations submitted to the

primary general board some felt that the older primary

boys could be handled better by men than women brother

george F richard advisor to the primary general board

countered with the objection that young boys of twelve

YMMIA minutes october 15 1913 p 16536ymmia 19132
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and thirteen should not be out late in the evenings he

suggested that the scout work for boys of this age should

be under the direction of the primary in their afternoon

meetings 7

boy scout work continued to wean the older boys

away from the primarysPri influencemarys and the problem was

finally resolved in late 1913 A letter to moroni snow

general secretary of the YMMIA from the first presidency

stated

inasmuch as boys between twelve and thirteen
years of age have been declared eligible by the
general board to enroll as MIA scouts aboycboy scouts of
americaAmeriamerl we suggest that the boys of that age be
so declared eligible to enroll as members of the
mutual as they naturally become weaned away from the
primary after being ordained to the priesthood or
enrolled as scouts and it is our understanding
that an action by the general board to this effect
would be regarded by the general board of the primary
association as a consistent thing to do for the
reason mentioned

the general primary presidency issued the follow-

ing statement

while recognizing the authority of the priesth-
ood in the decision just rendered relative to the
transfer of boys twelve to fourteen years of age
from the primary association to the young mens

YMMIA minutes october 15 1913 p 166

YMMIA minutes november 5 1913 ppap 181182181
see
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mutual improvement association and while we pray
that such action will be for the best good of all
concerned the loss of so many of our boys is a ma-
tter of regret to the presidency and general board of
primary associations

some years ago it was decided by the authorities
of the church that the priesthood should be conferred
upon our boys when they reached the age of twelve
years owing partly to this circumstance but mainly
to the fact that the YMMIA has affiliated with the
national scouts of america in which organization
boys of twelve are enrolled it was deemed wise to
place the boys of this age under the care of the
young mens association rather than to have them
partly under the control of the primary association
while permitting them to enroll as MIAHIA scouts

no action has yet been taken in regard to girls
of the above mentioned age however and until the
first presidency decide otherwise it is expected
they will remain with the primary association

the necessary adjustments were worked out some

localities that did not adopt the boy scout program for

various reasons requested permission for their boys to

remain in primary there were no serious objections for

a time as long as scout work was reserved for the MIA

however in 1922 the decision was made that the primary

association should not be a program for boys over twelve

years of age such boys should be encouraged to attend

MIA 40

louie B felt important notice CF XIII
january 1914 36
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the transfer of all LDS boys twelve to fourteen

was completed they were the responsibility of the

young mens mutual improvement association the primary

leaders turned their full attention to those young chil-

dren leftlef to their control however all was not peace-

ful some girls of the same age bracket were campaign-

ing to be transferred to the young womens mutual

improvement association

the girls age problem
Is resolved

of the many problems that faced the primary none

was more difficult than the agitatingaalaaiaoi agetating problem con-

cerning the older primary girisgirls it was difficult be-

cause it was fraught with emotion anxiety and frus-

tration
when the boys were transferred a floodlood of

inquiries were made asking about the younayoung girls the

instructions from president felt had been given that the

status of the girls remained unchanged they were dis-

appointed and some were upset however the girls

felt important notice loc cit
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remained under the jurisdiction of the primary for the

following two decades

advocates in favor of transferring the girls to

the YWMIA argued that the primary was not meeting the

needs of the girls that some were old for their age

some could not get from juniorjuniorjuni high school to primary in

time and some had joined non LDS girls groups

president felt and her associates stand was two-

fold first they did not want to see their older girls

involved in activities outside of the home at night

second they had been charged with the jurisdiction of

all LDS girls to age fourteen in their week day church

activities and religious training the general board

instructed stake and ward leaders to follow the guide-

lines until it was changed by the brethren

the guidelines were slightly adjusted in march

1919 some exceptions were considered if 1 the girl
showed marked physical or mental advancement and 2 if

0
minutes of the general board of the young

ladies mutual improvement association of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints november 12 1925
p 581 june 3 1919 p 504 hereafter cited YWMIA

minutes general board minutes october 16 1919 ppap
198199198 199
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permission in writing if necessary was granted by the

parents the bishop the ward primary officers and the

ward YWMIAWMIA leaders 43

in a move to upgrade class work and program

offerings the primary leaders introduced the seagull

program in 1922 A part of the program allowed girls to

graduate into MIA at any one of three periods each year

after they had reached their fourteenth birthday

in order to have a clear and accurate picture

of the total situation the priesthood advisors requested

some surveys be made to determine how many underageunder

girls

age

were attending mutual meetings and activities how

many had joined non LDS groups and how many were not

attending either primary or mutual one survey of a

six stake area of salt lake city showed fifty one under-

age girls attending MIA and fourteen had joined non LDS

girls groups the survey did not show how many under-

age girls were not attending primary or MIA another

survey showed eighty seven girls primary aeagea hade joined

YWMIAYWMTA minutes march 6 1919 p 121

may anderson promotions 11 CF XXII
may 1923 258

YWMIA minutes may 19 1926 p 658

pr y
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the girl scouts and girl reserves the survey did not
46show whether the girls were enrolled in primary or MIA

As a result of continued requests from the YWMIA

general officers elders george albert smith david 0

mckay and sylvester Q cannon of the general authorities

reviewed the situation they made the following points

1 both auxiliary organizations were doing admirable

work 2 while there was some overlapping of programs

they could be overcome through cooperation 3 they

recommended a committee be set up to formulate a program

for girls twelve to sixteen years of age that would not

materially change existing programs 4 daytime activi-

ties for girls twelve to fourteen was the desired policy

5 there were some exceptions that permitted some girls

to enter MIA and 6 the number of LDS girls that had

joined non LDS groups was minimal

the controversial problem was not resolved it
continued to fester until the brethren determined the

matter could not be solved by the two auxiliary leaders

in 1934 the YWMIA made another request to the brethren

for jurisdiction over the twelve and thirteen year old

ibid p 659 ibid may 24 1926 p 659

47
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girls the YWMIA leaders were under constant pressure

for the change their concern was the welfare of the

girls also clarissa A beesley of the YWMIA general

board summed up the YWMIAs feelings

it really isnt so important as to which organi-
zation these girls join the important thing is that
they belong to one or the other we of the MIA
are willing to go more than half way and encourage
them to remain in primary but if on consent of their
parents they do come to mutual then we feeleel that the
primary officers should be willing to give them up

the first presidency strongly recommended that

the two auxiliary leaders review the situation and make

recommendations for the general authorities to act upon

A report was submitted with the following recommend-

ations

1 the twelve and thirteen year old girls be
put under the supervision of only one organization

2 because of physiological and other differences
the childrens group include boys and girls from
four to eleven years old and the youth group
include boys and girls from twelve to sixteen years
of age 3 that under the existing conditions of
the time the youth group have special programs and
organization to meet their needs the report ends
with these words our children have great claim
upon us and we felteltfeiteit during our meeting the
presence and power of the spirit of the lord

ibid august 4 1933 p 419 italics are
those of the writer

49general board minutes op cit april 18
1934 p 313
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on august 3 1934 the first presidency

announced the decision to transfer the twelve and thir-
teen year old girls to the YWMIA the long persistent

age problem was finally laid to rest sister ruth may

fox general president of the young womens mutual

improvement association and her two counselors lucy J

cannon and clarissa A beesley wrote the following

sentiments to president may anderson and her board

now that the matter of the twelve thirteen year
old girls is settled we wish to express to you our
sincere congratulations on the splendid stand you
made in defense of your convictions

your arguments that girls of that age should
be at home nights is logical and well founded and
we realize that our responsibility in seeing that
these girls are protected is a great one parents
also should be interested to the extent that their
sons and daughters are properly taken care of

we sincerely hope that there shall be no
strained relationships or unfriendliness between
the two organizations affected and especially
between the general boards because of the decision
of the presidency of the church

with expressions of love and good will to you
and all the members of your board du

president felt answered

we shall hope that if our arguments were
logical and well founded that you may find a
definite development in the program which you
may adopt for protection of the 10379 girls who
now pass from us to you

ibid august 15 1934 p 325
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we have always admired the splendid achieve-
ments of the YWMIA and see no reason why such senti-
ments need be changed

ever praying that the inspiration of the lord
will be yours in the extension of your opportunities
and responsibilities i

As the problem died so did the feelings and the

anxieties caused by the controversy some significant

points that arose from the solution of the age problem

were 1 the primary stood fast to their assigned

stewardship 2 there were excellent arguments on both

sides 3 the brethren gave the leaders of both auxili-

aries great freedom in trying to solve the problem 4

new programs for both auxiliaries came out of the

situation 5 obedience was rendered priesthood author-

ity and 6 the boys and girls remained the prime con-

cern by the primary the MIA and the priesthood

SUMMARYSUIOIARY

within the first fifty years of its history the

primary association faced many problems some were of

long duration while others were quickly resolved some

are still persisting today A few of those problems

ibid august 20 1934 p 330
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considered appropriate have been included in this study

in seeking solutions to those problems modifications

and adjustments took place and some new programs were

innovated

primary officers and teachers labored hard to

increase enrollment and attendance but the problem is

one that still exists the keys to the solution of the

enrollment and attendance problems rested with 1

better lesson preparation 2 showing the children some-

one cared 3 parental conversion to the support of the

wogramprogram 4 making primary available to those who were

interested and 5 priesthood support

in trying to solve the problem the neighborhood

and home primaries began to play an important part

better training of teachers and refined activities helped

to attract many children

though finances was a problem in the beginning

of the primary movement it was one of the easiest solved

financing went through the following phases 1 simple

requests for small donations from primary children and

workers for special projects 2 the presentation of

some special entertainment or project 3 a dollar per

stake annual assessment for funds to operate the general
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board 4 out of pocket payment by workers or friends

5 the formation of the annual fund which called for five

cents from each primary member the assessment rose to

ten cents in 1918 6 incorporating the ward primary

assessment within the ward budget

in 1890 the church began the religion class pro-

gram to give all LDS children weekday religious training

the purpose was to counteract the influence of adverse

secular teaching however the program conflicted because

both groups sought the same children often at the same

time the problem was resolved in 1929 when all chil-

dren six to twelve were assigned to the primary for their
weekday religious training the junior and senior semin-

ary programs handled the older youth

summer primary became a difficult task especi-

ally as summer vacations became an accepted way of life
however the primary leaders recognized the fact that

children usually had more free time in the summer than

at any other time of the year the excuses of hot weather

interest lag school vacations and family vacations were

combatted

summer programs were designed to capture the time

and interest of the children again a vital key was

3

5

design-ed
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parental understanding and support eventually the

brethren encouraged summer primary by requesting that

primary become a year round affair
the twelve and thirteen year old youth presented

a most difficult problem the initiation of some church

programs by the brethren seemed to foster some conflict

it was seen with the older primary boys who had the

aaronic priesthood program and the boy scout movement

that created disinterest in primary in 1913 due to

the influence of the scout program the older boys were

transferred to the control of the YMMIA

girls of the corresponding age resented the fact

they could not take part in MIA the primarysPri standmarys

with the boys as the girls was twofoldtwo 1fold the twelve

and thirteen year old boys and girls were under their

jurisdiction until officially released by the brethren

2 primary leaders were opposed to any night time activi-

ties for that age group without parental supervision

on the YWMIAs side were the arguments that 1

many girls were physically emotionally mentally and

socially more mature than boys of the same age 2 some

girls had a conflict between school and primary meeting

times 3 some girls did not attend mutual or primary
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because of the guidelines and 4 members from several

quarters were constantly requesting the older girls be

allowed to transfer to the YWMIAYWMTAYWMTyumi

adjustments were made to let some exceptions move

into mutual and in efforts to hold the interest of the

girls the primary introduced the seagull program how-

ever the pressure continued to exist the brethren fin-
ally asked the primary and the young ladies mutual

improvement association to work out some final recom-

mendations for the consideration and action of the gen-

eral authorities the result was the transfer of all
LDS girls of twelve to fourteen into the YWMIAMIIAwila

mendat ions

A
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chapter 6

AURELIAAURELTAAURELTaurellaaureliaaureli SPENCER ROGERS PRIMARY MOTHER

blessedblessed11

daughter well beloved of god
meekly thou hast borne thy rod
blessing rich adorn thy head
As a mourner comforted
poor in spirit thou art given
heirship with the king of heaven

sister peacemaker and friend
of thy graces theres no end
blessed are the pure in heart
thou dost with them share a part
heavensheaven s portal thou shiltshaltshlitshultshuit trod
thou shalt see the lord thy god

mother on thy merits rest
children rise to call thee blest
tens and fifties of thine own
throughout zion thou art known
thousands name thee but to bless
As the childrens prophetess

t-

hose words were written in honor of aurelia
spencer rogers in recognition of her great contribution

in founding the primary association she brought honor

respect and dedication to the titles of daughter woman

ula greene richards blessed 11 the childrens
friend XIII november 1914 606 an original poem
especially written for mrs rogerstrogers1rogers eightieth birthday

155
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wifewifbif mother child of god neighbor and latter day

saint the accomplishments of her life has brought honor

and distinction to her family friends community and

church

mrs rogers was a woman of great motherly love

having had twelve children her love and concern for

children was the basis of her motto

our children are our jewels
we have counted well the costs
may the angels ever guard them
that not one be lost 2

she was a woman who knew the pangs and heartachesheart ofaches

sorrow death was no stranger in her life sister rogers

was a woman of simplicity faith and spiritual insight

her qualities of character were displayed many times

throughout her life especially in times of trials the

lord had a great work for her to do in his way he was

preparing her the primary movement became a realityareality

because of her insight and love for children aurelia
spencer rogers was a mormon pioneer in every sense of

the word she was a woman of destiny her early life

0
aureliaaurella spencer rogers the childrenschildrenjchildrensChildre s friend

XXI november 1922 564 hereafter cited as CF
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directly influenced her work in the primary
3movement

AURELIA SPENCER GIRL

aurelia spencer was born on october 4 1834 in

the community of deep river connecticut the third of

eight children born to orson and catherine curtis
Aspencer shortly after her birth the spencer family

the pearl of great price salt lake city the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1964 abra-
ham 32223322 2523 aurelia spencer rogers life sketches
salt lake city george Q cannon and sons co 1898

p 165

kurellaaurelialurella S rogers life sketches salt lake
city george Q cannon and sons company 1898 ppap 911gli9
202

11
wendell J ashton thus Is the kingdom salt lake

city bookcraft 1970 ppap 686 orson8 spencer was born
on march 14 1802 the tenth of eleven children of
daniel and chloe wilson spencer of west stockbridge
massachusetts his grandfather spencer was a veteran of
the revolutionary war who served as a body guard to
general george washington due to a serious illness
which resulted in lameness to his right leg orson was
unable to do physical work he directed his attention
to formal schooling in 1824 he graduated with honors
from union college in new york state he then attended
the theological college at hamilton new yorkfork graduat-
ing in 1829 he labored as a minister in the baptist
church until his conversion to mormonism in 1840

on april 13 1830 orson spencer married cather-
ine curtis daughter of samuel and patience smith curtis
she was born on march 21 1811 the last of thirteen
children the eight children of orson and catherine

in
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moved to middlefieldMiddle massachusettsfield three morelnore chil-

dren were added to the family while living there the

home life of the orson spencer family was considered a

happy one in speaking of the association between her

father and mother aurelia said I1 never heard them say

a cross word to each other they tried as much as possi-

ble to make their home happy and pleasant sister
spencer was a beautiful singer and she taught her chil-

dren to love music she and orson considered music as a

form of worship

the children were taught the ways of the lord

as understood by their atherfather As children of

a minister they were expected to conduct themselves

accordingly one of the teachings was that god lived in

heaven above aurelia recalled that on one occasion she

searched the sky thinking she might find god and she

was disappointed that he did not make himself visible iro110

spencer were catherine curtis died in infancy ellen
curtis aurelia read catherine read howard orson
george boardman lucy curtis and chloe died in infancy

aurelia S rogers 11 CF

p 13

orson

5

C

minister f

6

CF XVIII july 1919
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in 1840 daniel spencer visited his brother

orson daniel had been converted to mormonism and he

wanted to tell his brother about the new church the

next few days were spent in conversing on the subject of

religion it was not easy for orson to make the decision

to follow the example of his brother aurelia recorded

that her parents and uncle daniel

set up late every nightight the few days my
uncleunci stayed conversing upon the principles of this
new doctrine which was to make such a change in
their future lives when one evening my mother said
looking at my father orson you know this is true
he felt to acknowledge it and they both shed tears
feeling the influence of the holy spirit in their
midst

A short time later they were baptized the decision was

made to join the church at nauvoo and plans were made

for the move aurelia wasvas seven years old at the time

one writer wrote of her

she was just seven years of age at the time and
this was the impact which was to change the whole
course of her life it was the event which was to
pluck her like a flower from the peaceful wildwoodswil
of

dwoods
new england and cast her into the heart rocking

rugged experiences of a desert pioneer

during the preparations for the move to nauvoo

a part of aurelias character was revealed that showed

7 ibid p 9
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her love for teaching she was left at the home of

uncle hyrum spencer where she delighted in playing school

she expressed her feelings in these words

I1 think my forte would be to teach children if
I1 could have been educated for it for while staying
at uncle hyrumshyrams I1 used to go into his woodshed
which was a little way from the house and play
school having sticks of wood for my scholars

I1 would arrange them in classes then get my
rod of correction and commence going through the
exercises the best I1 knew how

at nauvoo aurelia had experiences and met people

that remained a part of her life and she drew upon the

knowledge gained during those days in her primary work

aurelia became personally acquainted with the prophet

joseph smith on a visit to the spencer home he took

their new baby into his arms and gave her a blessing 10

elder spencerspencers missionary abilities were readily

used he was called to fill a mission to the eastern

united states while there he visited his wifescifes people

who politely refused to have anything to do with mormon-

ism As elder spencer returned to nauvoo he took his

parents with him

9rogers sketches op cit p 18

ibicl p 23101bid
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I1 mention this because at presentbreserpreser I1it am a teacher
in the primary association and desire in any way I1
can to discourage the use of tobacco with all its
attendant evils

ppap 272827 28
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grandmotherGranch spencernother a product of her times had

acquired the habit of smoking a pipe aurelia eight

years of age at the time foolishly took up her grand-

mothers habit she gave the following explanation of

the problem

it was quite common in those days fozfor old people
to smoke and my grandmother indulged in this habit
she would often ask me to light her pipe for her in
doing so I1 learned to smoke and liked it so much
that whenever I1 saw anyone smoking I1 had a cravingcravinaaravina
desire to take a few whiffswhiffy myself this was inno-
cently indulged in at intervals for a number of years
until at length I1 was awakened to a sense of the
danger of the habit

there was a monitor within that told me it was
wrong and what it would do if persisted in I1
should be if I1 lived an old lady smoker this
thought disgusted me

the day of gloom caused by the deaths of the

prophet joseph smith and his brother hyahyrumhymnhyan led to the

following words by aurelia

well do I1 remember the morning after the martyrd-
om of those noble men A gloom was cast over the
whole city of nauvoo men women and children wept
for their departed prophet and patriarch I1 wit-
nessed the long procession that followed the bodies
of our beloved leaders as they were taken to

bid
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josephssephisJo mansion where they laid in state until the
people could take a last look at them and say fare-
well my fatherather lifted me through one of the win-
dows of the mansion as the doorwaysdoor wereways throngerthrongedthron
with

ged
people when after viewing the bodies I1 was

passed back and taken home

persecution of the saints caused them to leave

for the west early in 1846 orson spencer and his family

had traveled about thirty miles west of nauvoo when sis-

ter spencer became gravely ill she died just nine days

prior to her fifth birthday catherine spencer

had lost her thirteen month old daughter just a few weeks

before she became ill the loss of her baby the bitter
cold weather and the hardness of the trail was too much

for her body to withstand

brother spencer had previously suggested that his

wifewifbif return to her family until she regained her health

catherine refused because of their bitter feelings toward

the church she said

no if they will withhold the supplies readily
granted to my other brothers and sisters because
I1 adhere to the saints let them I1 would rather
abide with the church in poverty even in the
wilderness without their aid than to go to my
unbelieving fathersathersf house and have all he
possesses
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AURELIA SPENCERSPEN PIONEERCPa GIRL

the death of catherine spencer left her husband

with six children ranging in ages from six to thirteen
years ellen was the eldest and aurelia was eleven years

old however the children became orphans of the plains

when elder spencer left them to fill a three year mission

to england before his departure he settled his children

in a one room cabin at winter quarters to await his return

the responsibility of caring for the family rested

upon ellen and aurelia the children were forged to-

gether in a companionshipoanilonshipcom and unity that lasted through-

out their lives they drewcrew deeply from the training of

their parents during those days aurelia became profi-

cient as a seamstress a skill she maintained throughout

her life 14

life at winter quarters presented many hardships

the spencers lost all but one of their milk cows as a

result of the harsh weather there were the days of

depression but it seemed the children would receive an

encouraging letter from their perceptive father when it

ashton op cit p 1614ashton14

ang
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was needed the most his letters contained words of

counsel inspiration and encouragement they showed the

great love and concern he had for his motherless chil-

dren 15

in may 1848 president brigham young who had

gone to winter quarters the previous fall returned to

the salt lake valley leading a company of saints with him

included in the group was the spencer family the trek

was a memorable one for aurelia along with the many

experiences and excitementexciter ofnent being on the trail she met

thomas rogers her future husband during the journey

aurelia and some of the girls decided to play a game

they called baptize it amounted to the girls imitat-

ing the ordinance of baptism during the process som-

ething scared them and they scurried back to camp with

guilty consciences and a resolve that sacred things

should remain sacred 1016

after a five month journey the spencer children

arrived in salt lake city where they were met by their

uncle daniel spencer they busied themselves in their

rogers sketches ppap 545654 6756 697169
extracts

71
of orson spencers letters are reproduced in

appendix A
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new home awaiting the arrival of their fatherather in the

summer of 1849 the news camecarne that elder or son spencer

was on his way to salt lake city aurelia describes

their anticipation of his arrival
we were happy that day and counted the hours

until evening set in still no father came finally
thinking he would not come until the next day we
went to bed but not to sleep for we felt the disap-
pointment so keenly

all at once the sound of wheels was heard and
in listening we noticed that they stopped at our gate
we were up in an instant when a man came to the door
and inquired if we knew where dr richards lived
I1 was thrown off my guard entirely and began telling
him the direction to take but ellen who had been
listening to his step and voice said pa is that
you he then made himself known for it was indeed
our dear father who had been belated and used this
little ruse to see if we would know him

oh what a joyful time to see the only parent
we had after so long an absence i

the familyamily so long separated were united again

but their stay together was short ellen spencer married

hiram clawson in march 1850 and aurelia was married the

following year

prominent men and women of the church
aurelia S rogers u CF XVIII july 1919 282283282 283
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AURELIA ROGERS PIONEER WIFE AND MOTHER

1 R
thomas rogers and aurelia read spencer were

married on march 27 1851 the new mrs rogers was in

her seventeenth year when she began her role as wife

within a week after their marriage the young couple

moved to farmington utah aurelia was impressed with

her new home as it nestled against the high mountains on

the east and overlooked the great salt lake in the dis-

tance to the west for the remaining seventy two years

of her life farmington was her home

1 0
thomas rogers was born in october 1827 at

falkirkFal scotlandkirk he was the son of archibald and
isabella rogers when thomas was one year old his
parents moved to canada his father died soon there-
after and did not have opportunity to hear the restored
gospel message mrs rogers made of the acquaintance
of andrew L lamoreaux whom she subsequentially married
they joined the church and gathered with the saints at
kirtland thomas was in his twenty first year when he
met aurelia spencer they were married a short time
later

he was called to assist latter day saints
evacuate the salmon river mission in idaho because of
indian trouble he was a member of the militia which
guarded emigration canyon against the entrance of
johnstons army in the winter of 1857581857 brother58
rogers was called to serve a mission in england in 1869
poor health forced his return home after serving one
year

he died september 16 1896 of a paralytic
stroke the funeral services were held in the roersrogersro
home

ers
in farmington rogers sketches op cit
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aurelia rogers demonstrated her talents as a

homemaker and a mother thomas and aurelia rogers had

twelve children but with them came deep sorrows as five

of themthen died in infancy the parents had their faith

severely tested but as they trusted in the lord they

were able to withstand the test
early in her childhood aurelia had fallenallenfailenalien from

a hay loft she was not seriously injured at the time

but as she gave birth to each of her children a stomach

condition was aggravated causing long periods of illness

sister rogers was near death several times one occasion

was after the birth of her fourth child her health was

poor her baby became ill and died causing aurelia to

mourn deeply she spoke of her struggle in these words

perhaps being feeble in body made me feel the
loss more than if I1 had been healthy and strong I1
was ill most of the next winter and came near
death a number of times yet notwithstanding I1 longed
to see my babe I1 did not wish to die but wanted to
live to rear my other children realizing what it was
to be lefleftley motherless at an early age I1 prayed to
the lord constantly and told him if he would spare
my lifelifilfelleile I1e would try to keep his commandments and
serve him to the best of my ability

the lord heard her plea sister rogers had eight more

children but she lost four of the eight
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shortly after the birth of the rogersrogerst seventh

child aurelia had a most unusual experience 1866

she was visiting in salt lake city where she met presi-

dent heber C kimball on the street concerning the meet-

ing sister rogers said

he looked at me sharply for a few seconds then
after shaking hands walked with me talking
as we went he seemed to read me like a book
and to understand my inmost thoughts in speaking
of the future he said it was not best for us to
know what was ahead of us or we might not be able
to stand said I1 did not begin to know what was
before me but told me to continue as faithful as I1
had been and all would be well for there was a
great work for me to do he cautioned me about telli-ng what I1 knew he gave me good counsel and
spoke words of encouragement which sank deep into
my heart words which I1 have pondered over many
times since and wondered what they meant

it was not too many years before she understood what

president kimballsKim wordsballs meant

the rogers taught their children well many of

the virtues taught by sister rogers to the children of

the farmington primary were to be found in her own sons

and daughters on one occasion orson the rogers

eldest son honored his mothers request for help and was

blessed for his obedience another son andrew loce
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in life aurelia needed some financial aid her children
had been taught to help those in need and to honor their
parents she felt impressed to approach her oldest son
orson and state her plight she promised him that if
he would help the amount would be returned fourfoldfour
orson

fold
readily assisted his mother A short time later

he found some money on the street and turned it over to
the proper authorities who attempted to locate the
owner when the rightful owner did not claim the money
it was turned over to orson as the finder when asked
by his mother how much the amount was his only answer
was fourfoldfour fold
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showed his great honesty by locating the owners of 6000
21in gold coin he had found

AURELIA S ROGERS CHURCH WORKER

the decision for orson and catherine spencer to

join the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

changed the course of their lives and the lives of their

children the restored gospel had taken them from middle

field massachusetts to nauvoo from nauvoo to winter

quarters from winter quarters to the great basin area

prominent men and women of the church
aurelia S rogers CF XVIII july 1919 285286285
rogers

286
sketches op cit

while herding sheep in arizona andrew loce
found 6000 in gold coins true to his training loeloce
sought out the legal owners it took great effort on
his part but he found the owners who told how the money
was stolen from them six years previously when the
robber was caught he told his captors that he had lost
the stolen money the money had rested in its hiding
place until found by loce uhenwhen the owners asked what
loce wanted for returnincreturning the money he said nothing

21prominent
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the rogers family were active members of the

farmington ward though aurelia was ill much of the time

she still rendered service in several capacities she

was a member of the relief society where she served as

its secretary for twenty two years but her historic

contribution was with the primary organization

As the 1870 came sister rogers became deeply

concerned about the rowdyism growing in the young boys

and the unladylikeunlady conductlike of the young girls the prob-

lem became a matter of considerable concern on her part

bishop john W hess called the mothers of the community

together A fire that burned within her began to moti-

vate her to actions that led to the establishment of the

first primary association in the church she served as

its president from 1878 to 1887 when she was released

to direct the davis stake primary association as its
first president

in her calling as stake primary president

aurelia rogers traveled extensively throughout davis

county helping to organize new associations or setting

in order those that were already established years

later while serving on the general board of the primary

she told of her travels and some problems encountered

1870s
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we noticed it so often that when we would be
getting ready to visit something would happen to
the harness or perhaps we would fail in
getting a horse and we would have to go and get
another we had so much to try us but we always
seemed to come out alright we never had an
accident happen that was at all serious

in all her traveling and visiting assignments she had

good health this was considered a blessing in view of

her delicate condition

in 1893 president louie B felt extended an

invitation to mrs rogers to become a member of the

general primary board she served in the capacity with

honor and distinction until her death however the last
few years were spent in an honorary capacity because of

declining health As a member of the general board

sister rogers wisdom and counsel was often sought her

suggestions and ideas were carefully weighed for the far

reaching good that was usually in them

after giving nearly forty four years of service to

primary work aurelia spencer rogers passed away to her

final rest death came on august 19 1922 at the age of

eighty seven years it was almost forty four years to

22aurelia S rogers primary general conference
address of 1908 CF VII july 1908 273
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november 1922 563 mrs freeze was a close friend

and associate of aurelia rogers she penned a few verses
at sister rogers death they are reproduced in appendix
A
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the day of the first primary association meeting she

left a legacy that will long be remembered she was

survived by seven of her twelve children twenty nine

grandchildren forty seven great grandchildren and thous-

ands of children young and old who have raised up to

call her name blessed

funeral services for sister rogers were held in

the historic farmington ward chapel on august 22nd some

of the notable mourners were president heber J grant

president louie B felt and thirteen of her board members

all but two of the davis stake primary board three of

the original members of the first primary group acted as

pall bearers eulogies both in written word and oral

expressions were bestowed upon the venerable primary
23founder among them was one from the deseret news

which spoke of her in these words

the sweetness and unselfishness of mrs rogerstrogers1rogers
natural disposition her abundant faith hope and
unassumed humility won for her the respect and love
of not only her associate workers but people
generally young and old

lillie T freeze to mother earth23lillie
J

23
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she did not want a profusion of flowerslowers at her
funeral jt1 would like just a few simple blossoms
from our own gardens as a token that I1 am affection-
ately thought of and that I1 love flowers this
simple request that her funeral be attended with no
fanfare expressed in terms of elaborate florallorallorai ofoffer-
ings

f
but

er
by a few simple blossoms from our own

garden expresses well the life pattern of aurelia
spencer rogers by nature she was retiring never
seeking for the applause of her fellows she was
content to have her deeds of charity and acts of
mercy speak for themselves she was great in sim-
plicity and in her unfeigned humility and untar-
nished honesty she influenced all for good the lives
of thousands in all walks of life

AURELIA SPENCERSPENCEP ROGERS WOMAN HONORED

scores of tributes and honors have been tendered

president aurelia rogers she lived to receive many of

them they came in several forms and from numerous

groups special visits during her periods of long ill-
ness were especially appreciated on one occasion she

was led to comment it was indeed like the visit of

angels come to rest and soothe my wearied body and

25mind the primary children of the richfield stake

offered a special prayer in her behalf at the time of the

deaths of her husband thomas and her older sister

deseret news salt lake city august 20 1922

rogers sketches op cit p 239
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aurelia rogers are reproduced in appendix A

27a primary surprise
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ellen in response to their kind gesture sister rogers

penned a few lines of verse expressing her love for

children

the charter members of the primary expressed

their love and appreciation for aurelia rogers on several

occasions one memorable event to sister rogers was in

1892 she gave the following account of the event

it was seven oclocko1clock in the evening and sister
rogers was sitting on the front porch of her home
when the silver band of farmington marched up play-
ing some lively strains the band was followed by
buggies drawn by horses in one of the

buggies was john W hess counselor in the stake
presidency of the davis stake formerly bishop of
the ward

sister rogers was very much surprised when these
good people told her they wished to escort her to
the meeting house like one in a dream she hurri-
edly got ready and was assisted up the steps and
through the isles of the vestry of the building
where tables were set up and a banquet was ready to
be served

after the banquet there was entertainment and a program

of speeches tributes and songs honoring sister rogers

mrs anna C tanner one of the original members

expressed the feelings of her group as follows

ibid
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As children we were very proud to have our own
little meetings for even then did we know that the
interesting moral stories and encouraging words of
sister rogers and her co laborers made it cadiercaaieriiier to
be obedient to resist temptation control our
tempers and keep the sabbath day holy

I1 think that I1 speak for all the faithful
members of the primary when I1 say that much of our
happiness and prosperity and ambition to become
good and useful is due to the valuable instructions
and encouragement received in the primary associa-
tion

who of us have forgotten the impressive lessons
taught us onoilorl the word of wisdom how many of
us received our first lesson in singing in the
primary association and with what pride did the
little boys dressed in uniform show their skill
in playing the flute etc no one will forget the
first carpet made by the patient fingers of the
little primary girlsgirlsgirisgag3 ris the concerts and fairs
were our delight 0

the reaction of sister rogers was the honor given

mewe was equal to that given to a queen upon a throne and

the question arose in my heart have I1 deserved all
this1129

A singular honor came to aurelia rogers in 1895

she was one of three women selected to represent utah at

a national womens sufferageSuf conventionferage in atlanta
georgia the trio of emmelineehmelinemelineermeline B wells marilla daniels

and aurelia rogers had the opportunity to mingle with

rogers sketches op cit
p 264
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many notable women of the country including the
30eminent susan B anthony director of the convention

SUMMARY

aurelia spencer rogers was a woman with a rich

heritage her training trials and experiences of life
imbued her with a burning desire to help young children

that desire was fulfilled in the part she played in the

founding of the primary auxiliary organization

her parents taught her the christian virtues of

lifeilfe especially faith hard work dedication and long

suffering the familysfam attractionilys to the church tested
mr spencers depth of christian belief and motivation

it appears that sister spencer provided the spark that

moved the family into the restored church

aurelia was seven years old at the time of her

parents conversion at that young age she displayed

a love and concern for young children and for teaching

her experiences gained while in nauvoo and on the trail
west helped prepare miss spencer for the roles she

on
ashton op cit
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assumed in adult life she learned the sorrow brought

about through the death of loved ones

aurelia spencer married thomas rogers in the

seventeenth year of her life the young couple moved to

farmingtonFann whereington they lived the remaining days of their

lives mrs rogers proved to be a dedicated wife home

maker and mother she endured the mothers sorrow of

losing five of her twelve children her grief was

matched by long periods of illness and her faith in god

was deeply tested she drew strength from the words of

encouragement recalled from the teachings of her parents

in a chance meeting president heber C kimball

prophetically assured her the lord had a great mission in

store for her and she would know when the call came

the call came as a result of her growing concern for the

welfare of the young boys of her community A spark of

the mormon reformation kindled the motivation with sister
rogers that culminated in the birth of the primary asso-

ciation

the contributions of aurelia spencer rogers cast

her into the mainstream of latter day saint history As

mother of the primary movement a review of her lifelifilfe was

appropriate her life added to the greatness of her work

for
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chapter 7

GREAT AND NOBLE ONES

and among all these were many noble and great

ones there were many great and noble women who

joined aurelia spencer rogers in the work of the primary

association over its ninety seven year history six

great women have served as its general president the

sixth one is presently serving the dedicated service of

those leaders is matched by thousands of other women who

have given of themselves and their talents

this area of the study will be confined to a

consideration of the lives of presidents louie B felt
and may anderson with a brief summary of the lives of

presidents may green hinckley adele cannon howells and

lavern W parmley the present president sister naomi

shumway will be lefleft to another study

ithe pearl of great price salt lake city the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1964
abraham 322
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the lives of presidents felt and anderson are

considered more in depth for three reasons 1 their

lives were intertwined for over forty years of primary

work 2 both served as president of the general primary

association during its first fifty years and 3 many of

the primary successes were the results of the two women

jointly the accomplishments of the two singly and

together justify a brief review of their lives

LOUIE BOUTON FELT JUNE 1880
OCTOBER 1925

aurelia rogers did not organize and develop the

church wide primary association movement that task was

left for others more gifted in leadership such as louie

B felt and may anderson under the encouragement and

92supervision of eliza R snow

two years after the first primary meeting another

historic event took place on june 19 1880 mrs louie

bouton felt was sustained as the first general president

of the primary association she held that position for

forty five years

9
wendell J ashton theirs Is the kingdom salt

lake city bookcraft 1970 p 6
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early lifelif
louie bouton was born on may 5 1850 in south

norwalk connecticut the third child of joseph and mary

barto bouton her parents who came from deeply reli-
gious backgrounds had joined the church several years

before louielouiesloule birth it has been said that one of

louies ancestors was the fifth century king clovis who

married a christian girl he was baptized a christian
when his wifescifes faith helped him defeat some enemies on

the battle field the bouton family history also showed

that some of their ancestry were french huguenotsHuguen drivenots

from france because of their religious beliefs one of

them john bouton fled to england and swore allegiance

to the english crown he emigrated to america and set-

tled in connecticut where he was active in settling nor
3walk and its surrounding areas

louie had a normal childhood in her new england

surroundings she loved elneerwinnerwinterhinner sports and was an excel-

lent ice skater her wise mother insisted that the

children learn how to work and louie was thoroughly

Q

prominent men and women of the church louie B

felt the childrens friend XVIII october 1919 404
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trained in housekeeping and home economics she learned

from her parents both by word and action the christian

virtues expected of all believers in christ on one

occasion louie learned a valuable lesson from her mother

one afternoon a group of ladies called at the bouton home

the conversation turned to some private matters concern-

ing a neighbor sister bouton excused herself and left
the room for a long period of time when louie asked

her mother why she had acted in such a manner her mother

drew her close and explainexplained louie dear they were talk-

ing about the personal affairs of people which I1 have no

right to hear and I1 did not wish to

joseph bouton as branch president of the norwalk

branch was visited by various church leaders louie had

the opportunity to become personally acquainted with

joseph smith brigham young john taylor and george Q

cannon later in her life louie would work under the

direction of some of these brethren

the bouton family decided to join the saints in

the salt lake valley they began their journey in 1864

adelaide U hardy living for a purpose CF
XVII december 1918 p 474
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but a irefirelre on the train to omaha destroyed their
belongings two years later they began their journey

again but the illness of brother bouton caused a brief

delay it was during the delay that louie met her future

husband joseph felt

wife and church worker

the friendship between louie bouton and joseph

felt ripened into love they were married on december 29

1866 among the many guests in attendance were president

brigham young and several of the general authorities in

1867 joseph and louie were called by church leaders to

join several other couples in the muddy mission the

mission was located about one hundred miles southwest of

romney loc cit the bouton family were on
their way west in 1866 but mr bouton became ill and the
family had to stop before they reached omaha where they
were to join other latter day saints for the trek to salt
lake city it was decided to send louie and two of her
brothers on to omaha by train church leaders at omaha
were notified and asked to meet the train the bouton
children were on A young returning missionary from the
scandinavian countries was in charge of the saints at
omaha several of the young men of the church vied for
the opportunity to meet the train as they had heard of
the bouton family they drew lots and elder joseph felt
won the right to meet the train it appears that louie
and joseph liked each other from the first time they met

f
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st george when the felts reached st george a friend

tried to persuade them to remain there joseph asked

his bride what they should do and her answer was we

were not sent to st george we were sent to muddy you

may do as you please I1 am going on

life on the muddy was difficult and the settlers
had some very trying times although louies health

caused her husband great concern they both bore their

trials well and accepted the challenges set before them

when the call came to abandon the mission the felts
returned to salt lake city

louies father who had been ill since the begin-

ning of their move west was counseled by president

brigham young to return to his former home in the east

it was hoped that the move would improve his health

louie was encouraged to visit her parents but had been

with them only a few days when her dying father urged her

to return to salt lake city his plea was lt1 cannot die

in peace until I1 know you are back with the people of

god louie obeyed her fathers wish and returned home

prominent men and women op cit p 408
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on the day of her arrival louie notified her parents and

her father died that same evening

joseph felt filledilledbilled several missions for the

church leaving his wife alone much of the time louie

was unable to have children and life became very lonely

for her she took some of the money left by her father

and had a small cottage built on the corner of arstfirstirst
south and seventh east streets she then became heavily

involved in church work in the salt lake lith ward she

served as secretary of the sunday school and when the

young ladiesladieslladles retrenchment program was introduced into

the ward she became one of its ardent pporterssupporters

louie had the ability to make friends rapidly

and she was particularly drawn to a talented young lady

elizabeth mineer she told joseph of her willingness to

share his love and her home with lizzie when the call
came to live polygamy brother felt followed louies
suggestion and married lizzie later he married eliza

0
beth tidwell the three wives got along very well

especially louie and lizzie As children came into the

felt home louie displayed great love and affection for

prominent men and women op cit
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9for them when the antipolygamyantiantl poly crusadepolygamyamy came louie

took two of lizziestizziesLiz childrenzies and reared them as though

they were her own

sister felt had been reared by loyal latter day

saint parents of deep religious dedication and convic-

tion however her spiritual growth and religious commit-

ment blossomed during her work with the auxiliary organi-

zations of the church she attributed her spiritual
awakening to sister mary A freeze with whom she labored

in the young womens program of the church 0

in 1878 the first stake board of the YLMIA was

organized and mary A freeze was selected as its first
president sister freeze chose louie B felt as one of

her counselors

Q

ibid p 411 an illustration of louie B

felts love and concern for children is shown by the
following account one instance of devotion might be
mentioned when vera lizzie mineer felts second child
was three years old she contracted diphtheria the
treatment for this disease in those days was to erect
a tentliketent affairlike of blankets and burn lime in it
little vera was afraid because it was dark inside
day after day when she had done everything she could do
for veras physical comfort louie ma louie felt
who was not strong herself would come and sit by her
side holding her hands and patting her head and loving
her until she too was exhausted

representative women of deseret CF XIII
may 1914 239
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the birth of the primary association movement

took place in farmingtonfahnFann underington aurelia S rogers and

eliza R snow was so impressed with the idea that she

encouraged other groups to establish like associations

on september 14 1878 louie B felt was chosen by

sister snow to be the president of the primary associa-

tion in the salt lake lith ward present felt chose as

her counselors elizabeth mineer felt and louie morris

under their direction their primary grew rapidly there

were as many as 175 children in attendance most of the

time louies close friend lille T freeze explained

the primarysPri successmarys as being a result of president

felts great influence over the children she said

louie had a most wonderful influence over little chil-

dren of the lith ward they were fascinated by her gra-

cious manner every child was willing and anxious to do

whatever she suggested 11

visitors to the salt lake lith ward primary wit-

nessed young children giving prayers bearing testi-
monies performing musical numbers or participating in

some manner the children were taught to save and help

romney loc cit CF october 1919 p 413
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raise money for special projects the projects were not

as important as teaching the children the value of learn-

ing to save and contributing to those in need their
primary assisted a brother on a mission to england

helped a family move to zion and contributed money to

the salt lake temple fund 12

the children were taken on may walks frolic

excursions to the great salt lake and liberty park they

visited the aged and shut ins and made food baskets for

the needy and the aged the spirit of sharing coopera-

tion respect service and other noble principles were

taught to the children by president felt and her aides

general primary presidentpresident

on june 19 1880 a special women1s conference

was held on temple square in salt lake city the con-

ference had been called by president john taylor actingactina
president of the church its purpose was to establish

presidenciespresiden overcies each of the three auxiliary organiza-

tions officered by women sister louie B felts name

was presented and sustained as the president of the

general primary association sisters matilda M barrett

ibid
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and clara C M cannon were sustained as counselors

with sister lillie T freeze as secretary and minnie felt
cutler as treasurer

mrs aurelia rogers gave the following insight

to the selection of louie B felt as the first general

president of the primary association

in the spring of 1880 1I attended our annual
primary meeting in the 12th ward of salt lake city
presided over by my sister ellen C clawson after
the program was over sister eliza who was also a
visitor came to me and said that it was thought
best to select some good sister to preside over all
the primary associations in the church and that she
should reside in salt lake city as that was central
and asked my opinion as to who it should be I1 told
her that I1 could not tell on so short a notice but
would reflect upon it after which I1 went to
another part of the room and sat down on a lounge
by myself when the name of sister louie B felt
came to my mind it was instantly accepted I1
went directly to sister eliza and told her she
said I1 was right for sister felt was her choice
and was also sister clawscns choice

this was a testimony to me for the lord had
given a name to three persons separately and it
was brought to my mind a saying that from the
mouth of three witnesses the truth shall be
established 13

marion B kerr a former primary general board

member gave an interesting account of a meeting between

louie B felt and eliza R snow

aurelia S rogers after forty years CF
XVII september 1918 357
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some time previous to the time of these sisters
meetings sister E R snow called at sister felts
home she said sister felt I1 have been inspired
to ask you to preside over all the primaries in the
church sister felt answered I1 dont think I1
could do it I1 dont think im worthy but sister
snow replied im glad you have answered that way
it shows that you have the right spirit maybe if
you wanted the position we wouldnt want you to
have it 14

president louie bouton felt was set apart as

general president of the primary by president john taylor

assisted by eliza R snow thus the woman who felt
herself unqualified as president of the salt lake lith
ward primary because she felt herself too uneducated

undisciplined in motherhood unqualified unprepared

became the first general president of the primary

association

the first primary general board consisted of the

primary presidency the secretary and the treasurer

five members in all the firstiestlest increase in board membe-

rship came in 1892 when five new members were added

imarion14marionamarion14 BMarionmarlon kerr consistent and rapid growth
of primary work CF XXVII january 1928 32

journal history of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints june 6 1924 p 4 located in the
church historians office hereafter referred to as
journal history
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making a ten member board the following year two more

were added one of whom was aurelia spencer rogers at

the time of her retirement sister felt headed a primary

general board of twentyfivetwenty membersfive and two honorary

members 1

president felt gathered about her women of

exceptional talent lillie T freeze had worked with

sister felt in the lithilch ward young womens retrenchment

program sister may anderson who was as close to presi-

dent felt as any woman could be stood by her side in

the great accomplishments of the primary

possibly president felsfeltsfeisfeits greatest accomplish-

ment was the leadership love and dedication she gave to

her board members she moulded and gave such instruc-

tions as she felt necessary for their training board

members were to be punctual in attending meetings

stay until the meeting was over and display great rever-

ence they were also expected to dress in proper wear-

ing apparel and set a proper example before children

they were to support the brethren in all things

Officersofficers1 department CF XXIV july
1925 277
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sister felt held her board members in high

respect on one occasion she said

I1 want to tell you that the general board are
one with you in working we try day by day yes
I1 may say hour by hour because there is scarcely
an hour in the day when the general board are not
in consultation with each other planning that we
may help you in your work I1 can truthfully say
that every member of the general board loves you
and prays for you thinks of you and labors for
you I1 have yet to hear of the first member of our
board who feelseels that her work is irksome or a trial
to her

there is not a member on our board who goes
to your stakes who is proud or uplifted they are
every one humble prayerful god fearing ladies
and they go among you with the desire to do all the
good they can they go to you fearing and trembling
and they usually report at the office just before
they start and their last word is pray for us
that we may do some good they come back and say

we have had a delightful time and tell how you
treated them so well and received them so kindly
and put yourselves out to help them

president felt had to be a woman of great vigor

because many of her travels were difficult long and

tiring may anderson describes one such trip
one very hot day a white top with two members

of the general board and three stake officers started
at day break to meet with the primary association of
one of the small wards in the snake river country
the primary officers of the ward had been notified
by letter that we would be there about 1000 am
our stake president was the driver and she knew how

louieloule B felt general conference of primary
offices CF V august 1906 291292291 292
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to handle horses so this time we were not so very
nervous we had been going about an hour when we
reached a bridge which crossed the snake river where
it was deep and wide but the bridge had gone and we
couldnt drive across at that time there were few
homes or even towns in that section and no such
convenience as a telephone there was only one
thing to do turn back to the nearest cross roads
and find another way to reach and keep our assign-
ment we finally arrived there two hours late
the little meeting house built of lumber stood in
the blazing sun not a tree in sight to suggest
shade As we came closer we decided that surely we
were too late but no around the building were
grouped a few big heavy wagons indicating how the
congregation had traveled and that they were still
there

when we entered the room it was packed with
women and children the floor was bare a little
table at one end served for the pulpit on it was a
bunch of wild flowers somewhat wilted with the heat
A path was made for us to reach the table but to
get there it was necessary to step carefully for on
quilts spread under and around the table were babies
and little children most of them asleep

but one can never forget how we were received
the mothers picked up their babies and all stood and
sang for us the song of welcome that had been pre-
pared in our honor i

another account illustrates the great compassion and faith
of president felt

another time we were traveling through the
sanpete stake one stake where now there are four
meetings had been held in most of the wards som-
etimes three a day we were nearly through and very
tired on this day we were in our second meeting

may anderson the spirit of the primary
CF XXXIV october 1934 349

19may
11
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and we had to take another long ride to reach our
resting place for the night

during the meeting a note was brought to sister
louie B felt asking that she and her party call at
a home where there was a very sick baby

when we reached this home and saw the baby we
thought it was about to return to its heavenly father
it was very sick

we all tried to comfort the anxious mother she
looked up into sister felts face and said wont
you please pray for my child

we all knelt around and sister felt prayed humbly
and fervently she had the gift of prayer

we bade the family goodbye and drove on our way
As we traveled along sister felt was much disturbed
for she had promised that baby it would live it
just didnt seem possible

several months later sister felt received a
letter from the mother expressing her gratitude and
enclosed was a picture of a fine healthy child
years after the same child grown to be a young man
came to bid us all goodbye he was on his way to
fill a mission u

president felts forty five years of service

brought about many accomplishments and contributions

they include 1 the beginning of annual reports from

local and stake units 1881 2 the inauguration of

annual officers meetings 1889 3 the birth of the

childrens friend magazine 1902 4 the dividing of

primary children into three basic groups 1902 5

establishment of the primary annual fund 1902 6

annual general conferences for all primary workers 1902

ibid p 350
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7 programs for enlistment and better attendance at

primary 8 the birth of the primary childrenchildrens hospital

program 1911 9 world war I1 related projects 10

increased emphasis on teacher improvement 11 establish-

ment of the seagull girls and the trail builder boys and

12 the spread of primary groups into every stake and

many missions of the church

sister felts concern for children was demo-

nstrated throughout her primary days they were the center

of her attention what was good for the children became

the basic guideline in her work any contribution or

effort made was in the desire to help the children develop

as worthy individuals

president louie B felts contributions did not

go unnoticed by her associates they expressed their love

and appreciation in various ways on her sixty first
birthday anniversary may 5 1911 she was the guest at

a special social expressions of appreciation were given
21in verse and words on other occasions she was pre-

sented with a portrait of herself a copy of a paintingpaapa3

olive210live

antingnting

D christensen to president louie B

felt XI may 1912 226
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once owned by eliza R snow and the following words by

ruth may fox

suffer the children to come unto me
through the years of my lifelifilfe I1 have strienstrivn
to teach them the words thou davestgavest dear lord
for of such is the kingdom of heavbeavhearn

many lambs there are in the fold dear lord
some have heedlessly rambled away
long long I1 have sought for these wandingwandringmandringwan onesdingdring
do thou save them kind shepherd I1 pray

then oh in that land of glory dear lord
should it please thee my labors to own
may I1 with my lambs mine thine dearest lord
be found safe in the fold near thy throne22Throne

A

22

great honor was bestowed upon louie at the

annual primary conference of 1916 A special festival
was sponsored by six salt lake stakes in honor of presi-

dent felt and her thirty six years of service over

1500 children expressed their love and appreciation for

her through music words and dances one observer

gave the following account of the occasion

A pretty and deserved tribute was paid by the
primary association of the church on saturday to
its venerable and beloved president mrs louie B

felt for thirty six long years this noble woman
has given her love and labor to the children
enrolled in the great society at whose head she

aunt lillies presidentpresidents party CF XIV
january 1915 66

e

heavn 11
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stands and it is quite within the truth to say
that she is held in reverent personal affection in
tens of thousands of little hearts which have been
gladdened and made better by her unselfish ministra-
tions As she trod the flowerlower strewn way
prepared for her by the children she looked
the veritable queen that she is whose gentle sway
abides enduringly because built upon the affection
and confidence of those who look to her for leader-
ship no jeweled crown could have added to the
dignity and beauty of her silvered head no robes
of majesty so fitting as the simple white gown that
symbolized her purity of life and purpose

after forty five years as general president of

the primary associations sister felt recognized that her

physical health was failing unable to do many of the

things she felteltfeiteit ought to be done she stepped down on

october 6 1925 it was said of her that

she nursed this great work in its infancy with
the devotion of a mother and like a mother is
devoted to it still she gathered around her wise
and willing helpmateshelp tomates foster and develop its
growth there has been no invasion of self in the
temple of this sacred responsibility only the ful-
filling to the very best of her ability every task
and demand made of her

she had no children of her own but considered

her workerscoworkersco as her children on one occasion she

said

9

p 477

f

23

f

2

24

23journal23 journal history june 10 1916 the six
stakes were cottonwood ensign granite liberty
pioneer and salt lake

2hardy24hardyahardy op cit24Hardy
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I1 have a love that I1 cannot express in words for
you my dear co laborers I1 feel to you as you feel
to those precious gifts that god has given you per-
haps like me there are some who have been denied
the great privilege of being a mother but if you
feeleel as I1 feel I1 know it was the wisdom of god that
denied me this blessing for I1 am certain I1 should
have been more selfish than I1 am today had I1 been a
mother but god has given me many many lovely chil-
dren through other mothers that I1 may pray fozfor
think of and love as I1 love you my sisters I1
feeleel that you are all my children and your children
my grandchildren or 3

she considered the twenty seven board members she worked

with as her children her grandchildren as the 939 stake

workers her great grandchildren were the 11530 ward

officers and teachers and her

were the 90000 primary children 26

louie bouton felt died february 13 1928 at her

home in her seventy ninth year although she lived as a

widow the last twenty two years of her life she was not

alone her many friends filled her final days with lov-

ing attention

louie B felt remarks at june 1908 confer-
ence CF VII june 1908 276

louie B felt A tribute CF XXIV
november 1925 425

f

for

f 25great grandchildren

great great
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grandchildrengrandchildren
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MAY ANDERSON FRIEND OF CHILDREN
OCTOBER 1925 DECEMBER 1939

may anderson spent fortyorty nine years of her lifelifilfe
building

e

up the primary program from the time of her

baptism as a young convert she gave freely of her time

and talents during those forty nine years she served

as general secretary first counselor and president of

the general primary association her contributions and

years of service merit a review of her life

early life
may anderson was born in liverpool england

june 8 1864 the third of twelve children she came

from a rich heritage of religious piety her mother

mary bruce was a descendent of robert bruce leader of
27the scotsmen in their fight for freedom her father

scott anderson was a famous lecturer in the temperance

movement

As a young girl may developed a love for chil-

dren and a desire to teach them it probably came as a

result of helping her mother care for their large family

david 0 mckay in tribute to may anderson
CF IXL august 1939 439

ti

f
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ppap 418419418 mr419 anderson was working
in his shop one day when he heard a voice speaking to
him he asked his wife and children if they had spoken
to him to which they answered in the negative the voice
spoke to him three times and each time he asked members
of his family if they had spoken to him each time he
received a negative answer from them the voice had
repeated to him each time scott anderson you must go
to zion

199

her willingness to teach her brothers and sisters their

household duties and to help her mother won her the name

little mother and teacher 128

the anderson family became acquainted with the

restored church through an old family friend at first
they attended the latter day saint meetings out of curi-

osity however the two oldest anderson children were so

impressed they desired baptism mr anderson hesitated

but gave himself to a careful study of the church he

was concerned with the consequences of joining the

unpopular mormon movement

conversion came coto mr anderson by a spiritual

manifestation which led him to request baptism for him-

self and his family membership in the church gave may

28my28mary aand may CF XVII october 1919
418

29lbid291bid
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an opportunity to expand her talents she was especially

fond of dramatics and had a desire to write elder

nicholson a missionary read some of the articles may

had written he was led to promise her that if she

would cultivate this gift she would some day write for
OQ

the children of the church the promise proved

prophetic as may anderson served as editor and writer for

the childrens friend for nearly forty years

the urge to be with the main body of the church

led the andersons to utah in 1883 it was on the trip
west that may anderson and louie B felt first met their

maetinameetingmeetina began a lifelonglife friendshiplong and close association

even though louie was fourteen years may senior to

their primary associates they became the primarysPri

david

marys

and jonathan 3161

president30president30 may anderson CF XXV january
1926 22

mary and may CF XVIII october 1919
420421420 louie421 B feltsfeltisfeitsfeitis mother mary bouton was return-
ing to utah following the death of her husband mrs felt
and some family boarded the train at morgan utah to ride
into salt lake with mrs bouton originally may ande-
rsons name was mary anderson when louie felt entered
her life mary andersons name was changed to may anderson
louie felt suggested this be done to keep mary anderson
separate from mary bouton in their conversation

130

mays

31mary

ma
C y
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miss anderson secured employment in salt lake

city but she was not satisfied with the job or her role

in life her ambition had been to learn more about

children and work with them the chance to work in the

primary association opened that door mays first
acquaintance with primary work came through association

with president felt
sister may andersons call to the general board

came in an unusual manner she had assisted louie in

some of her routine primary duties her superficial

knowledge of primary grew as she associated with sister
felt on one occasion president felt had to travel to

utah county to keep some appointments may expressed a

desire to be with her friend and brother felt paid her

travel expenses As the two traveled to their destina-

tion president felt was struck with the thought of call-
ing may to the board she approached may about her idea

at first may scoffed because of her lack of knowledge of

the primary program however she was impressedpressed with the

idea of being able to work for children sister anderson

was concerned about her shyness she found it difficult
to perform in front of people even in giving a prayer in

public As the two friends discussed the matter further
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may consented to consider the suggestion president

felt took the occasion to discuss a tea drinking habit

which had plagued may from her days as a child in england

she had tried to overcome the habit but usually suffered

with a sick headache as a result of her attempts sister
felt informed her that tea would not be ordered on their

trips may readily agreed and from the time of their
00

discussion she never went back to her tea drinking

general board member

on october 5 1890 may anderson became a member

of the general board of the primary association she

spent the next forty nine years of her life serving the

children of the church sister anderson was the general

board secretary for fifteen years first counselor for

twenty years and general president for fourteen years

sisters anderson and felt took a two year course

in kindergarten techniques and mays desire to learn more

led her to take a postgraduatepost coursegraduate at the university

of utah miss anderson showed an unusual gift with young

children and was encouraged to continue her studies at

ibid

32
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columbia university but she eltfeltfeiteit her mission was in
0

other areas

may and louie teamed together to operate a pri-

vate kindergarten in the basement of the salt lake lith
ward they taught together for two years then may con-

tinued to teach for an additional two years she spent

another four years as an assistant teacher in the kinder-

garten department at the university of utah however it
was in her work of the primary association especially as

editor of the childrens friend magazine that may ander-

son found the fulfillment of her lifeilfe ambition

sister andersonandersen became concerned with the problems

of communication with primary workers in the fieldleid with

president felt she recognized the need of unified and

systematic lessons for the children her concern led to

the suggestionsu ofgestion a primary publication

As a result of the birth of the childrens

friend may was assigned all business pertaining to the

project the board decided to engage her to be in the

office of the general board every day to attend to

louie B felt an appreciation 11 CF XI
june 1912 192

f
34
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business connected with the paper 11 at a salary of 30.003000
33per month for six months the six month assignment as

editor ended up thirty nine years later sister anderson

gave outstanding service in the publication of the pri-

mary magazine and in recognition of that service the

january 1912 issue of the childrens friend was devoted

to her life and accomplishments it was a surprise issue

for sister anderson as she did not know of its contents

until it arrived from the printers president felt in a

written tribute said

it would take many pages to tell you the things
she thinks of all the things she does and the many
hours she puts into the issuing of this invaluable
periodical for from cover to cover inside and out
every word and every picture is secured by her own
unassisted efforts

although small in stature she has a wonderful
force of character resourcefulness and business
ability but her greatest interest in life is the
children nothing is too great a task if it will in
any way be of benefitbenefbelef to them their mental and
physical welfare is her first thought

in thinking always of them it came into her
active mind that there were many children who with
proper medical attention might be saved from being
crippled and perhaps from early death and thinking
of this she suggested endowing a room in our LDS

hospital where such children might be taken care
of 34

general board minutes january 4 1902 p 61

louie B felt an appreciation CF XI
june 1912 192
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general president

after forty five years president louie B felt
retired as general president and on october 6 1925 may

anderson became the second general primary president no

one had been more closely associated with the general

board and no board member had served longer may had

received all of the training president felt had to offer

she had been tutored for over forty two years

president anderson selected as her counselors

sadie grant pack and isabella ross she expressed her

desire to follow the same main goals and objectives as

her predecessor and intended to expand on the policies
35and manners of sister felt as much as possible

may administration was marked by the continued growth

in associations and members her main concern was the

welfare of the children

sister anderson a teacher by instinct training
and profession brought to the primary association
sound educational principles in child training
what was best for the child was the question upper-

most in her mind always 0

35journal history october 6 1925 p 5

0
may anderson guide for ward and branch presi

denciesdenniesden saltcies lake city general board of primary asso-
ciation of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1962 p 91 hereafter cited as guide

36

35journal

36
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she divided the primary children into ten groups accord-

ing to age with names and emblems given to each the

boysboys1boysa trail builder program with emphasis on training

for the priesthood and the girlsgirls1 home builder program

37developed under her encouragement

together with president felt may played a vital
role in the birth of the primary childrens hospital and

was responsible for the organization of its first medical

staff the hospital was incorporated under the name of

the primary childrens hospital in september 1934 and

may became president of the board of trustees

on november 18 1893 president heber J grant met

in a special meeting with the primary general board he

announced that the general primary presidency was to be

released he further explained that the brethren felt

it was a mistake to keep people in office too long as it
denied other people the opportunity for service presi-

dent grant requested that each board member submit a

first and second choice of someone the first presidency

might consider as a replacement he advised the primary

ibidbid lavern W parmley from a little rock
church to all the world improvement era LIX december
1956 806

371bid371
overnent
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board that the brethren had never doubted the wisdom

efforts and dedication of sister anderson in her long

years of service

at their last board meeting president anderson

reviewed some experiences and history of her primary

service she felt that the prophetic promises given in

her behalf had been fulfilled sister anderson expressed

the sentiments that her whole life had been guided and

directed by a power other than her own father put

my feet into the path you wish me to tread and I1 will do

the best I1 can tn

may anderson was a woman of exceptional business

abilities she possessed a keen vision and insight that

led to many of the primaryprimarys accomplishments

her brilliant mind outstanding executive
ability and intelligent understanding of boys and
girls were responsible for much of the success
achieved in this great organization

mrs nellie A talmage spoke of her in these

words

general board minutes november 18 1939
p 619

in tribute to may anderson CF XXXXV

august 1946 349
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she had the understandingunderstand heartlnainaing never thoughtless
in her consideration of the joy and sorrows of the
babes who were fortunate enough to work and play with
her

although in her contact with adults she was som-
etimes tactless and undiplomatic with children her
soft musical voice her lack of self consciousness
and her genuine joy in their association drew them
to her knee as surely as the sweet fragrance of the
honeysuckle lures the humming bird to sip its ne-
ctar 0

sister mary R jack who served as the primary

board secretary under president anderson said of her

her father taught her to use her mind and despise
evil things her mother taught her obedience her
grandmother taught her reverence the missionaries
taught her faith in god and in the restored gospel
her brothers and sisters taught her sweetness and
gentleness and love for little children i

she became ill and spent the last days of her

lifelifilfe bedfast in a salt lake city hospital at the age of

eighty two may anderson died on june 11 1946 funeral

services were held in the university ward of salt lake

city among the speakers giving eulogies were president

david 0 mckay legrand richards presiding bishop of the

church and president adele C howells general president

of the primary associations

ibidbid
macymary R jack may anderson A friend of the

children C F XL april 1941 148

hone sucklesuckie40
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in his eulogy president mckay said

there are three important factors to our success
in life one is inheritance that which we bring
with us from our ancestors second our environment
and third what we make of ourselves may anderson
was rich in inheritance

for her environment she was largely responsible

she impressed those who worked with her she
emphasized the supreme importance of the primary
work this woman directed the lives of the
people

I1 call her a mother though she has never been
blessed with a child motherhood consists of caring
lovinloving and rearing children god bless her for
that 52

MAY GREEN HINCKLEY
JANUARY 19401940

MAY 1943

may we are going to give you 102000 children 43J

with those words may green hinckley was called to

the third general president of the primary association by

president heber J grant she succeeded president may

anderson who was released in december 1939

may green was born on may 1 1881 in chester-

field england she was the eighth child of william and

lucy marsden green mrs green was a faithful member of

the church whose great desire was to join the saints in

in tribute op cit p 349

deseret news 3 church news april 4 1964
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utah mr green was not a member of the church and did

not share his wifecifes desire to leave england sister
green and some of her children journeyed to utah leaving

mr green to follow however he never left his native

england

two years after her arrival sister green died

leaving may to be raised by older family members she

became very active in church work teaching in both the

sunday school and YWMIA organizations in the salt lake

5thath ward of the pioneer stake

may green filled a mission to the central states

the first of two served for the church on her return

she worked in the YWMIA of the forest dale ward in the

granite stake her capabilities as a leader were noticed

by the granite stake presidency and they called sister
green to the position of president of the granite stake

YWMIA program may served for twelve years initiating

the gleaner program for young adult girls the new pro-

gram proved so successful that it was adopted by the
44

YWMIA general board and established church wide

ibid
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on february 22 1932 may green married bryant S

hinckley in the salt lake temple brother hinckley was

president of the liberty stake and a widower with five

children living at home the new mrs hinckley in her

forty eighth year proved to be a tender mother to her

husbands children and she soon won their respect and

love for her service to them 3 the love and support she

gave her husband was demonstrated during his assignment

as president of the northern states mission sister
hinckley presided over the womens and childrens auxili-

aries of the mission where she displayed excellent leader-

ship talents

in december 1939 president heber J grant called

her to preside over all the primaries of the church in

assuming the presidency of the primary association

president hinckley became mother to 1020001022000 primary

children

though president hinckleysHinck timeleys in office was

short forty months she accomplished much she demo-

nstrated the same qualities of leadership that had built

the granite stake YWMIA program president hinckley

parmley op cit p 842

45
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introduced the official primary seal the primary colors

and the primary theme the mural placed in the farming-

ton ward chapel depicting the first primary association

meeting under sister aurelia rogers was accomplished

under her direction
may G hinckley suffered from arthritis and

entered the hospital for treatment in 1943 while there

she contracted pneumonia dying suddenly on may 3 1943

two days after her fifty eighth birthday primary work-

ers church members and friends were shocked and sorrowedsorrowersor

at

rowed

her sudden death the salt lake tribune said of her

when a good man dies humanity is deprived of an
influence it can not well spare this is more keenly
realized in any circle or community so afflicted
during an era of bitter strife when every atom of
merciful humanitarianism is needed in the balance
against ruthless brutality and threatened debasement
of mankind

such a loss just sustained in salt lake city is
felt by many thousands throughout the state and in
distant places mrs may green hinckley president
of the primary association of the mormon church was
a woman of charm intelligence and usefulness that
endeared her to all who came within the radius of
her gracious personality 0

A fitting tribute was paid president hinckley in

the pages of the childrens friend

salt lake tribune may 5 1943

officialacial
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A remarkable career ended sunday morning may 2
1943 when may green hinckley passed peacefully away
within a few hours of her fifty eighth birthday
from early experiences of adversity she grew to
understand and sympathize with the unfortunate and
to make life easier and happier for those ith whom
she mingled when she was six years old she came
to this country with her mother who died two years
later leaving may an orphan at eight years of age

she learned to care for herself and as a young
girl she studied accounting and became a most profi-
cient business woman As a result of her capacity
for work her fitness for executive responsibilities
and her personal charm she won the confidence of her
employers and secured promotions she was recognized
as a leader of marked ability

she was a woman of great faith and understanding
indeed few women have made a better contribution to
the church than she q

ADELEadne CANNON HOWELLS JULY 1943
APRIL 1951

As a result of the sudden death of president may

hinckley adele cannon howells former first counselor to

president hinckley was called to be general primary

president on july 20 1943 president howells selected

lavern W parmley and dessie grant boyle as her counse-

lors

adele cannon was a native of salt lake city and

was the first native born utahn to be selected as the

in memoriam CF XXXXII june 1943 243
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general president she was a very gregarious person

friendship and hospitality came first with adele she

valued people for what they were not for position or

wealth when she was a youngster at home her younger

brothers and sisters followed her schemes eagerly she

loved children and loved to bring friends to her parents

home

miss cannon received her education in salt lake

city graduating from the university of utah with a

degree in physical education adele taught english at

LDS university and was a physical education instructor

at the deseret gym

she married david P howells a law student from

los angeles in 1931 the young couple lived in various

parts of the world and finally settled in los angeles

where they became very active in church work brother

howells served as bishop in two wards in the hollywood

area of california sister howells was the first stake

YWMIA president of the hollywood stake

bishop howells died in 1939 and shortly there-

after president may green hinckley requested that sister

adele cannon howells A beloved leader 11

CF LII august 1953 357
48adele48
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howells serve as her first counselor in the general

primary presidency the two friends had worked together

in the granite stake YWMIA presidency several years pre-

viously adeleadeles work had been mainly with adults her

new calling was to direct the activities of children

she gave her attention to studying the needs of boys and

girls primary age it was said of her

being a woman of action rather than words she
worked out definite ideas that would develop specific
qualities in children then proceeded to carry them
into effect 49

the calling of general primary president was

placed upon her on july 20 1943 when world war II11 was

at its height the primary program suffered reverses in

war torn countries largely due to missionaries being

removed from many areas the primary program began to

take on a more important role in the lives of children in

many stakes parents were caught up in the war movement

some fathers were in the military while others became

engulfed with the preparations for war As a result
some parents did not spend sufficient time with their

ibid491bid
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children the primary organization was urged to lend a

greater support to the family

the eight years of president howellshowellslhowellelHowell administra-

tion

sl

saw some healthy accomplishments and major events

take place in the primary program as the church adjusted

from a wartimewar churchtime to a peace time church the

primary became involved in relief projects for the chil-

dren of the war ravaged countries during her

administration the church began to build rapidly outside

of the boundaries of utah saints who had left utah

during the war period foundoundaund it to their liking to move

elsewhere to live areas once shut down to church

activities began to reopen the primary movement kept

pace with the growth

some of the noteablenote achievementsable of president

howells administration included the primarysprimary

participation in the utah centennial celebration of 1947

and the completion of the primary childrenchildrens hospital

project she began sponsorship of a radio and television

show for children the childrens friend of the air
and the junior council series president howells led

50journal history may 22 1943 ppap 101110 11
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the children in the donation of three murals for the

baptistry of the idaho falls temple

sister howells placed great emphasis on arts and

crafts to keep children busy her love for the items

made by children resulted in many mementoes being pre-

sented to her her philosophy was nothing made by a

child has been too crude to find a place in the exhibit

and nothing made by an expert craftsman has been too per-

fect as an inspiration

president howellshowellsjHowell greatsj interest in boys and

girls was manifest by the establishment of two scholar-

ship funds for the studies of child development one

grant was at the brigham young university and the other
co

was at the university of utah

president howells died saturday april 14 1951

and funeral services were held on temple square in salt
lake city three days later the following tribute was

written to her in the pages of the childrens friend

she was a tireless and diligent worker yet
she did her work easily because she loved it she
served the primaries throughout the church with a

adele cannon howells A beloved leader loc
cit

deseretpeseret news april 17 1951
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keen personal interest she believed in the nobility
of work as the creative expression of the best within
her and as her share in easing the common load of all
she so glorified work that she translated duty into
privilege under her leadership the primaries
prospered her accomplishments have been many

she devoted long hours to this magazine the
childrens friend because she firmly believed in
good reading for children

she had a keen sense of humor and could adjust
uncomplainingly to new situations

sister howells had charity in her heart for all
she had great faith
she lived by faithaithfalthalth
sister howells was gentle in her judgment of

others she did not believe each accusing tongue as
most weak people do but still believed that story
wrong which ought not to be true

she lived by the rules set forth by john wesley
do all the good you can
by all the means you can
in all the ways you can
at all the times you can
to all the people you can
As long as you ever can

LA VERN WATTS parmleyPAKMLEYPARWEYfarmleyparmeyfarmey MAY 1951
OCTOBER 1974

lavern W parmley became the fifth general presi-

dent of the primary association on may 16 1951 no

other general president witnessed the growth and changes

in the program as did sister parmley she has seen the

church become a worldwideworld forcewide and has watched the

adele cannon howells n CF L june 1951
251
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the primary become a viable power in missionary work

her service as a member of the general board spans more

than thirty years

president parmley was the second general primary

president who was a native of utah she was born janu-

ary 1 1900 in murray utah she was the daughter of

william E and gertrude ethel park watts lavern

received her education in murray and graduated from the

university of utah she taught school for six years and

served as principal of the junior seminary program of the

salt lake grant ward she married thomas J parmley a

professor of physics at the university of utah in june

1923

her church service includes work in the MIA

programs of the salt lake grant and 33rd wards primary

work in the salt lake grant and emigration wards and

as a member of the bonneville stake primary board

she was called to the primary general board in

july 1941 in march 1942 sister parmley became second

counselor to president may green hinckley and was

54statement by lavern W parmley personal
interview july 30 1970
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advanced to first counselor when adele cannon howells

became president among her many talents was the ability
to work and understand boys she worked with the trail
builders program on a ward stake and general level

sister parmleysParm talentsleys led her to the assignment of

supervising the preparation of lesson books for all
primary departments

president howells died in april 1951 lavern

watts parmley was called as her successor on may 16

1951 she selected as her counselors arta matthew hale

and florence holbrook richards

the twenty four year administration of president

parmley saw vast changes her administration would be

a worthwhile study just a few of the major accomplish-

ments and changes of her administration include the

following not necessarily in the order of their
occurrence

1 primary childrensChilchii hospitaldrenis completed new

wing and floor added

2 editor of the childrens friend 195119701951

lavern

1970

W parmley n primary general board
historical record III111liilil 29 located in the general
primary office library

f
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3 reverence program introduced

4 changes in most of the classes in format

names and design to fit in with a worldwideworld membershipwide

5 scouting and cub scouting became a part of

the primary program

6 primary service pins bracelets and necklaces

available

7 junior primary instituted
8 publication of the primary script for selected

officers of the primary

9 date for home maker girls

and their athersfathers

10 primary standard replaced the reverence

program

11 size of stake primary boards reduced

12 primary home partnership begun

13 stake primary conventions abolished

14 the childrenchildrens s friend was merged with the

friend

SUMMARYSUMMRY

greatness comes from service rendered to others

throughout the ninety seven year history of the primary

fit

daddy daughter

f
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movement many noble women have freely given of their time

and talents in serving the young people of the church

standing at the head of those volunteer workers have been

the five women who have served as president of the gen-

eral primary association and the sixth president is now

serving

those noble women were prepared for their high

calling by their experiences dedication in previous

callings and willingness to serve under the direction of

the priesthood the venerable louie bouton felt served

for forty five years and at her side was may anderson

for thirty five of those years the formation refine-

ment and growth of the primary program during its first
fifty years was a result of their dedicated efforts and

foresight

however the greatest growth in numbers came

under the last three general presidents presidents

hinckley howells and parmley built their administration

upon the foundation of their predecessors the changes

that took place under the administration of each presi-

dent were done with the view of making the primary an

instrument of help and training to LDS children through-

out the church
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SOME NOTABLE contributions

the savior taught by their fruits ye shall know

them the primary association has produced worthy

fruits that testify of its value while it is true that

religious and spiritual things are often pictured in the

abstract very often the results prove their worth

the fact that the primary organization has

existed for nearly one hundred years speaks well of some

of its value A review of some of the major contribu-

tions should serve to illustrate its great worth two

of the more prominent contributions of the primary move-

ment were the childrens friend magazine and the primary

childrens hospital each will be reviewed in some

detail because of their impact on the popularity and

growth of the primary however it is quickly conceded

that both have had much written about them and each

would be worthy of a greater in depth study

matthewnatthew 720
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two other contributions that will be presented

are the effect that the primaries have had upon mission-

ary work and the influence of the primary training upon

the lives of the children and workers themselves

THE CHILDRENS FRIEND MAGAZINE

beloved sisters with feelings of intense joy
deep satisfaction and profound gratitude we intro-
duce this little book

if in any way our little book will help the
young to learn that wisdoms ways are pleasant ways
and all its paths are peace our reward will be
ample

the first presidency of our church have given us
their approval and blessing and all that remains to
complete the success of our undertaking is that each
officer will add their personal approval and assist-
ance by subscribing for the childrens friend and
by using the lessons find a greater satisfactionsallssaLissatis andfaction
pleasure in the primary associations

those words of introduction began the sixty ninth

year publication of the childrens friend it material-

ized after repeated requests hard work and wise

management the childrens magazine went through

various stages that changed it from a teachers publica-

tion to a childrens magazine

the childrens friend
I1 january 1902 2 to avoid lengthy repetition the
childrensChilchii frienddrenis will be abbreviated CF

2

2
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need of a publication

As primary units grew in number a central board

and stake boards were formed as needed three main

problems faced primary workers first uniform admini-

strative and procedural guidelines were needed second

uniform systematized lesson materials were in demand

third suggestions on how to handle the children were

frequently requested

it was found that many problems were common

among primaries the general board realized that some

means of communication was needed between local stake

and general board workers handwritten letters were

tedious and took valuable time the solution was to make

available a publication wherein the general board could

give uniform instructions provide systematized lesson

materials and have a constant and consistent source of

communication with all primary workers throughout the

church

the matter of a primary publication was discussed

as a general board and then with stake officers at their

periodic meetings the minutes of one these meetings

reveal their feelings
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the matter of our paper was brought forward and
it was decided that we try to run an independent
paper for ourselves and the general board was
instructed to find out how much it would cost to
start this paper and appropriation appropriate
to each stake a certain amount to be realized
through subscriptions

president felt and her aids approached the

first presidency with requests several different times

one one occasion the brethren counseled them that the

time was not appropriate they said that such a

venture could not be made to pay financially for the

reason that papers of years standing in the community

are on the verge of failureallure 1 4 some of the papers had

sought church help to remain in existence and the

young ladies mutual improvement associations publica-

tion suffered a shaky start besides the sisters were

minutes of stake officers and general board
meeting of the primary association of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints april 7 1894 p 13
minutes located in church historians office hereafter
cited as stake officersgeneral board minutes

mary R jack sixty nine years of theche chil-
drens friend the improvement era LXXIV december
1970 10 letter from the first presidency of the
church april 28 1896 on file in the church historians
office

5marba C josephson history of the YWMIAYWMD salt
lake city the young womens mutual improvement
association 1955 109110109 hereafter110 referred to as

f
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reminded the juvenile instructor was a well established

monthly magazine that was directed to auxiliary workers

of the church and was considered as one of the very

potent child instruction magazines of our early days

the general board accepted the counsel and waited

they joined with william morton a local publisher in

producing the primary helper 7 the small book did not

history of the YWMIA their magazine became known as the
young womanswomancomans journal it had its birth in october 1889
as a monthly magazine financial problems caused by the
lack of subscriptions and increasing debts led to consid-
eration of merging with the contributor however a
decision was made to make some revisions in staffing
push subscription sales and include lesson material
heretofore published in a separate pamphlet these
moves and the diligence of its publishers saved the
publication

6markamark E petersenpetrsenpet thersen publications of the
church p 7 an address presented before the faculty
of seminaries and institutes of the church educational
program of the church on july 8 1958 at brigham young
university A copy is on file in special collections at
brigham young university library

minutes of the general board of the primary
association of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints december 14 1898 p 38 january 28 1900
p 11 february 25 1900 p 18 located in the church
historians office hereafter cited as general board
minutes the primary helper was a collection of songs
short bible stories poetry memory gems and recitations
compiled written and published by william A morton
under the direction of the general primary board the
first presidency gave approval for its printing after
viewing the manuscript the first issue came out in

6
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meet the needs of systematized lesson materials or

instructions to the workers in the fieldleid
after consultation with stake officers the

general board decided to approach brother george Q

cannon and ask for space in juvenile instructor the

space was to be used to carry instructions to primary

workers the plan was to work through brother abraham

cannon a member of the twelve apostles however before

they could approach him brother abraham cannon became

ill and died

birth of the
childrens friend

primary workers in the field continued to

urgently request aid in lesson materials and the

organizational problems continued to exist president

felt and may anderson counseled with their fellow board

members and decided to make another attempt at gaining

approval for a primary publication in 1901 the matter

was again laid before the first presidency with the argu-

ments favoring the need of a primary magazine the

1899 and it appears that there were one or two more
issues which came out on an annual basis

f
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approval was granted with the caution you must take all
the burden of it yourselves if you fail it will be

impossible for us to give you any financial aid

president louie B felt became manager and may

anderson was named editor of the new publication other

members of the general board were assigned to areas of

responsibility in preparing the first edition of their
magazine they faced many challenges and found that the

one thing that was lavishly showered upon them was dis-

couragement they sought information and advice from

anyone they could find in the printing and publishinpublishing

business most of the time they received an abundance
a

of disheartening discouragement but somehow they

reserved unto themselves only those things that would aid

in perfecting their plan thus it was they obtained many

of their soundest rules

when printer and publisher friends recognized the

determination of the primary leaders in their plan they

gave sound suggestions william morton cautioned them to

louie B felt CF XVIII toberoctoberjc 1919
414

9adelaide
the childrens friend XVII june 1918 230
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take a lesson from my experience dont send your

magazine out to have it paid for later have the su-
bscription paid in advance 11 at deseret news printing

brother tingey who had opposed their venture viewed

their plans for the first issue and said to an associate

theyve got it john and theyll make it a
success I1 would give a dollar a month to have
lessons like that for my sunday school and these
people are going to ask one dollar a year 10

the sisters took brother mortonsmortensMor advicetons and

sold subscriptions to the primary magazine for one dollardoliar

per year in advance by the end of january 1902 868

subscriptions had been sold the sisters showed their

faith in their magazine by ordering 2000 copies printed

their faith was rewarded as the list of subscribers

reached 1248 by the end of february 1902 the

magazine project had been successfully launched through

the hard work and dedicated service of the primary

general board led by sister anderson to her has been

given the credit for originating the idea of a primary

magazine the promise made to may anderson as a young

girl many years before was realized through

ibid ack op cit

11

loibid iijackbijack
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her talents exhibited in her position as editor of the
1 0childrens friend for nearly forty years

one of the interesting sidelights in the rise of

the childrens friend was the manner in which the mag-

azine received its name president felt called a special

meeting of her board to discuss the choice of a proper

name for their publication they met on november 8 1901

and discussed several possibilities among the sugge-

stions were the primary friend the primary magazine and

primary plan papers the board decided upon the name of

the primarprimary friendriend sister olive derbidge christensen

assistant general board secretary was assigned to write

up notices to publicize the magazine when the notices

were completed they were brought before the general

board for review it was discovered that sister derbidge

had innocently written the childrenchildrens friend the general

board felt the name suited their magazine better so they
13voted to retain the name

mary and may CF XVIII october 1919
422 president may anderson CF XXV january 1926
22

general board minutes november 18 1901 jack
op cit p 10 marion B kerr how the childrens
friend got its name CF IXL april 1940 163
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growth and development

the childrens friend magazine grew from the 868

subscriptions of january 1901 to 170000 at the end of

aurelia S rogers the home and what it
comprises

14aureliaaurella
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the childrenschildren friend of 1902 to 1924 was half

the area surface in comparison to the 1970 volume the

first issue carried poetry messages from the general

board instructions memory gems and systematized lesson

materials succeeding issues added or deleted material

that was deemed necessary to meet the needs of the pri-

mary workers in its early years it was the officers

and teachers who were the subscribers

the value of the magazine was viewed as a means

for primary workers to become better acquainted with one

another aurelia rogers founder of the primary movement

and a member of the general board took an occasion to

encourage her coworkersco inworkers the following manner

let us rejoice together and be glad that we
have a little magazine of our own wherein we can
receive instructions concerning the primary work
and the duties attached to it we can also occa-
sionally through its columns exchange our thoughts
and ideas thereby becoming better acquainted
with each other

CF

sionally
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its sixty nine years A decision by the general board

to print 4000 copies of the childrens friend for 1903

was based on the success of the first year of publication

the decision proved to be too optimistic as the number of

subscriptions decreased counsel from president felt
changed the situation and brought a growth in subscrip-

tions before the years end in the november issue of

the magazine the following was written

with this number the childrens friend completes
its second year As the official organ of the
primary association the magazine has become a real
necessity to the officers and teachers it
has been in a marked degree successful for the pur-
pose for which it was established many kind words
of encouragement have been received

the number of copies printed in 1906 rose to

20000202000 it was an increase of 18000 in four years

one of the reasons for the success in 1906 was the pro-

gram of having a magazine sales representative in each

ward another reason was the concerted effort to make

the childrens friend more attractive to boys and

girls 17

ijack15jackajack op cit
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beginning with the january 1905 issue the

lesson material was reduced up to that time it had

occupied a little over half of each issue it was cut

to less than a quarter of each number the space gained

was used for more stories poems pictures and sections

directed to children the move was made to attract more

childrenschildres interest
between the years of 1906 to 1912 the magazine

went through a few minor changes reports of growth and

talks given at the annual primary conventions began in

1908 departments with ideas for use of leisure time

came into being

in 1912 a special issue paid tribute to the

untiring editor may anderson A special surprise issue

prepared by members of the general board who

conspired to print her picture and intro-
duce her to her many friends without her knowing
it until she opens the first little magazine which
comes from the printer it would take many pages
to tell all the things she thinks of all the
things she does and the many hours she puts in the
issuing of this invaluable periodical from cover
to cover inside and out every word and picture
is secured by her own unassisted efforts 10

louie B felt an appreciation 11 CF XI
january 1912 28

herknowing

18
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financial problems in 1917 caused the general

board to consider raising the subscription rates the

cost of paper and printing had risen considerably result
1 Q

ing in a shortage of 600.0060000 for the year however

the influenza epidemic of that period led the first
presidency to recommend that the raise in the cost be

delayed

the staff of the childrens friend were fre-

quently looking for ways to save time and speed up their

efforts As the number of mailings increased their
jobs became more difficult in the early days of the

magazine each issue was hand wrapped and addressed the

copies were then carried by hand to the post office for

mailing the initiative of the workers was demonstrated

by the invention of a device upon which mail pouches

could be fastened the device was a rack set on rollers

that allowed easy movement even when full someone who

saw the device suggested that the idea be patented the

answer from the primary workers was that their only con

20cerncorn was to do their job easier and faster

general board minutes august 17 1918 p 51

journal history of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints february 2 1917 p 5 located in
church historians office hereafter cited as journal his-
tory
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A major revision took place in the childrensChild

friend

rents

issue of 1924 the pages were doubled in surface

area it had been a six inch by four and one half inch

magazine since its inception for the first time in the

history of the publication a two colored cover was

featured the cover was the creation of C nelson white

a convert to the church from denmarkDerdei theunark 1924 issues

also featured the first of many picture stories and the

first serial story also at this time the subscription

price was set at 1.25125 the reason for the drastic

change in format and content was to excite and capture

the interest of the children the move from a teachers
magazine to a childrens publication became very pro-

nounced

the period between 1925 and 1940 saw the complete

elimination of lesson outlines which were printed under

separate covers of lesson manuals for each primary depart-

ment and in 1933 the first colored pages appeared an

interesting feature of the childrens friend of the early

1940s was the adoption of center fold pages with cut out

figures the pages could be removed for the childs use

general board minutes october 12 1921 p 96

21
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in december 1939 the venerable may anderson

retired as editor of the childrenchildrens friend she had

served in that capacity for thirty nine years the mag-

azine had known no other editor an interesting note is

that the name of the editor did not appear in the chil-

drens friend until february 1925 with one exception

that exception was the january 1912 issue that honored
22sister anderson

may green hinckley became the editor in january

1940 adele cannon howell served from 1943 to 1951 and

lavern W parmley guided the magazine from 1950 to 1970

in december 1970 the childrenchildrens friend merged with

other church magazines in the complete church coordina-

tion of all magazines the childrenchildrens magazine since

january 1970 to the present is known as the friend

the childrensChild friendcentsrents celebrated its fiftieth
anniversary by compiling two special volumesvollmes containing

a collection of articles poems stories and other

materials that had appeared in the magazine over the

years one volume was compiled especially for the

9922 statement by mary R jack personal interview
july 30 1970
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older children while the other was directed to the
23younger children

over the course of its sixty nine year history

the childrens friend and its staff have been the recipi-

ents of several awards but one of its real values has

been its use as a missionary tool in the 1950s

president parmley and her aid accepted the challenge of

president david 0 mckay that every member be a mission-

ary primary children were encouraged to contribute

pennies and nickles and primary workers prepared to send

copies of the childrens friend to missions and mission-

aries all over the world J

besides its missionary value leading church

leaders have attested to the worth of the childrens

friend elder orson F whitney claimed to have found an

25answer to a prayer through its pages arelia spencer

marion B kerr the childrens friend for
fifty years CF LI january 1952 29

2jack24jackajack op cit p 12

orson F whitney A friend in need 1

CF XXIX january 1930 1 he had spent some time
looking for an item of history he wished to use in a talk
when he couldnt find the article he offered a brief
prayer that evening while resting he was browsing
through the childrens friend and found the very article
for which he had been looking

24
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rogers founder of the primary movement looked upon the

magazine as a means of becoming better acquainted with

her fellow workers in the primary as ideas thoughts

experiences and suggestions were shared as has already

been mentioned

in our own day elder mark E peterson said of

the childrens friend

do you know one of the greatest and best helps
you can get to place in the hands of your children
it is a magazine published by the primary association
of this church and it is called the childrens
friendfriendsfriende it is the grandest by all odds the best
childs magazine that I1 have ever seen anywhere
it will do a great service for your children the
children of the church love it it provides wonde-
rful things with which to build faith and character
it also gives them entertainment it gives to the
children of the church that something which they love
and which they need

it is indeed a mistake to suppose that the
childrens friend is only to go into the homes of
those people who happen to be workers in the primary
association every child in this church is entitled
to the benefit that can come to him or her through
the use of that wonderful magazine if you love
your children and if you desire to build faithaithfalthalth in
their hearts and to develop character put in their
hands this valuable childs magazine 0

A word for the children CF XXXXVIII
september 1949 389
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THE PRIMARY CHILDRENCHILDRENS HOSPITAL

one of the major accomplishments of the primary

association was the establishment of the primary childrens
hospital program in 1911 it was born out of a desire to

help little children in two ways first to give co-
mpassionate service to youngsters suffering from some

physical handicap and second to give primary children

opportunities to receive joy and satisfaction through

rendering service to others less fortunate than them

27selves president louie B felt and may anderson had

occasions to witness the plight of physically handicapped

children after discussing their feelings regarding the

children the two associates met with president joseph F

smith and presented their idea for helpinghelhei thepinopinc handi-

capped children after careful consideration the

brethren gave their hearty support and president felt
was notified that two small wards in the groves LDS

hospital were at their disposal

primary childrens hospital guide for ward
and branch primary presidenciesPresiden saltcies lake city gen-
eral board of the primary associalionassociation of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1962 p 85 here-
after cited as guide

primary

27primary27
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immediatelymediatelyLu the primary general board set about

raising the necessary funds its aim was to develop a

hospital fund that was perpetual in nature a labor of

love the general board love award was proposed as the

initial fund the major fund that ultimately developed

has been known by several different terms the primary

birthday pennies the birthday pennies the penny fund

the primary fund the hospital fund the primary love
00pennies and the primary hospital fund

As the primary hospital evolved special building

fund projects were employed they usually occurred during

the major construction phases building fund projects

included a myriad of activities such as plays operettasope

bazaars

rettas

fairs carnivals bake sales buy a brick

campaign and other self initiated projects by primary

children and leaders

thefhe groves LDS hospital phase developed two wards

one for boys and one for girls each ward started with

a minimum of three beds the plan was to care for chil-

dren that required a lonloneion period of convalescence after
surgery A cardinal principle was that little patients

general board minutes may 16 1911igliigil p 14

28
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were entered as primary patients and not as charity cases

it allowed the patient and his parents to maintain their
dignity and self respect

early in 1912 the salt lake thirteenth ward

requested assistance for one of their little boys and

john wilson became the first patient inirlleuliu the primary chil-

drens hospital john stayed in the hospital for four
OQ

weeks at a cost of 84.508450 ittt was later reported that

he had suffered a recurrence of his ailment and was read

mittedbitted his return pointed up a problem that became

increasingly alarming the lack of funds and space often

required sending some patients home before they were suf-

ficiently recovered and occasionally parents were unable

to provide adequate recuperative care in the home envir-

onment it was necessary for some patients to stay for

weeks and months in order to recuperate properly the

need for larger and adequate facilities and sufficient

financing was obvious

however the number of patients during the first
couple of years were slow in coming sister may anderson

commented

guide loc cit

29

29

8450
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the firstirstarst year we had one case the next year
or two the increase was slow however as the
organizations became interested in the collection
of money more and more children were discovered
who might be in need of hospital care

the procedure for admittance to the childrenchildrens

hospital was simple the needy child was brought to the

attention of the ward bishop he made the determination

if the child was entitled to the help if so representa-

tive met the child and assigned a staff doctor who rend-

ered his services free of charge the bill for hospital

care 2002.00 per day and operating room costs was sent to

the bishop he in turn applied to the general board of

the primary associations for whatever amount it agreed to

pay 31

the need for larger and better facilities prompted

an approach to the groves hospital administration for

additional space but other demands for hospital space

made the granting of the request impossible president

felt and sister anderson took the matter before president

heber J grant and he opened doors that eventually led

may anderson the spirit of the primary
CF XXXIII october 1934 350

general board minutes february 8 1912 p 49
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to the acquisition of the old hyde home across from

temple square on the north

during the groves LDS hospital phase fifty two

children received recuperative care the program was

supported by the contributions of the primary children

and workers an additional fund of 714.4871448 had been

set aside in anticipation of new facilities SL

the 1922 expansioners2ans3

the

on

presiding bishopric of the church under

bishop charles W nibley offered the old hyde home for

the second phase of the primary childrens hospital

project the church agreed to donate the building and

equipment and care for the grounds the primary asso-

ciations were responsible for expenses of caring for the

patients and handling all administrative matters per-

taining to the program

the childrens hospital was a new venture in the

intermountain west as may anderson explained

deseret news church news saitqsaltisalt lake city
january 23 1952 hereafter cited DNCN p 10

pr y
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when this idea was first presented there was
in all this intermountain country no place for
special care of afflicted and crippled children
surely the thought came because there was a real
need for this type of service

bishop nib ley authorized the sending of two general board

members to the eastern part of the united states to study

convalescent and day care centers for children presi-

dent felt and may anderson were selected to go

the two primary workers returned from their
eastern trip in july 1921 the information and knowl-

edge they obtained was not as valuable as hoped sisters

felt and anderson found they were pioneering in this

field and they would need to work out their own

Q

problems however those involved in the hospital

project were determined to make sure the little patients

had a home away from home with the appropriate healthy

environment

financing the enlarged program brought about a

refinement of fund raising methods the original plan

was to develop a perpetual fund heretofore contribu-

tions had been in the form of spare pennies and nickles

general board minutes february 23 1922 p 122
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mrs nettie talmage member of the primary general board

suggested a program of contributions from all church me-
mbers the plan was to have all members contribute one

penny for each year of their age annually the presiding

bishops counsel was sought concerning proper policies

and procedures in collecting the suggested fund the

approval of the first presidency was obtained and the

new plan was announced to the church membership it was

reported that the hospital was almost entirely supported

by the children through their penny contributions 3

the purpose of the convalescent home was the same

as at the groves LDS hospital it gave postoperativepost

care

operative

the corrective surgery was usually done at the LDS

hospital the young patients were then transferred to

the primary facilities for the needed period of con-

valescing that recuperative period ran from days to

months and in some cases required years

the official opening of the primary childrens
convalescent and day nursery took place on may 11 1922

it was dedicated by president heber J grant and was

general board minutes june 15 1921 alice T

sheets report of the LDS childrens hospital for the
year 1924 n XXIV july 1925 278

35
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accompanied by an open house ceremony many dignitaries

of the medical profession the community the church

and the primary associations were in attendance the

visitors saw a facility that featured a glassed in

veranda along its east and north sides the first floor

veranda was designed as a playroom for nursery babies

while the second floor veranda was a promenade deck for

the older patients

patients came from several of the surrounding

states there were no barriers of color religion or

nationality the only restrictions limited care to boys

under twelve years of age and girls under fourteen and

to children of financially burdened parents the chil-

dren received treatment for many types of medical

problems 0

the staff of the childrenchildrens hospital was the best

salt lake city had to offer they gave of their services

voluntarily and declared they will never be too busy to
oyO

give
y

all that their knowledge and skill would allow 7

deseret news salt lake city october 22
1921 anderson spirit of primary loc cit here-
after cited DN

DN CN op cit general board minutes
november 9 1921 p 135
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under the able leadership of miss anna rosenkilde head

nurse and later superintendent of the hospital and dr

samuel C baldwin it found its great success dr

baldwin was a noted orthopedic surgeon he served for

twentyfivetwenty yearsfive 191219371912 as1937 chief of staff and in

other capacities for the hospital in a most generous

manner anna rosenkilde began as head nurse when the

childrens hospital opened in 1922 and served until her

retirement in 1945 sister rosenkilde headed a regular

staff of a graduate nurse light nurses1 aids a cook

a janitor an orderly and a medical student who did the

laboratory work

many other people rendered their services to the

children barbers dentists school teachers and church

leaders elders of the priesthood made daily visits and

administered to any child who desired to be blessed

church meetings in the form of sunday school primary

priesthood meetings and sacrament meetings were held

school teachers held classes for those old enough and

able to attend groups of primary children and workers

paid frequent visits bringing gifts to cheer the chil-

dren and keep them happy

nurses
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sister may anderson reported in 1929 that the
00childrens hospital was working beyond capacity the

popularity of the hospital care spread and the facilities
and equipment became outdated the desire for larger and

more modern accommodations led the first presidency under

president heber J grant to purchase two and one half

acres on 12th avenue and D street the new location

was on a hillside overlooking the salt lake valley from

the north president grants actions were prompted by a

letter from miss anna rosenkilde she told him of condi-

tions and safety hazards that existed her plea was for

a place shiny and beautiful for the children she

wrote

when may we look for something shiny and
beautiful for the children A building with plenty
of sunlight cheery walls and a nice floorloorioor for
children to play on A lovely safesaf building that
would warm the hearts of the good sisters who come
from the country with their offerings

A few years ago we carried about 10 babies to
safety when the building was on fire and the rooms
full with smoke

sometime ago we were unlucky enough to receive
a diptheriadiphtheriadip carriertheria among the children this
meant strict isolation for all children a difficult
situation in this building of large wards

00
may anderson primary hospital CF

XXVIII july 1928 331
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are children not our most precious possession
whether they are rich or poor whole or possessed
of a broken body I1 feel we could do a much better
piece of work in a more adequate building 39

president heber J grant was touched by the

letter and in return he said

I1 pledge myself to you to take up actively at
once the erection of a hospital for the child I1
shall head the list with a subscription of 2000
myself it ought to be done and done at once I1
regret that we have delayed so long in doing som-
ething for the hospital 40

fund raising began for the new structure before

the building could be started world war II11 halted co-
nstruction plans in 1949 president george albert smith

authorized the beginning of the new hospital ground

breaking ceremonies took place on april 1 1949 and

president david 0 mckay dedicated the building on

march 2 1952 since that time a new wing has been

added and some changes made

the primary convalescent and day nursery located

on the north side of north temple street across from

39the primary childrens hospital hospital
souvenir booklet salt lake city deseret book co
1967 p 5 DN CN op cit p 8

DN CN loc cit
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temple square was in use for thirty years 192219521922

it
1952

was equipped and furnished to accommodate twentyfivetwenty

patients

five

initially but was later expanded to care for

fifty children during its history it cared for 5907

in patients and 3498 outpatients its facilities served

well but it was made possible through the annual birth-
day penny contributions of primary children and workers

and parents and friends

marba C josephson a former editor of the

improvement era gave the following tribute
great as is this remedial work it still is

not the greatest factor of the hospital the
greatest factor is the tremendous development that
has come to those who have assisted in making this
dream a reality young people throughout the
church have originated ways to obtain money that
they might make their contribution to this cause

contributions TO missionary WORK

one of the great contributions of the primary

association has been in the field of missionary work it

catherine A rich comp the primacyprimary chil-
drens hospital salt lake city deseret book co
1967 p 5 DN CN op cit p 8

marba C josephson of such Is the
kingdom of heaven the improvementimplovement era LVI october
1952 p 715
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has been acknowledged as one of the most effective
0

methods of preaching the gospel joseph weston a

nonmember wrote

primary is a powerful proselyting influence for
the LDS church many children who regularly attend
primary meetings take part in primary social
affairs come from families that are not mormonscormonsMor

some

mons

early missionaries used the primary program as a

means of contacting families some were so successful

that the neighborhood primary program was started the

account is given of a pair of lady missionaries who

started a neighborhood primary and it blossomed into a

group of forty children many of them nonmembersnorunembersmembersnonnorun before

the two missionaries left 3

although the real missionary surge through the

primary organization began in the 1930 its foundations

had been laid many years before when young boys and girls
were being trained how to pray how to react before a

group and how to gain a deeper acquaintance with the

journal history october 8 1938 p 8 april 9
1932 p 8

ibid august 6 1933 p 4

joseph weston those amazing mormonscormons salt
lake city weston publishing co 1948 ppap 767776 77
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scriptures and the basic principles of the gospel

sister may anderson reported that hundreds of mission-

aries have borne witness of what the primary did for

them in gaining self confidence self control and the

abilityablitamlit toy know how to pray it is probable that the

quality of the missionaries character was aided by his

primary training

THE contribution TO THE LIVES
OF THE PRIMARY WORKERS

thou therefore which teachesttea anotherchest teachesttea

thou

chest

not thyself one47 of the great contributions of

the primary has been reflected in the lives of the work-

ers within the organization itself As there have been

hundreds of thousands of children participate in the

primary programs so there have been thousands of dedi-

cated workers whose lives have been touched for good

the primary workers of the first fifty years

labored under many handicaps that no longer exist

before they could teach they had to work out their own

may anderson the primary association
CF
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programs develop their own lesson outlines and fre-

quently acted as custodians they gave of their time

and abilities and labored with dedication presiding

bishop sylvester Q cannon honored them by stating

the primary association workers and officers are evi-

dencing their religion very clearly in their lives
many primary workers strengthened their own spirituality
and testimony as a result of their efforts in primary

work and it is probable that many homes became more

happy because of the training mothers and wives received

many of the devoted women rose to high church positions

as a result of their dedicated work and leadership

development

RESULTS IN THE LIVES OF THE CHILDREN

governor henry H blood stated in 1935 at a

special memorial honoring the birthplace of the primary

movement that his testimony of the gospel of jesus christ

began the day when miss snow stepped to the side of the

pulpit and told of her acquaintance with the prophet

sylvester Q cannon progressive primaries
CF XXVI october 1926 399

48

5

48sylvester48
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I1 owe
to the lessons the faith and the testimony

which have guided me through life and which
still sustain me

aaa9
255

joseph smith and her trip across the plains luacine

savage clarkdarkmark wife of J reuben clarkdark a former member

of the first presidency testified
some of my earliest memories cluster around

the primary meetings of my girlhood

the list could be lengthened by the testimonies

of the hundreds of thousands of children who have gone

through primary training an opportunity that thousands

more are given each year the list could be magnified

as hundreds of thousands of children have passed through

the days of primary training from the ranks of former

primary members have come hundreds of church leaders many

holding positions of high authority in the administration

of the church

there are numerous accounts of children exercis-

ing their faith in behalf of others mention was made

in presenting the life of aurelia rogers that the primary

children of richfield had a special prayer for her at the

time of the death of her husband A report was made by

DN may 4 1935

luacine savage clark greetings and messages
CF XXXV january 1936 262726 27
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a sister taylor of utah stake who related an instance

when primary children fasted and prayed for their
gravely ill bishop he attributed his recovery to the

faith of his loving ward members led by the children

the children have shown their willingness to

serve and share by raising funds for many types of pro-

jects including the salt lake temple building fund

the primary childrenchildrens hospital movement world war I1

projects and local beautification needs

the journal history of the church recorded the

following statement in tribute to the primary association

for fifty years it primary has been helping to
make the youth of zion into men and women of untainted
character true valiant staunch in their belief and
with a fervent testimony of the divinity of the
gospel of jesus christ the moral and ethical teach-
ings of the primary coupled with the religious
teachings of the master have brought about a better-
ment in the social moral physical everyday life
for thousands of latter day saints their lives
have been lifted above the rut of commonness by the
interweaving of religion and social education under
proper supervision the pattern seen by their pure
lives and lofty ambitions their love of fellowmenfel
their

lowmen
honesty their faith and trust in god and

their wonderful achievement is as a light set upon
a hill it shines forth to all the world it cannot
be hid it has not been equalledequal byled any other people
upon the face of the earth in modern times 3

general board minutes april 6 1896 p 19

52journal history june 10 1928 p 7
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SUMMARY

the fruits of the primary association during its
first fifty years were seen in its contributions to the

church the primary worker and the children some

contributions were tangible while others were not

the childrens friend was one of the tangible

contributions it began as a magazine

and evolved through successive steps to a childrens
magazine its great contributions during the first fifty
years of the primary were 1 the establishing of the

primary program in a standardized system 2 the train-
ing of officers and teachers in their duties 3 the

formation of uniform lesson outlines 4 a source of

primary history recorded through its pages 5 the

creating of leisure time activities and the many

features included for the interest of the children

the primary childrens hospital helped children

in two major ways 1 the mending of broken twisted

and malformed bodies 2 offering thousands of children

opportunities to give of their talents means and effort

to help finance the hospital and provide the little
patients with articles made in love and brotherhood

teacher oriented
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the hospital movement went through three main

phases the first two were inaugurated before 1928 and

the finalinalfinaiinai one in the late 1940s and early 1950 the

first phase was the two small wards in the groves LDS

hospital in 1911 and the second was the move to the old

hyde home across from the salt lake temple in 1922

the primary program became a force in missionary

work in two ways 1 it opened the doors to the preach-

ing of the gospel to many children and their parents

and 2 it played a vital part in the training of

prospective missionaries

As workers went about their primary work their
own lives were benefited by increased testimony greater

love and understanding of children and usually a happier

home life
however the greatest achievement is very diffi-

cult to measure as it deals with the spiritual growth of

the individual child many people have indicated their

feelings about the worth of the primary in their lives

it is safe to assume based on those feelings that some

of the spiritual growth of many children can be

attributed to their primary experiences there is

sufficient evidence to support the claim that the

f 1950s
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primary program helped many children develop some

talents and characteristics that were helpful to them

in their later lives

259
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SUMMARY

the primary association is an integral part of

the total organization of the church of jesus christ of

latter day saints it is designed especially for children

from four to twelve years of age the major respons-

ibility is to assist parents in the rearing of their

children by providing weekdayweek religiousday education and

wholesome leisure time activities
the purpose of this study was to trace the his-

torical development of the primary association movement

during its first fifty years of existence 187819281878

areas

1928

that were considered included 1 the birth of

the primary movement 2 the growth and development of

the program 3 the development of classes and course

materials major problems and efforts to solve them

5 a review of the life of aurelia spencer rogers

founder of the movement 6 a consideration of the

lives of the general presidents of the primary associa-

tion with an emphasis on the lives of louie bouton felt

260
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and may anderson and 7 a presentation of some of the

major contributions of the primary association

the movement came into existence to meet a grow-

ing need for weekdayweek religiousday training and supervised

direction in worthwhile leisure time activities condi-

tions existed in the church during the last half of the

nineteenth century that led to the mormon reformation

beginning in the late 1850

the primary organization had its inception in the

concern that arose from the counsel of the general autho-

rities that the church membership should reform their

lives the idea for a childrenchildrens organization wherein

they could be taught everything good and how to behave

was conceived by aurelia spencer rogers through the aid

of eliza R snow the idea was approved by the general

authorities and the first primary organization was

formed august 11 1878 in farmington utah

the first two decades of the movement was a

period of rapid growth and adjustment primary units

were established in nearly every mormon community in the

territory and several areas far removed from the

laurelialaurellalaurelialaurella1 Saureliaaurella rogers life sketches salt lake
city george Q cannon and sons co 1895 p 207

1850s
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headquarters of the church the primary program was

simple and individualistic the basic needs were

1 unified instructions on policies and procedures

2 systematized and uniform lesson materials and 3

suggestions on how to manage children and best meet their
needs until 1900 a major part of the program consisted

of activities and special projects designed to keep

children busy in worthwhile pursuits

the period from 1900 to 1928 was a time of

solidification modification and refinement of the

program by 1928 primaries were established in every

stake of the church and many missions the purposes were

fourfoldfour 1fold provide weekdayweek religiousday instruction
2 direct leisure time activities 3 encourage good

habits of health and 4 assist in the preparation of

boys for ordination into the aaronic priesthood

the growth factor of the primary led to a

refinement of the three levels of primary administration

general stakedistrictstake anddistrict wardbranchward tobranch meet the

growing demands of the program in small or remote areas

the neighborhood and home primaries were introduced an

important development was the institution of a general

conference for all primary workers replacing the
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general board stake primary presidents meeting that had

been held previously

initially all children met as one class but the

advent of the childrens friend resulted in a division of

the children into three then five and finally six

groups A highlight of the class divisions was the

introduction of the seagull program for the older primary

girls and the trail builder program for the older boys

course material originally was very unstructured but the

primary magazine soon provided systematized lessons

revolving around the bible the book of mormon and

church history howeverhoweveholeve by assignment the primary drew

their lesson material from church history during the

major part of 1902 to 1928

the primary movement facedaced many problems some

of which were easily solved while others persisted for

a long period of time those problems presented in this

study were 1 a lack of enrollment and attendance

2 difficulty in inancingfinancingfinancing the office of the general

board 3 conflicts with the religion class program

4 maintaining a year round program and 5 the juris-

dictional conflict over boys and girls ages twelve to

fourteen years

r
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the life of aurelia spencer rogers was presented

in some detail on the thesis that her early life prepared

her for a particular calling the fire which seemed to
0

burn within her indicating possible inspiration was

foretold to aurelia in a conversation with president

heber C kimball 3

born of a worthy heritage aurelia followed the

footsteps of her convert parents those footsteps led

her to nauvoo then to the mormon trail where her mother

died to winter quarters where her father left to fill a

three year mission and finally to the great basin and

the life of a pioneer wife and mother her home was

established in a community that accepted the challenge

of church leaders to reform their dwindling spiritual

lives

though aurelia rogers was the founder of the

primary movement its organization and development were

left to other women many noble women joined sister
rogers including five who have served as general presi-

dent of the primary association from 1880 to 1974 they

bidibid

bid
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2

31bid
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were louie B felt may anderson may green hinckley

adele cannon howells and lavern W parmleyPan

the

nley

lives and contributions of presidents felt
and anderson are discussed in greater detail than the

remaining three they were presidents during the first
fifty years and their lives were closely knit together

and woven around the primary movement

four major contributions of the primary movement

during its first fifty years are presented as a conclu-

sion to this study they are 1 the childrens friend

magazine 2 the primary childrenchildrens hospital 3 the

contribution to missionary work and 4 the values of

primary in the life of the primary children
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APPENDIX A

AURELIA ENCERSPENCER ROGERS

LETTERS FROM ORSON SPENCER
TO HIS CHILDREN

my oldest daughters J on you is rolled a great
responsibility seemingly beyond your years be womanly
kind and patient and act the part of mother to the
younger children teach them good principles and instruct
them how to act avoid in yourselves the weakness and
folly of youth as much as possible never forget or
slight my counsel for this is the commandment of god
I1 think I1 write according to the mind of god

you may and most probably will pass through
troubled and straightened circumstances and scarcely
be saved but fear not nor be dismayed for the god of
israel is your god and will strengthen and preserve you
if your faith fail not now my beloved children love
one another and dont mind little offencesfencesoffensesof but forgive
and bear with each others faults pray often and be not
angry or contentious with anybody when you are not
well fast and eat light food wear flannel and warm
clothing in all season as much as possible go to
school as much as you can trust to the counsel of
those who are set over you in the lord

you are my dearest treasures upon the earth
your mother was one of the loveliest of her sex
she characterized her whole life by those admirable
virtues which2 secured the spontaneous delight and good
will of all who knew her in you my children I1 see
many traits of her lovely spiritspirits the spirit of
god can dwell with you and assist you to emulate
celestial worthies I1 desire so to live that my example
and teaching shall tend to give you a mould and polish
which will make heaven happier at your approach
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love one another and bear each othersotherls faults
cherish the spirit of god by patience and kindness
never yield to sin or do anything that you would be
ashamed to ask god about or tellcellteli me of let no one
entice you to do wrong keep together live
together and do not separate be friends to one another

TO MOTHER EARTH

oh mother earth receive thy child
within thy loving breast
for she was weary mother dear
now let her sleep and rest
wonderful has been the story
that has been spent with thee
but her spirit worn and weary
longed from this earth to flee

her spirit was no part of thee
it came from god above
it was nurtured in a heavenly home
with patience and with love

earth thou bringestingestbridgestbr many trials
with which to school each child
to educate in self control
and training passions wild

this child never was rebellious
but gentle mild and sweet
thy friction on this jewel rare
made it perfect complete

thy work is done on mother earth
well and faithfully done
she has gained the great victory
with every battle won
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As daughter wife and mother dear
with loving ones shell dwell
in celestial courts of glory
and hear sweet voices tell
of little children so happy
redeemed from earthly sin
rejoicing now in realism of bliss
she taught them how to win

LITTLE CHILDREN HOW

I1 LOVE THEM

little children how I1 love them
pure bright spirits from above
what would heaven be without them
or this world without their love

yet these little angel spirits
sometimes have been heard to say
naughty words use impure language
while in anger at their play

little thinking of the tempter
ever standing near
waiting watching to mislead them
from the ways of truth I1 fear

the dear children be ye always
pure and holy day by day
ask the lord to guide and keep you
in the straight and narrow way

never grieve your heavenly watchers
by a coarse or impure word
never forget to pray for loved ones
for the childrens prayers are heard
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APPENDIX B

PRIMARY association INCLUDED
IN JUNE conference

in 1903 the primary association wrote asking
the privilege of joining the MIA in the general confer-
ence on sunday and of having a representative from their
board to speak in each meeting at this time the que-
stion was deferred until a study could be made of the
entire situation on march 30 1904 sisters may
anderson and louie B felt officers of the general
primary association entered and presented the matter
of having their association recognized at the annual
conference of the mutual improvement associations and
also presenting a scheme for merging the primary organi-
zations into the mutual improvement associations and
having the general board of the primary associations
recognized at all general conjoint public gatherings of
the associations 11

ann M cannon felt that the request of the
primary board should be referred to both MIA general
boards with the recommendations that a meeting of the
three boards be called to consider it

the conclusions that were finally reached were

ist that all auxiliary organizations are integral
parts of the church working under one great head the
first presidency but in no other sense is the primary
association an integralintearal part of the MIA

2ndand that the aim objects and purposes are
indeed similar but they are no more so than those of all
the auxiliary organizations of the church and if the
request were granted it would in the end mean oblitera-
tion of the primary association and the establishment
of a graded MIA to include the children
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3rdard that at our annual conference only two
general meetings will be held this year and much impo-
rtant instruction must be given hence our time is limited

4thath that innovations at our conference meetings
would establish a dangerous precedent and would also
divert the minds of the congregation from the MIA work
As a matter of courtesy we would prefer to offer one
entire session of the sunday service that if necessary
to accomplish this the conjoint officers meeting might
be appointed for a week day

5thath that the recognition asked for the general
MIA conference would necessarily involve the same recog-
nition in stake and local capacities

6thath that as a board we pledge ourselves to lend
all the help possible to the work of the primary associa-
tion but we respectfully suggest that the impetus and
spiritual force needed by them can be secured only
through the help of the presiding church authorities both
general and local

in april counselor martha H tingey visited the
first presidency with nephi L morris of the YMMIA and
edna smith of the primary association president joseph
F smith stated that the primary was not an integral
part11 of the mutual but was a relative part sister
tingey said that the YWMIA would be willing to grant the
time asked for in conference

president smith left the matter in theche hands of
the general presidency of the YWMIA who invited the
primary to join with the mutual in the conference ses-
sions the primary general board was sustained along
with those of the YMMIA and the YWMIA A brief address
was given by president louie B felt of the primary
association and may anderson general secretary of the
association addressed the sunday evening meeting

in june conference of 1905 the primary was
accorded the same privilege that they had granted them
in 1904 and in april 1906 the primary was granted time
in the sunday meetings of the MIA conferences the same
arrangement prevailed for several years by 1914 each
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organization had its own conference meeting at the same
time but in separate sessions this continued until
the primary association was given convention time in
april of each year immediately preceding april general
conference the relief society was given the time preced-
ing the october semiannualsemi conferenceannual and the MIA was
given the june conference time
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ABSTRACT

the primary association of the LDS church is an
organization assigned to direct weekdayweek religiousday train-
ing of children four to twelve years of age the object
of this study was to determine what factors led to the
birth of the movement how the early program developed
what its main features were what some of the major prob-
lems were and how they were solved who some of the
prominent people were in the movement and what were some
of its major accomplishments

results of the study have shown that the primary
became a great influence in the lives of many young
children of the church it has developed into a major
force in preparing young boys for priesthood ordination
and in helping young girls understand their future roles
as wives and mothers
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